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26 (LAB 2) THE NATURE OF FORCE
27 6 Applications and Momentum 43-47
30 7 Kinetic Energy & Others 48-52
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2 (LAB 3) WORK AND ENERGY
3 9 Temperature and Heat 165-173
6 10 Change of Phase 131-159, 173-174
8 11 Gas Laws and Heat Transfer 175-183
9 (LAB 4) GAS LAWS and HEAT

10 MIDBLOCK EXAM

13 12 Static Electricity 231-244
15 13 Electric Field & Currents 244-264
16 (LAB 5) ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
17 14 Ohms Law and Circuits 265-273
20 15 Magnetization 283-286
22 16 Electromagnetism 288-322
23 (LAB 6) MAGNETS and MOTORS
24 17 Reflection & Refraction 357-380
27 18 Interference 385-401
29 19 Electrons and Atoms 117-127, 345-355
30 (LAB 7) LENSES

May 1 20 Radioactivity 465-495
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

MILES J. DRESSER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: From the earliest age that a child

can communicate, their curiosity about nature and its

behavior is evident. The questions of "why?* which

sometimes exhaust the patience of the adults around them,

are many times the same questions that have driven

scientists to explore the mysteries cf nature. Those

explorations have resulted in a clearer view of nature, out

as each mystery is explored and becomes less mysterious, new

mysteries become evident that arouse the inherent curiosity

of people to study them. We have found that the unravelling

of mysteries has in most cases been to our benefit because

as we develop understanding, we can better employ nature to

our benefit. Machines do work we cannot, medicines cure the

previously uncurahle, and new materials are found that adapt

to our requireMents where others failed. Transportation and

communications have taken us from a world of isolated

families, communities, and tribes to a massive interrelated

world society which on one hand seems exciting and filled

with potential but on the other hand is frightening in its

complexity and variety. Thus while science has given us

many benefits it has also created some of our most complex

problems. Living in these times then requires that we have

a populace that is generally at ease with and somewhat
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conversant in the sciences. Just as the knowledge from

science has contributed, in part, to our problems so must an

understanding of science be involved in the solution of

those problems.

To that end we will try to create a course that

involves specialist teachers who demonstrate both the

process and substance of physical science in a manner that

is intriguing and stimulating to the potential elementary

teacher. We feel that the ability of an elementary teacher

to feel at ease while presenting physical science topics or

encouraging their students in those studies is critical to

the improvement of attituoes toward the physical sciences

found in our general society.

Using specialist teachers in the physical sciences

requires that we use subject matter breakdowns that are

evident at the University level but rather meaningless at

the elementary level. The four blocks of t'ais course will

be Physics, Chemistry, Geology, and Astronomy. All of

these topics become blended as they are implemented into

elementary educational programs so that the elementary

teacher must be able to draw on knowledge from several

academic areas for a single classroom topic. The primary

goal of this course is then to provide the future teacher

with sufficient knowledge of the subject matter in the

Physical Sciences that they can feel confident when called

on, to present these topics to the elementary class. It is

assumed that these students will be concurrently enrolled in
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a science methods course which parallels this and deals with

the implementat4ln of the topics of this course in an

elementary situation.

PHYSICS INTRODUCTION: The domain of physics includes the

search for some of the most fundamental of the laws which

govern the behavior of matter and how these laws combine to

explain the phenomena of nature that we observe. Topics in

Physics include motion, force, energy, fluid behavior both

at rest and in motion, temperature, electricity, magnetism,

light and optics, and the construction of matter from the

level of subnuclear particles through the construction of

the atom to the nature of solids and fluids as an assembly

of atomic particles. Our intent is to activate the

childlike curiosity that pervades us all, to see that simple

model- and simple explanations infact explain far more of

nature around us than might seem possible at first glance.

Simple models are many times numerical in nature so that

the quantification of phenomena and substances becomes

an important part of this subject. The first step in

quantification of physical phenomenon is to establish

an appropriate measure. An understanding of measurement

is crucial to the development of the physical sciences

and particularly to the development of those topics in

the domain of Physics. Thus we begin with the process of

measurement and proceed to the topics of mechanics, (motion,

force, and energy). We will then study the subject of heat

and temperature followed by the topics of electricity and
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magnetism, and optics and light. Our final focus will be on

atomic and nuclear construction and the use of physical

models to aid our understanding of phenomena at that level.



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #1

I, Introduction

A. Course Procedures ind Plans

B. Nature of Physics

C. Measurements

1. process (comparison)

2. definitions (conventions)

length
time
mass

Show examples

II. Kinematics

A. Speed (Demo Air Track horizontal or tipped)

1. average

2. instantaneous

3. examples

B. Acceleration - deceleration

1. average

2. instantaneous

3. examples
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #2

I. Review of Kinematics

A. Position

B. Velocity

II. Kinematics (cont.)

B. Acceleration - deceleration

1. average

2. instantaneous

3. examples

C. Description of Motion

1. constant acceleration

2. useful formulae

x - x
o

= at
2

+ v
o
t

v
2

- v
o
2

= 2a(x - x
o

)

3. examples

(Ball down
sloped hill)

freefall experiments (F3ather & Farthing)
g = const. for everything

(ignorirg air drag)

Talk about describing a ball's motion when
tossed up (or down) + velocity,
± + acceleration, + position

4. numerical examples



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #3

I. Review of Kinematics

A. Position

B. Velocity

C. Acceleration

D. Formulae for const. acceleration

x - xo = vot + at
2

v
2

- v
o
2 = 2a(x - x

o
)

Watch signs!

II. Kinematics in 2 or 3 dimensions

A. Vectors

1. magnitude & direction

2. position vectors coordinate arrows

3. velocity vectors

B. Combining vectors

1. graphical addition

2. components ruler
pro6ractor

3. component addition

4. subtraction (the minus vector)

C. 2 dimensional motion

1. independence of components

a. monkey hunter demo

b. other demos
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #4

I. E e-.. of Examples

TI. Dynamics - Answers the question

"Why do velocities change?" or
"How can we change a velocity?"

A. The answer is - Force

A crude definition of force -
"That which changes velocity."

Newton said....(First law) an object ren_lins at
rest or at constant velocity unless acted on by a
net Force.

B. How do we measure force?

1. note dependence on mass

2. note dependence on acceleration

C. Action - Reaction

(

, , , , , .. __. _11 i
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #5

I. Review of concepts of force

II. Newtons laws of motion

A. First---"rest or constant velocity"

B. Second---"net force = ma"

C. Third---"action-reaction"

III. Application examples of the three laws

A. Ball with string above and below

B. Tablecloth from under a place setting

C. Tractor and log

14



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #6

I. Review of Newton's Laws

A. 1st Law (defines Force as that which changes
velocity)

2nd Law - quantifies Force via Fn = ma
3rd Law Action-Reaction...Forceg come in pairs

B. Applications

1. Units of Force

kg(m/s
2

) = Newton = N, English Pouri is force of g

F = mg

m = f/g = lb/(ft/s
2

) = Slug

2. Weight vs Mass

Weight is force of g on matter, Mass is quantity
of matter

if F
net

= mg

m = F
net

/g = w/g

II. Momentum

Defined as P = my

-
Since F

net
= ma = m (

v vo)

t

my - mv P - Pe=
t

o = -----
t

=
P

t

or P= F t -- F t is called impulse

Bat hits ball with F for t -- Changes momentum by P

if F = P/ t

and if F = 0

P = 0 => P = constant conservation of momentum

I 15



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK --- LECTURE #7

I. Review of Newtons laws.

II. Another Application person on an elevator

a = 2 m/s
2
, m = 100 kg, find the apparent weight.

III. Work

A. No work if no change in position

B. No work if force is perpendicular to the motion

C. Work is negative if motion is opposite to force

IV. Potential Energy (mgy for gravity)

A. Energy of position

1. Work to put it there

2. Work it can deliver if released

V. Kinetic Energy (mv+2 /2)

A. Energy of motion

1. F
net

= ma from Newton II

2. v
2
- v

o
2 = 2 ax Kinematic #4

x = (ma) x = m (ax)3. W = F
net

= m(v2 - v
o
2
)/2

= KE - KE
o

4. This is called the work energy theorem:

Work by a net force is equal to the change

in the kinetic energy.

16



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #8

I. Review of work and energy

A. Work (P x)

B. Potential Energy (mgy for gravity)

C. Kinetic Energy (mv
2
/2)

II. Conservation of energy

A. Hills and valleys

3. Loop the loop

III. Circular motion

A. Centripetal vs. centrifugal

B. Centripetal force (mv
2
/r)

C. Torque and rotational acceleration (T = Ia/r)

D. Moment of inertia (I = {number }mr2)

E. Angular momentum and conservation (L = Iv/r)

F. Rotational kinetic energy (KErot = I(v/r)
2
/2).

IV. Conservation of total energy

TE = PE + KEtran + KErot

tran. is motion of center and rot. is rotation about
the center. Tran. is translation.

r .r17



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #9

I. Review of rotational motion

A. Torque (T = F rperp)

B. Angular dynamics (T = I a/r)

C. Angular momentum (L = I v/r)

II. Wrap up of rotational ition

A. Angular energy (KErot
= I (v/r)

2
/2)

B. Conservation of all energy

III. Temperature and heat

A. Temperature and thermometric properties

B. Linear expansion

C. Heat capacity

18



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #10

I. Review of rotation and temperature

A. Rotation conservation of energy in translation
and rotation

B. Temperatures

C. Thermometric properties Pressure

II. Heat as a form of energy

A. Heat capacity of materials

B. Heat transfer

1. conduction

2. convection

3. radiation

C. Phase changes

1. boiling point, freezing point

2. Triple point

3. latent heat of transformation

.19



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #11

I. Review of heat concepts

A. Temperature

B. Heat and heat capacity

II. Heat Transfer

A. Conduction vs Convection

B. Radiation

III. Boiling and Melting

A. The melting point (Fusion)

B. The boiling point (Condensation)

C. Heats of transformation

D. The Triple point



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #12

I. Review of Exam

II. Static Charge

A. Strong Force

B. Two Kinds (+,- The Franklin convention)

C. Force Fields

D. Charging by induction

III. The Electric Field

A. Point charge

B. Parallel Plates

C. Other shapes

D. In and around conductors

IV. Charge Storage (Capacitors)

21



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #13

I. Review of Electric Fields

A. Charges

B. Fields around shapes

II. Charging objects

A. Induction

B. Storage

III. Potential (Energy / charge)

A. Work against the field

B. Moving charge

C. Ohms Law

D. Series and Parallel

22



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #14

I. Review of potential and current

II. Current (the ampere = coulomb per second)

III. Resistance

A. Ohms law

B. Resistance units

C. Parameters of resistance (The salt tube)

IV. Circuits

A. Symbols

B. Sources of potential

C. Series

D. Parallel

23



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #15

I. Schedule makeup for Friday

II. Review of currents

III. Circuits

A. Symbols

B. Series

C. Parallel

IV. Magnetic fields

A. Poles

B. Materials

C. Magnetization

V. Magnetic forces on moving charges

A. Bending an electron beam

B. Jumping wire

C. Meters and m3tors

VI. Magnetic fields of currents

A. A wire

B. Coils

24



PhiSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #16

I. Review of Magnetism

II. Magnetic forces on moving charges

A. Bending an electron beam

B. Meters and motors

III. Magnetic fields of currents

A. A wire

B. Coils

C. Electromagnets

D. Atomic electron currents a source of ragnetism

IV. Magnetically induced electric fields

A. Moving wire

B. Moving coil

C. Moving Field and Lenzes law

D. Transformer and AC

I ^5



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #17

I. Review of Electricity and Magnetism

II. Light (Electromagnetic waves)

A. Speed in vacuum 3 x 10
8
m/s for all

observers!

B. Reflection and construction of images

C. Refraction, Snells law.... i = nr
(See figure to the right)

D. Speed of light in materials - index
of refraction

III. Refraction of objects

A. Parallel surfaces

B. Prisms

C. Curved surfaces - lenses

D. Focal point

E. Ray tracing images

F. 1/f = (1/I) + (1/0)

26



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #18

I. Review of Refraction

A. Lenses

B. Focal point

II. Image construction

A. Ray tracing

B. 1/f = (1/I) + (1/0)

III. Light as a wa'7e

A. Interference from separate sources

B. Diffraction from a single source

C. Gratings

IV. Polarization

27



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK LECTURE #19

I. Review of Interference

II. Diffraction from gratings

A. Interference from adjacent slits

B. Light sources

C. Spectra

III. Atomic models

A. Electrons

B. Orbits vs. standing waves

C. The nucleus

28



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LECTURE #20

I. Review of the atom

II. Standing waves of electrons

A. Bohrs criterion nIN = Circumference of or:Jit

= v/f," is wave length, v is wave velocity

and f is frequency or f = 1/T where T is time

for one cycle.

B. De Broglie's hypothesis i\ = h/mv, the particle

wave connection. h = 6.6 x 10-34joule sec

C. Plancks Quantum E = hf. This is the energy

carried by one light particle or a photon.

III. The nucleus

A. Nucleons --- Protons and neutrons

B. Nuclear size and stability

C. Alpha, beta, and gamma decay

D. Fission and Fusion

29



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 1 -- MEASUREMENTS

If one seeks to begi- at the very beginning of a subject

one finds that most fundamental of definitions are the most

difficult, not because of their comtlexity but because of

their simplicity. They seem so obvious that we struggle with

finding a precise statement that covers the full character of

this simple concept. Position and time are two such entities

in the subject of Physics, and we choose to define them not

in a verbal statement but rather in the process of how they

can be measured. If we all agree on how something is to be

measured then we will all be talking about the same pperty

when we compare our results. There can be no ambiguity.

That is not to say that our preconceptions of the nature of

this property may not differ from that of others but we are

at least in agreement that the measurements are identical.

A specific example will be of more help than further

generalities so let us consider what position means. The

,ertinent dictionary definition from Webster's New Universal

Dictionary* 2nd Ed. states,

The place occupied by a person or thing; site;
situation; location; as, the position of a building;
the position of a figure in a picture".

However if one looks up the definitions of "place, site,

situation, or location" these definitions are defined in

terms of the others. The definition becomes circular so this

is not productive. We then take the other course; we base
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our definition on the understanding of how we are going to

measure the position. To measure position we need (A) a

frame of reference and B) a unit of measure. The process of

determining the position of an object will be to measure the

number of units that that object lies from the origin of our

agreed upon frame of reference. We will also have to agree

on how we handle different directions and which point within

the object we are using to determine location, but these are

refinements we will discuss later, so let us proceed assuming

that they can be resolved. Say we have agreed that a par-

ticular stick is to be olli: unit of length and so we lay down

the stick with one end on the origin and direct the other end

toward the object we are trying to locate, see Fig. 1.

A
w

We mark where the other end falls and then move the stick so

.1.

,--cr...--."-

'r2
Figure 1

that one lies on that mark and the other end is directed

toward our object of interest. For the moment assume that

the object is several lengths away from the origin. We mark

the location of the end nearest the object and repeat the

process until we arrive at the object. If we count the

number of lengths thus required we say that that is the

31



distance measured (at least crudely). It is crude because we

rarely come out with an exact number of lengths and we have

to determine how to measure fractional lengths. This is done

by finding a shorter length that is an exact fraction of the

agreed upon unit length, for example say we find a stick that

is exactly 1/10 of our unit length. We can of course test it

by measuring the length of the unit length with the short

stick and it will be exactly 10 short lengths long. Now we

return to our original task of finding the position of an

object. If the object lay beyond the 14th length but closer

than the 15th, we get our short length unit out and find out

that the object was beyond the 6th short length but closer

than the 7th short length, then our position is 14 lengths

plus 6 or 7 short lengths (whichever is closer, say 6), so

the distance is 14.6 lengths. We are uncertain of our length

to one short length and if we desire more accuracy in our

position we must find a shorter length to subdivide the

remainder with. We continue that process until our accuracy

is sufficient for the job. This is of course a ridiculously

painful process and we quickly learn that measurement is

easier if we print the necessary subdivisions on our stick so

wa can call it a ruler.

The time measurement process is done similarly but first

requires a comparison unit for time. People have observed

over the centuries that a pendulum swings with a very regular

frequency. We shall call the time for on.i round trip a

"Period". Thus the period of a given pendulum can become the

32
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basis of our time measurements. For example if we want to

know the time between the start of class and the end of class

we count the number of swings of the pendulum and that is the

number of our units of time in the interval. Since there

will probably be some fraction of a swing left over, the

error in our count is at most the time of one swing (a

period). If we desire more accuracy we find a standard that

oscillates faster so that the period is shorter.

The units of mass are defined by comparison to a

reference chunk of material. If we have many identical

chunks the mass of unknown materials can be compared in

balance pans to the number of chunks it takes to balance. We

will come back to the i.dea of mass later on and be more

thorough in our description of that concept.

We should by this point have a good visualization of the

measurement process for distance (or position) and time, so

we next turn to the common units of length or time that are

used. There are several possible sets of agreed upon units

of whi...h two are most common in the USA. These are the

Systeme' International (metric) and the English system.

While the English system is the most commonly used system in

the USA for everyday transact' is, the pressures of world

trade are driving us to conversion to the metric system. At

present we are the only nation not committed to that

conversion process. Thus preparing youth for the future

requires that we provide them with a familiarity to the

worlds system of units as well as some knowledge of our
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english units. This course will use the metric units

exclusively with the exception that occasional references to

english units in text examples may occur to give the student

a sense of size in units that are most familiar to them.

The Systeme' International, (or SI as it will be

referred to from here on) has its fundamental unit of lengti

the meter. The meter is jost slightly longer than one yard

(39.37 inches) and for rough comparisons we may think of them

interchangeably. The great advantage of the metric system is

the way in which units are divided or multiplied. A set of

prefixes is defined so that the same prefix is used for all

units. See Table 1.

Table 1. The Metric Prefixes

Exp.

10
12

Name Symbol Decimal Value

Tera T 1,000,000,000,000.

Giga G 1,000,000,000. 10
9

Mega M 1,000,000. 10
6

Kilo K 1,000. 10
3

(unit) 1. 10
0

(centi c 0.01 10
-2

)

milli m 0.001 10
-3

micro (mu) 0.000 001 10
-6

nano n 0.000 000 001 10
-9

pica p 0.000 000 000 001 10
-12

femto f 0.000 000 000 000 001 1A-
15

34
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7
The centi unit is bracketed because its use is almost

entirely in conjunction with meter as in centimeter or

occasionally as centigram. Powers of 1000 have become much

more popular and are the only ones we will use in this

course. There are also a few prefixes not shown here that

are commonly presented when metric units are presented but,

because those prefixes are rarely used, they are omitted from

this table. These unlisted prefixes correspond to

multipliers and dividers of 10 and 100.

Thus the prefixes give us a set of multipliers which

provide us with subunits and multiple units which always go

by powers of ten and usually go by the factor of 1000.

Contrast this with the task of temembering the number of

inches in a foot, feet in a mile, or seconds in an hour, you

only remember 1000, (instead of 12, 5,280, or 2600), since

there are 1000 millimeters in a meter, 1000 meters in a

kilometer and 1000 secs in a kilosecond.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 2 -- MOTION

VELOCITY

With our concepts of length and time we can now begin

to describe motion in more detail. we begin by discussing

velocity. Velocity is a rate, a rate of change of distance

with time. You may remember equations like distance = rate

x time or the rate = distance/time. We call this rate

average velocity anu express the above equation in a new

form,

v
ave = x - xo/t,

or the average ve:ocitv of an object is found by dividing

the change in position of that object by the time it took to

make that change. The units of velocity will be m/s or

miles/hour or some other distance unit divided by some time

unit. In this definition we do not worry about the details

of what actually happened between the two end points, only

the net change in position divided by the corresponding

time. For example a student notes that she travels 1/4 mile

on her bicycle in 1 minute, thus her average velocity is

(1/4 mile) / (1 minute) = .25 mile/min. Many times we would

prefer to know that result in miles/hour. Since there are

60 min in 1 hour we multiply the previous result by (60

min/hour) and get (.25 mile/min) * (60 min/hour) = 15

mile/hour. A metric example of the same calculation is

given by; "A hiker notes that they have traversed 250 m in a
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time of 6 min. What is the hikers average velocity." For

this problem x - xo = 250 m and t = 4 min or 240 s, thus the

average velocity is (250 m) / (240 s) = 1.04 m/s. Thus the

hiker averages 1.04 m/s even though they may have jogged

part of the distance and sat down for a rest at some other

time in the 4 minute interval.

In class we will measure the change in position of a

glider on the air track and the corresponding change in time

for a 1 m interval. From that measurement we will then

calculate the average velocity in the interval. we can then

shrink the interval down to .5 m and repeat the experiment

finding a time that is about half of the previous time so

that when we calculate the average velocity we will get

essentially the same value as before. Although we won't

have time to reduce the interval further we can note that

further reduction will always give the same average velocity

because the time always decreases by the same amount as the

distance so that their ratio is constant.

Instantaneous velocity is then defined as the value we

get after reducing the interval as far as conceivable. This

became particularly useful when we go to a tilted air track

where the glider is changing velocity continuously as it

speeds up going down the track. We can therefore measure

the velocity at any point on the hill by shrinking the

interval around the point in question and then taking the

ratio of Ax / At until the ratio is not affected by the size

of the interval. This is primarily a conceptual process and
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we will not normally do this but it is important in our

understanding of what is meant by instantaneous velocity.

ACCELERATION

After noting the changing velocity of the glider in the

previous discussion we recognize the need to quantify how

that velocity is changing. We begin in close analogy to the

previous discussion by defining the average acceleration as

a rate, a rate of change of velocity with time or;

a
ave

= (v - v
o

) / t.

Or average acceleration is the change in velocity divided by

the corresponding change in time. The units of acceleration

are (m / s)/ s which by the rules of division of fractions

can be written; (m / s) * (1 / s) = m /s
2 or sometimes

strange mixtures of time units like (miles/hour)/ s. We

must be careful here. Note that in earlier math classes

your equations for rates always assume the rate is constan,-..

Thus if velocity, a rate, changes (i.e., accelerates) the

simple equation distance = rate time does not work. We

will come to the correct procedure for this case a little

later.

Of course we can extend this definition to

instantaneous acceleration as we did for instantaneous

velocity. If we shrink the interval of time in which the

measurement of AV is made the ratio tiv /At becomes

constant and independent of the interval size. This is the

instantaneous acceleration at the center of the interval.

For many situations the acceleration does not change much
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and we can deal with one special case, that is the case of

constant acceleration.
r ..t

In the case of constant acceleration the instantaneous

value of acceleration is the same everywhere so that the

average acceleration is equal to the instantaneous

acceleration everywhere. In this case then;

a = (v - v
o

) / t,

or;

v = v
o

+ at. [ 1 ]

We will subsequentally refer to these equations as the

definition of acceleration. We also note that if the

acceleration is constant then,

v
ave

= (v 4 v0) / 2,

so that the definition of average velocity gives us;

or;

v
ave

= (x x
o

) / t = (v + v
o

) / 2

x - x
o
= (v + v

o
) t / 2. ( 2 ]

We refer to either form of the above equations as the

definition of velocity equations. There are two other

equations that we will use for convenience although all

problems can be solved with the two equations above. The

first of these other expressions is;

x - x
o

= (1/2) at
2

+ v
o
t, [ 3 ]

which relates x,a,t. The second additional expression is;

v
2

- v
o
2
= 2 ax, ( 4 ]

which relates x,v,a. Thus with these equations for constant

acceleration we can describe or predict all the details of
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that motion. Note that each equation relates three of the

four variables x,v,a, and t. Equation ( 1 ] relates v,a,t,

equation [ 2 ] relates x,v,t, equation [ 3 ] relates x,a,t,

and equation [ 4 ] relates x,v,a. When solving a particular

problem take note of the variables you are given or asked to

find and then which of these expressions is most useful will

become apparent.

The most common case of constant acceleration is that

of the acceleration of gravity on earth. We find that all

objects when allowed to fall freely (i.e. no friction or air

drag) fall with the constant acceleration of 9.8m/s2. For

most cases we will call this 10m/s 2
.

EXAMPLES

A. Motion from rest with_positive acceleration --- find the
position and velocity after time t.

A car starts out from a stoplight with a constant
acceleration of 2 m/s 2

(about 4.1 mph/s), how far
has it traveled in 10 s? How fast is it going?

We first ask ourselves, what parameters do we know and

what do we want to find? Since the car starts out from the

stoplight we know vo = 0 m/s, it has an acceleration of 2

m/s
2

, and we are trying to find out position, x, after 10 s.

Thus, this is an x,a,t problem and we will employ Equation

[ 3 1. For convenience we choose x
o

= 0 m. Thus Equation

[ 3 ] becomes;

x = (1/2)at
2

.

substituting the given values into this equation we get;

% = (1/2)(2 m/s
2
)(10 s)

2
,
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Or

x = 100 m (about 300 ft).

To answer the second question we know a,t and want to find v

so we have a v,a,c problem which suggests the use of

Equation [ 1 ].

v = at (since v
o

= 0 m/s)

= (2 m/s
2
)(10 s)

= 20 m/s (about 60 ft/s or 41 mph)

B. Motion from rest with a negative acceleration ---_find
the position and velocily_after_time t.

A fat cat drops his favorite dog from a second
story window and hears the dog hit the ground
1 s later. How far is the window above the ground
and what is the dogs speed as he strikes the ground?

Again we note that vo = 0 m/s, and the acceleration for

this case is that of gravity, i.e. a = g = -9.8 m/s2. For

our purposes we will use g = -10 m/s
2
because the rounded

value is easier to use and iL, accurate enough for our

purposes. To find the height of the window above the ground

we note that we know the acceleration and the time (i.e. an

x,a,t problem) so we will use Equation [ 3 1, or x =

(1/2)at
2

. Thus we have;

x = (1/2)(-10 m/s
2
)(1 s)

2

x = -5 m (about -15 ft).

The negative sign tells us that the position is in the

negative direction relative to the window. Since we chcse

positive as upward tne dog hits the ground below the window.

This is of course obvious to our experience but I am showing
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that the mathematics above is consistant with our common

experience.

We are also asked to find the velocity at impact so now

the problem has variables of v,a,t and we go to Equation

[ 1 ]

v = (-10 m/s
2
)(1

= -10 m/s (about 30 ft/s or 21 mph)

C. Motion with an initial velocity and positive
acce eration find the distance traveled and the
1171.iITelocity in time t.

In the Indianapolis 500 all of the racing cars are
traveling at 15 m/s (about 34 mph) as they approach
the starter. When the lead car receives the go flag
it accelerates for 16 s at a constant rate of 5 m/s
(about 11 mph/s). How far has this car traveled
from the start line? What is its velocity?

Thus we are given a = 5 m/s 2
, t = 16 s and v

o
= 15 m/s.

Again we will say x0 = 0 m. Now Equation [ 3 ] is written;

x = (1:2) at
2

+ v
o
t,

x

x

x

=

=

=

(1/2)(5

880 m

m/s
2
)(16 s)

2
+ (15 m/s)(16 s),

640 m 240 m,

(about 2,900 ft or .55 miles)

To find the velocity we go to Equation [ 1 ] and get;

v = v
o

+ at.

v = 15 m/s + (5 m/s 2
)(16 s)

v = 15 m/s + 80 m/s

v = 95 m/s (about 210 mph)

D. Motion with an initial velocity and a negative
acceleration --- find the distance and velocilLafter
time t.
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An arrow is shot straight upward with an initial
velocity of 12 m/s (about 40 ft/s). Find the
position and velocity at the end of each of the
first 4 s.

Remember that up is positive (+) so that vo = + 12 m/s,

and again we can choose xo = 0 m. We have acceleration (g)

and times given and are asked for position so that this is

an x,a,t problem so we go to Equation [ 3 1;

x = (1/2) at 2
+ v

o
t

x = (1/2)(-10 m/s 2
)(t

2
) + (+12 m/s) (t).

If we cz.lculate x for t = 2 s as an ex.mple we get;

x = (1/2)(-10 m/s 2
)(4 s

2
) + (+12 m/s)(2 s)

x = -20 m + 24 m

x = 4 m.

Other values of x for different values of t are entered in

Table 2. The velocities are also calculated by using

Equation [ 1 1 or v = 12 m/s + (-10 m/s 2
) t. As we look at

Table 2 we see that the second column gives the distance

an object falls under gravity for the specific times.

Table 2

t (1/2)at
2

+ V
0
t

(s) (m) (m)

= x

(m)

v

(m /s)so4.11.401.1 imulwasallui. a Owaa 0.11.. Rearman
0 0 0 0 +12

1 -5 12 7 +2

2 -20 24 4 -8

3 -45 36 -9 -32

4 -80 48 -32 -28
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Column 3 gives how far the object would rise if there were

no gravity. Column 4 is the sum of columns 2 & 3 and shows

us that the arrow is rising in the first second but is

falling by the second second. The velocities in column 5

show the velocity turning around between 1 and 2 s.

E. Other questions for case D.

(1) How high did it go?
(2) How long does it take to return to x = 0 m?
(3) What is the velocity of the arrow at x = 0 m?

1. We want to find x when v = 0 m/s (i.e. at the top of

the path). We know v,a and want to find x so we

will use Equation [ 4 );

v2 - v
o
2 = 2 ax,

v= 0 m/s, v
o
= 12 m/s, a= g= -10 m/s 2

(0)2 (12 m /s)` = 2(-10 m/s2)x

-144 m
2
/s

2
= -20 m/s

2
x

x = 7.2 m

2. How long will it take for x to return to zero? The

variables now are N,a,t so use Equation [ 3 1,

x = (1/2 at
2

+ v
o
t

0 m = (1/2)(-10 m/s
2
)t

2
+ (12 m/s)t

(5 m/s
2
)t

2
= (12 m/s)t

t = 12 m/s / 5 m/s
2

t = 2.4 s
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3. What is the velocity at x = 0 m?

Use; v
2 - v

o
2
= 2 ax

at x = 0 m we see v2 -
o
2

=
m2/s2,

or v
2

-T. v
2

0

J = + or - v0.

To mae sense we suspect that v is +v0 at t = 0 s and -v0 at

t = 2.4 s. We can remove any doubt, however, with Equation

[ 1 1;

v = v0 + at

v = (12 m/s) + (-10 m/s
2
)(2.4 s)

v = 12 m/s - 24 m/s

v = -12 m/s at t = 2.4 s.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 3 -- VECTORS AND 2 DIMENSIONAL MOTION

As we try to locate different objects around us it

becomes evident that how far away it is is not adequate for

that description. We need to know in what direction the

object is as well as how far it is away. This need is

satisfied by the concept of a VECTOR. A vector can be

thought of as an arrow whose length is related to the size

of the property being described and which points in Lhe

appropriate direction for that property. In the beginning

example of locating objects around us an arrow would reach

from us to each object so that its length was the distance

of that object from us and the direction of the arrow is the

direction in which the object is located.

VECTOR ADDITION

A student is trying to putt

their golf ball into the hole,

see Figure 3-1. The first shot

goes off to the right of the hole

so that a second shot is required

to "sink" it. Measurements made

determine that the hole lies

due north of the original

position and was eight feet

46
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away The players first shot was ten feet long and directed

about 37° east of north. The new position of the ball is

now six feet due east of the hole. This problem is best

discussed in terms of vector sums. The players first shot

can be represented by a vector that has a length of ten feet

ana a directicn of 37° each of north. The players second

shot should go due west six feet so that it is represented

by an arrow of length six feet and a direction 90° west of

north. The combination of these two arrows then represents

the final position of the ball. A vector that connects the

tail of the first to the heat of the last represents the

single shot the player should have made, or in terms of

vectors it is the vector sum of the other two vectors.

DEFINITION

The sum of two vectors can be found by placing the tail

of the second on the head of the first. The sum is the

vector that connects the tail of the first to the head of

the second. Three or more vectors can be added by finding

the sum of two of the vectors and adding that sum to a

remaining vector until all the vectors are summed.

Note that while a vectors size and direction are

crucial to its meaning, the position that it occupies is

unimportant, so a vector can be moved to any position you

desire, as long as its size and direction are not changed.

In Figure 3-2 vectors A and B are *o be added. Vector A is

3 units long (centimeters in our sketch) and points at 60°

from the vertical. Vector B is 2 units long and points at
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135° from the vertical. In frame A we see the two vectors

are separated from each other. In frame B we have shifted

the vectors so that the tail of B is on the head of A.

Alb

...(z.)° cP
-6('''.

A. B.
Figure 3-2

The vector C is the sum of A and B. With a ruler and

protractor we measure the length of C and its direction.

We find that C has a length of 4 units and a direction of

87° from the vertical. Thus the sum of (3,60°) and (2,135°)

is (4,870). You cannot determine this answer without going

through the graphical process and measuring your answer

(theLe are other mathematical ways of determining this

answer but we will not introduce those methods in this

class).

VECTOR COMPONENTS

We have seen how to add vectors so that a group of

vectors can be replaced by a single vector whose effect is

the same as the collective action of the group. This means
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that any vector could be thought of as the sum of some other

vectors whose directions might be more convenient for our

consideration. For example if we draw a set of axis (x,y)

and draw vectors parallel to the x or y axis which sum to

the given vector, we can then replace the given vector by

these new vectors, which we call its components. In Figure

3-3 we show the vectors A and B of Fig. 3-2 and their

respective (x,y) components. The components replace the

original vector so we draw two short lines across the

original vectors since they are no longer required.

recrart e A

Fr.24.0e3

Figure 3-3

At first it may seem that we have made the problem more

difficult because where we used to have 2 vectors we now

have 4. But, 2 of the new vectors are parallel to the x

axis and the other two vectors are parallel to the y axis so

f; 49
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now adding the parallel vectors is like simple addition.

The sum of the x components is the x component of the answer

and the sum of the y components is the y component of the

answer. In frame B of Fig. 3-3 we see the components

combined to give us the vector sum, C, and note is the same

result as we got in Fig. 3-2. This component method may not

seem easier for vector addition, but its real usefulness

comes in Physical situations where motions (and other vector

quantities) are easier to visualize in components. Our next

section is a good example of such a situation.

TWO DIMENSIONAL MOTION

In chapter two we discussed the case of an arrow being

shot straight up into the air, we would now like to consider

the case of the arrow shot at some angle above horizontal so

that it traverses some distance as it goes up and down. The

important concept in this discussion is the independence of

motion in different directions. Several different classroom

demonstrations were used to make this point. Figure 3-4

Figure 3-4. The bear lets go of the limb
just as the trigger is pulled. i
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force is not zero then an acceleration will result. Note

that an object sitting on the table is pulled by gravity

downward and is being pushed upward by the surface of the

table. Thus the object has two forces acting on it but they

are equal and opposite so there is no net force and the

object remains at rest. It is easy to imagine situations

where an object is at rest but has many forces acting on it.

If we remove any one of these forces the remaining forces

cannot sum to zero so the object must begin to move. Thus

any of the forces are capable of accelerating the object but

only the net force will accelerate it.

NEWTONS SECOND LAW

If a system experiences a net force it will respond

to that force with an acceleration that is directly

proportional to that net force. This acceleration is

also inversely proportional to the mass of the system

experiencing the net force. Mathematically this is

expressed as,

F
net

= ma

We see that the second law quantifies the definition of

force so that if we can measure mass and acceleration (from

our fundamental concepts of mass, length and time) we can

then determine what force must have produced that

acceleration. The units of force must be Kg m/s
2 to be

consistant with the expression above. Physicists have given

the name of Newton to this unit of force. Thus 1 Newton = 1

Kg m/s 2
. In the English system the unit of force is the
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 4 DYNAMICS --- FORCES

Our discussions thus far have focused on the descrip-

tion of motion without regard for the reasons for that

motion or change in motion. The area of Physics called

dynamics deals with the cause of change in motion. Sir

Isaac Newton was the scientist credited with laying down the

cornerstones of this field. This cornerstone comes in the

form of three statements now known as "Newtons Laws".

NEWTON'S FIRST LAW

An object will remain at rest or move with constant

velocity unless acted upon by a net force.

The First Law tells us that the natural state of an

object is either one of rest or constant velocity. Prior to

Newton people believed that rest was the only natural state

and that all objects will slow down unless they are being

pushed. Newton postulates that forces are required to

change velocity.

The First Law thus gives us the first idea of what a

force is, i.e. it is that which changes an objects velocity

(or that which accelerates an object). We think of force as

a push or a pull since pushes or pulls will accelerate

objects. The statement uses the words net force" and by

that it means that we must sum all forces acting on an

object, using vector met1-...ds if necessary. If this net

r
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Figure 3-5. Projectile Motion

(accelerating) vertical component of velocity. The actual

arrow is represented by a dot, the arrows in the figure are

the vector velocity or its components.



shows one such apparatus The monkey hunter". In this

demonstration the monkey (actually a teddy bear) is released

from its support simultaneously with the r-lease of a

projectile directed at the bear from across the room. Since

the motion of the projectile in the horizontal direction

does not affect the acceleration of gravity both teddy bear

and projectile fall to earth at the same rate and so when

the projectile reaches the position of the teddy bear they

have both fallen the same distance from their initial

elevation and a collision results.

Now returning to the example of an arrow shot at an

angle; if we resolve the initial velocity into vertical and

horizontal components, we then see for the horizontal

component of the arrows motion a constant velocity in the x

direction for all time. That means that Equation ( 2 ] of

chapter 2 becomes x = v
ox
t where v

ox
is the x component of

the initial velocity. Meanwhile in the vertical direction

the arrow is traveling identically with that described in

Example D of chapter 2. It's initial velocity in the y

direction, voy, is first slowed down by the downward

acceleration of gravity until at the top of its path it has

0 velocity. The constant downward acceleration of gravity

now begins to increase the velocity in the negative,

(downward) direction and it uniformly gains larger negative

velocities. Figure 3-5 shows a picture of the two motions

going on simultaneously. Note the constant horizontal

component of the velocity vector and the changing
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pound and the unit of mass is rather obscure but called the

slug, so that 1 pound = 1 slug ft/s
2

. The confusion between

force and mass is compounded in our society by the common

thinking that pounds (a force) is the same measure as

Kilograms (a mess), they are not. However, we can measure

the force of gravity in ether Newtons or pounds, at the

surface of the earth, on a mass measured in kilograms, in

either Newtons or pounds. We define the weight of an object

as the force of gravity on its mass. Since weight is a

force its units are Newtcns or pounds while mass is measured

in kilograms or slugs. Note also tha, objects will weigh

differently in different gravitational fields, such a:, on

the moon, but an objects mass is the same everywhere in the

unit -se.

Applications of the second law will be considered

shortly but first we will look at the Third Law of Newton.

NEWTON'S THIRD LAW

For every force (action) on A due to B there is an

equal and opposite force (reaction) on B due to A.

This statement shows us that forces always act in

pairs. One object cannot exert a force on another without

that other exerting an equal and opposite force on the

first. This is often referred to as Newton's action-

reaction law. Its greatest usefulness is in identifying

forces on an object of interest. For example if we exert a

force on the floor in order to walk forward, we know that
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the floor pushing on us is one of the forces that determines

our motion.

First law examples - A heavy ball is hanging from a support

by a string, a similar string is tied to a hook on the

bottom of the ball and hangs out below, see Fig. 4-1. A

downward force is applied to he lower string and gradually

increased until a string breaks. Which string breaks? Let

us begin by looking at the forces //////
on the ball. The ball is being

lifted up by the upper string,

Tl, while gravity, W, and the

lower string, T2. are pulling it

down. Thus since before the string

breaks there is no acceleration

there can be no net force. Or

Tl - W - T2 = 0. If we rearrange

this expression we get Tl = W + T2,

which tells us that the upper

string will always be stretched

64
.Forces d pi

. t' me bill

Figure 4-1

more strongly than the lower one and thus it should break

first. In class we showed that if we pulled the lower

string very fast the lower string broke before the upper.

This was because at the high speed the ball could not move

enough to transrit the tension to the upper string before

the lower string had exceeded its breaking point. A second
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demonstration was that of pulling the table cloth out from a

place setting of dishes etc. If the table cloth Figure 4-1

is pulled slowly the force of friction between the cloth and

the dishes is large enough to move the dishes with the

cloth, however if the cloth is pulled very quickly the

dishes do not receive sufficient force to accelerate at the

rate of the tablecloth and the cloth is gone before they

have moved significantly.

Both of these examples show the tendency of objects to

remain at rest unless acted on by a force sufficient to

produce the required acceleration (this tendency is many

times called the object inertia). In the first example the

force necessary was greater than the strength of the string

and in the second case the force was greater than friction

could provide so the tablecloth slipped out from under the

dishes.

Second Law Example 1200 Kg tractor is pulling a 400 Ka log

with a cable, see Fig. 4-2. The cable exerts a force of

2000 N on the log and there is a force of 800 N required to

pull the log over the ground. Find the acceleration of the

log and tractor.

4-

1

400

it/-41101111(12:

,

4,

(41)4617:1.7

kg

, 8100Ag
,

% .

--....-
. .......------

I

Figure 4-2
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First we focus our attention on the log. What forces

are acting on the log? Since the motion is horizontal we

need not concern ourselves with vertical forces. There are

only two horizontal forces acting on the log, the force of

the cable which we call the tension, T, and the force of

friction Ff. Thus the net force is;

F
net

= T - F
f

= 2000 N - 800 N

= 1200 N.

Now Newton's second law permits us to calculate the

acceleration of the log by;

F
net

= ma

1200 N = (400 Kg) a,

or, solving for a, we get;

= 1200 N / 400 Kg

a = 3 m/s
2

.

This is the acceleration of the log or tractor since they

are moving together.

We might alr,:o ask what is the force of the tractor

wheels on the ground to do this job. We can answer this by

shifting our attention to the tractor. The irces acting on

the tractor are the pull of the cable, T, which by action-

reaction is pointing opposite to the direction of motion,

and the force of the ground on the wheels, Fwheel, which is

the source of the forward motion of the tractor. For the

net force we get;



F
net

= F
wheel T,

Or Fwheel
= F

net
+ T.

From the second law we can replace the net force with (Ma)

where M is the mass of the tractor so;

F
wheel

= Ma + T

= (1200 Kg)(3 m/s 2
) + 2000 N

= 5600 N.

Third Law Example We have used t third law several times

in the examples above but we will point out one further

application from the example above. If we look at the log

and tractor as a single object and ask what forces are

acting on that object we see that there are really only two

because the force of the cable at one point in Dur system is

equal and opposite to the force of the cable at another

point in the system. Thus the cable forces cancel out and

the force of the wheels minus the frictional drag of the log

becomes the net force on the system. We must be careful at

this point to note that the mass of the system is the sum of

the mass of the log plus that of the tractor (i.e. 1600 Kg).

The second law would then say;

F
wheel

- F
f

= (m + M) a

5600 N - 800 N = (1600Kg)(3 m/s
2

)

4800 N = 4800 N.

The fact The fact that both sides are identical proves that

our analysis is consistent whet' -%r we focus on the log, the

tractor, or the combination.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 5 -- WORK AND ENERGY

In our everyday use of the work we have a broad range

of uses from our employment of job to those activities that

tire us of the results of ones effort. In physics our

definition will relate to some of these concepts but it is

much more specific than the range of meaning in our

language.

In Pnysics our definition of work is that if we move an

object with some force through some distance work has been

done. The amount of work is given by the product (force)

(distance) where the force used must be the component of the

force parallel to the direction of motion. Algebraically

this is expressed as;

Definition -- W = F x, for motion in the x
direction, if the motion on were in the y direction
then the work would be F

Y
y.

The implication here is that work is not done unless the

force produces a change in position. If you hold out your

arm to the side with a book in your hand no work is done on

the book as long as it does not move. Even after you get

tired and your arm begins to hurt from maintaining that

force you are not doing work on the book, because there is

no change in position. The physiology of how the body

provides the force through chemical energies is a digression

you might like to study but one we cannot go into in this

course.
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Work against gravity is one of the most common tasks we

do. Since gravity permeates the space about us we cannot

escape its demands. If we were to lift a watermelon, say of

mass 10 Kg from the ground to the table a height of 70 cm we

ask what would be the work required? We know that the force

to lift 10 Kg is roughly (10 Kg)(10 m/s2) or 100 N. Thus

the work to lift the watermelon must be; (100 N)(0.7e m), or

70 Nm.

The units of work come out in Nm (Newton meter) and

this unit is comer sly given the name of joule. Thus we

would normally say that the work expended to lift the

watermelon is 70 j. In the english system the units for

work are simply, foot pounds. Be careful to not confuse the

units of work with the units of torque. The units of work

are dimensionally the same, but mean something quite

different. Torque is always force times a perpendicular

distance and work is force times a parallel distance.

The concept of energy is closely related to that of

work. Energy is seen as having the capability to do work,

or stored work. For example if we lift the watermelon to

the table the watermelon, by virtue of its raised position,

has the capability of working on something else as it

returns to the floor level. This energy of position is

called Pot,tial Energy, PE. A change in potential energy

can be calculated by finding the work required to accomplish

the change in position. In our example the watermelon

required 70 j to be lifted to the table so we say it has
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70 j of PE with respect to the floor. Note that we only

know how to find changes in PE, the zero of potential energy

is not defined. By and large we will choose the zero to

make our calculations easier. For the watermelon problem

calling the floor zero is convenient, however if we have a

deep hole in the floor and want to consider dropping the

watermelon down the hole we might choose the zero of PE as

the bottom of the hole. This choice is not necessary

1Jecause we can just call the PE minus as tfse melon goes

below ground. The zeropoint is entirely arbitrary.

Definition -- The potential energy of gravity
on the surface of the earth, PEgravity , can be
calculated by; PE = mgy, wneLe y is the
vertical position-apove the selected zero of PE,
m is the mass of the ,,bject and g is the
acceleration of gravity.

Another form of energy is that of motion of Kinetic

Energy, KE. An object, A, that is moving can exert a force

on another object, B, and move object B, as it, A, slows

down. Thus the motion of A has performed work on B at the

expense a the A motion. To better understand this let us

consider the work done by a net force in the x direction.

W = F x.
net

From Newton's second law;

so that;

F
net

= ma

W = ma x.

r



From our fourth kinematic equation (see Chapter 2),

v
2 - v

o

2
= 2 a x,

we get;

a x = (1/2) (v
2

- v
o

2
) .

We recognize this (a x) as appearing in the expression for

net work above so we substitute to get;

W = m (1/2) (v
2

- v
o

2
) .

This is usually rearranged to;

W = (1/2)mv
2
- (1/2)mv

o

2
.

We now see that our work with the net force has produced a

change in motion where the quantity (1/2)mv
2

is our measure

of the work. We can now define kinetic energy;

Definition -- Kinetic energy, KE, is calculated by;

KE = (112)mv
2

,

and work by a net force is;

W - KE - KE
o

.

Someone might ask what is the KE of the watermelon if it

falls from the table to the floor? We note that in falling

gravity will work on the melon in the amount mgy, and this

amount of work will produce a change in kinetic energy given

by;

W - mgy = KE - KE0.

If the melon begins with zero KE then we get;

mgy = (1/2)mv
2

or v2 = 2 gy

= 2 (10 m/s2) (.70 m)

v = 3.74 m/s. {12.3 ft/s or 8.4 mph}

r Eij
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Another viewpoint of the above discussion is that the

potential energy of the melon before it fell is the kinetic

energy of it as it reaches the floor. Or if we think of a

quantity we call total energy, TE, which we define as;

TE = PE + KE,

then as the melon falls it has the same total energy but

initially it is all potential energy and as it hits the

floor it is all KE. Every increment of lost PE is gained KE

so that TE is the same throughout the fall. Si -,e at the

top TE = PE = mgy and at the bottom TE = KE = (1/2)mv2, our

equation is the same as before;

mgy = (1/2)mv2.

This new perspective becomes a powerful tool for solving

problems.

EXAMPLE A

In class we suspended a bowling ball from a cable in

the ceiling. This made a large pendulum which we watched as

it swung back and forth. From he point of view of energy

we note that at the outer endpoints the ball comes to rest

and TE = PE, while at the center the call is at its lowest

point which we called zero PE so that TE = KE. At other

points if we know the elevation we can calculate the KE and

thus the velocity at that height. The ball was held off the

instructors nose and then let fall, when it swung back it

could not come any closer than its initial position and

therefore could not hurt the instructor (if the instructor

doesn't move!).



EXAMPLE B

We talked about a ball rolling off of the bench. Say

we had a ball rolling at .5m/s on a tench that is 0.80m

above the floor. Find the speed of the ball as it strikes

the floor. Initially the total energy has two contributions

for it has both KE and PE;

TE = mgy + (1/2)mv02

= m(10 m/s
2
) (0.80 m) + (.5) (m) (.5 m/s)

2

= 8m + .125 m (in joules)

= (8.125)m (in joules) .

Now the energy at the bottom is;

TE = (1/2)mv
2

,

note at the bottom PE is zero because y = 0 at the bottom.

The total energy at either top or bottom is the same so we

equate the two equations;

(8.125)m = (1/2)mv
2

,

so that after Jting that mass cancels out

v
2

= 16.25 m
2
/s

2
,

or v = 4.03 m/s.

),)
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 6 -- ROTATIONS AND CIRCULAR MOTION

CENTRIFUGAL VS. CENTRIPETAL

As we go around a corner in a car it is common to think

of a centrifugal force throwing everything to the side of

the car that is on the outside of the curve. In physics we

call this a fictitious force although from inside the car it

seems real enough, from outside the car the situation looks

not only different but allows us to see that there is in

fact no force in the outward direction. From the frame of

reference outside the car we see each passenger moving in a

straight line, as the car begins to turn the passengers try

to continue in a straight line and the car is pulling out

from under them, the only real force on the passenger is the

force of the seat trying to force them inward on the

circular path. Now we append this by saying that Physicists

don't mean that the concept of centrifugal force is useless

or wrong, in fact it is considered a useful construct for

many purposes but we keep in mind it is not real. The real

force that is acting is the centripetal force and it is

radially directed inward. All circular motions must have a

centripetal force to maintain that path. The size of the

center seeking (centripetal) acceleration required to stay

on a circle of radius r is;

a = v
2
/r.
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Newtons second law tells us the net force required to stay

on that path is then;

F = mv2
/r,

where F is radially pointed inward' and is the centripetal

force. For planets orbiting the sun the centripetal force

is gravity acting between the sun and the planets. If you

swing a weight on the end of the string the string provides

the pull to the center that keeps it on a circular path.

When a car goes around the corner the force of friction

on the wheels provides the force of the earth on the car's

wheels that keeps it turning. Occasionally the friction is

not sufficient, as on ice, and the car doesn't turn but

rather continues on a straight line in a skid. Sometimes

highway engineers bank the highway so that a component of

the normal force of the road points toward the center of the

curve and provides the necessary centripetal force without

relying on friction (and thus the quality of the tires).

Thus if we go around the curve at the speed it was -lesigned

for we won't skid even on glare ice, but if we go too slow

we will slide down the bank and if we go too fast we will

slide up the bank. Note that many highway departments post

curve speeds that are not the exact speed they were designed

for so that you can't always tell what the design speed of a

curve is.

TORQUE AND ROTATIONAL MOTION

If we apply a force of lON northward on one end of a

long stick and a force of 10N southward on the other end we
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woult; first note that the net force on the stick is zero but

we would further note that such an action will result in the

rotation of the stick about its center. This action that

produces a rotation is called a torque.

DEFINITION - Torque about an axis is calculated from the

product of the force and the perpendicular distance from the

axis to the force.

T = F rperp

Torques thlt cause counter-clockwise rotations, CCW, will be

called + and those that cruse clockwise rotations, CW, will

be called negative. In general a torque is a vector whose

direction needs to be defined but for this course we will

suffice ourselves with the + or - sense defined above. Wheil

an object is in equilibrium not only its forces must be zero

but also its torques must be zero. When two students are on

opposite ends of a ter-totter and are balanced we say

their torques sum to zero or there is no net torque. If

student A has weight WA and sits xA to the left of the

center support and student B has weight WB and sits xB to

the right of center as we view them from the side. The

torque of student A is positive (force down on the left is

CCW) and given by (WA)(xA) + (-WB)(xB) = 0 which can be

rearranged to; (WA) (x A) = (WB)(xB).

This is many times called the law of the lever but it is

just the balance of torques requirement.

I G6



If the torques do not add to zero, rotational

acceleration results, and an equation very analogous *--

Newtons second law describes that response.

NEWTONS 2ND LmW FOR ROTATIONS

T = I (a/r),

where I is the moment of inertia and plays the role of mass

(inertia) in rotations. The factor a/r is a measure of

angular acceleration where a is the acceleration at any

point r from the center.

The above relationship describes the response to a torque in

the same way that F = ma describes the response to a force.

In class we applied a torque to a bar with masses on it that

accelerates rapidly when the masses were near the center of

rotation and it accelerated slowly when the masses were out

near the end. From this we concluded that the inertia to

rotating systems depends not only on the mass but how far

.,.... mass is from the center of rotation. This is the

concept of moment of inertia, moment of inertia is always

proportional to mass and the square of a dimension. Table

6-1 below shows some typical moments of inertia for your

comparison. Note that is it important to observe your axis

of rotation, as different axis will have different moments

of inertia for the same shape. By comparing the first two

examples we see that when all the mass is in the outer edge

as in the ring the moment of inertia is larger than when it
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Taole 6-1. Moments of inertia for several
symmetrical shapes around specific axes.

Thin ring, axis through canto

Suitd unarm oi u.Sk or Lyleettlillr axes through center

I tun 'status to roil aflb IIIIUUtill t.eitlyr c I = hhill

Mitt uniform sod axis through (mu end I - WO

Uniform solid sphere. axis through center I - fh1143

Is at a smaller radii as in the uniform disk where it is

half as big. The meths°. by which these values are

calculated is unimportant in this class but the qualitative

feeling for where the mass is distributed and its impact on

I should be noted.

ANGULAR MOMEATW

Just as we had a momentum statement of Newtons second

law; F = (P - P
o
)/t,

we now have its rotational equivalent in angular momentum,

L, where L = I (v/r). That expression is;

T = (L - L
0
)/t.

Torques change angular momentum the same as forces are

required to change momentum. If we have no torques on a

system then its angular mcmcntum cannot change (It is

,



constant or conserved). This is the principle of

conservation of angular momentum.

EXAMPLES

Our first example of conservation was as the instructor

sat on the bar stool he gave himself some initial angular

momentum while his arms were extended with masses in them.

As he pulled the masses closer to his body the velocity of

rotation increased, it he reextended them he slowed down.

Now recall that the angular momentum has to be constant

during all this because no torque is being applied. T1-...'s

(i(v/r) does not change, if the instructor changes his I

then (v/r) must change correspondingly so that their

product, L, remains the same. As the masses ate pulled in

the moment of inertia is reduced so that (v/r) must be

larger. If the masses are put at large radius I is larger

and (v/r) must be smaller.

For the second example we had some weights on the end

of levers. As we spun the weights 4round and watched them

change velocity as we pulled them in or let them out, we

again noted that the small moment of inertia gave a lary

angular velocity.

The third example demonstrated how a gyrocompass works.

Since angular momentum is conserved when no torques are

applied, w, can set a wheel in rotation and its axis will

point in the same direction no matter how our direction

changes with respect to that motion. We therefore have a

device that continually points in the direction it was
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started in. Note that this an absolute direction in space

and so even the rotation of the earth may Le evident in the

orientation of the gyrocompass. This becomes its merit- in

space navigation because its direction does not depend on

the presence of earth. We also noted that if we supplied a

torque on this spinning wheel its response was not in the

direction of the applied force but rather perpendicular to

the plane of the force and Lne axis of rotation. This is

why when bicycles are moving very fast (and even more so

motor cycles) they become difficult to steer by turning the

handlebars, but are easily steered by shifting the body

weight. The torque of tipping causes the wheel to respond

by turning (sometimes called precessing) in the desired

direction but applying a torque to the handle bars induces a

rotation that works to tip the bike over or at least make it

feel very skittery.

ROTATIONAL KINETIC ENERGY

The final analogy to linear (or translational) motion

that we studied previously (Chapters 4,5) is that of

rotational kinetic energy. By now we should be used to

writing angular analogue equations:

KE
rot.

= (1/2) I (v/r)
2

.

Note that in conservation of angular momentum examples such

as your instructor sitting on the bar stool, since angular

momentum I (v/r) was constant but we noted changes in (v/r)

the KErot.
must have changed. If we think for a moment we

realise that this makes sense because it takes a significant
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force to pull the masses inward and thus change the moment

of inertia. It is that work that we do pullinc, le masses

inward that produces the increased KE
rot.

. Thus although

angular momentum is conserved (or a constant) the rotational

kinetic energy is not conserved because work must be done to

move the masses, and that work changes the rotational KE.

Rolling without slipping Many times we look at systems

where rolling is involved and we need to describe that

process carefully. If the center of the wheel is traveling

forward with a velocity v then the outer most edge of the

wheel is rotating with such a velocity that the lower most

point is moving backward with respect to the center of the

wheel with the same speed v. This means that the ground and

the edge of the wheel arc moving with the same velocit' L'iLh

respect to the center of the wheel and thus they are at rest

with respect to each other i.e., there is no slippage. Thus

the angular velocity (v/r) of the bike wheel and the speed

of the center of the wheel with respect to the ground are

easily related when we are rolling without slipping. The v

in (v/r) is the velocity of the center of the wheel as it

rolls without slipping.

CONSERVATION OF TOTAL ENERGY

As we consider the total energy of a rolling object we

now recognize that there will be a kinetic energy of the

wheel as it moves forward as well as a rotational kinetic

energy because it is spinning. We are permitted to split

the kinetic energy into these two parts. The first we call

'7 3
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Translational Kinetic Energy, KE tran.
, and ge identify it as

the kinetic energy of the center of mass of the object. The

second part deals with the rotation about the center of mass

and that is the KE
rot.

. Our expression for conservation of

energy is now;

T:1 = PE + KE
tran.

+ la
rot.'

Thus for objects rolling down the hill from the same height,

they will all have the same total energy. If one develops

more rotational energy it will develop less translational

energy and thus move more slowly down the hill. On the

other hand if it has less rotational energy it will then

develop more translational energy and move down the hill

with a higher velocity. Note that for two objects of the

same mass rolling with the same velocity the one with the

larger moment of inertia will have the largest ro' tional

energy. Therefore, when predicting which objects will roll

down a hill the fastest we need only look at the moment of

inertia to see wh'.ch object will have the larger or smaller

rotational KE.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 7 -- TEMPERATURE AND HEAT

At this point we take a new tack and begin a different

topic. Up to this point oui fundamental concepts of mass,

length, and time were adequate for every new concept we

developed. To enter the topic of heat and temperature we

must introduce a new fundamental concept, that of

temperature.

Our earliest senses include the awareness of

temperature and we are aware of hot cold differences. To

quantify these observations we note that there are some

physical phenomena that occur at precise and repeatable

temperatures. We can use these phenomenl to define a

numerical scale and then if we can find a physical property

that varies with temperature we can calibrate that property

to give us the proper measure at the standard points as well

as find a measure for intermediary points. For example we

note that the freezing point and the boiling point of water

seem to occur at fixed temperatures at least with some

controls like standard air pressure and water purity. We

might define, as was done historically, the freezing point

of water to be 0 and the boiling point to be 100. We then

look for an object or system whose properties vary with

temperature such as the volume or length of a substance.

Say we are looking at the volume of a liquid trapped in a

narro4 glass tube. We put that tube in contact with melting
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ice and put a mark on the tube that corresponds to the

volume at temperature 0. Then we put the tube in boiling

water (at the standard pressure) and a mark on the tube that

corresponds to the volume at temperature 100. We now divide

the space between the two marks into 100 equal spaces and we

have a thermometer that can measure temperatures between

those two temperatures. We can also add marks of the same

size above and below 0 and 100 to measure temperatures above

or below the range we originally defined. This works as

long as we don't get so cold that we freeze tile liquid in

the glass tube or so hot that we boil that liquid.

CELSIUS AND FAHRENHEIT

Our two most common scales are the Celsius and

Fahrenheit scales. Celsius is the temperature scale of the

metric system and thus the scale used most commonly

throughout the world. Fahrenheit is the english system

scale and thus the one most commonly used in our day to day

experiences.

The Celsius scale (previously called centigr-'e) or °C

was defined, as we did in our example above, with 0°C being

the melting point of ice and 100°C being the boiling point

of water. However the scale is now defined by there being

273.15 C
o from absolute zero up to the triple point of water

and the triple point of water is at -.01°C. The concepts of

absolute zero and the triple point of water are to be

discussed later but at this point they are mentioned as

experimentally observable points from which a temperature
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scale can be defined. This definition yields a scale with

the melting point of ice at 0 and the boiling point very

cl,se to 100 but these later two points no longer define

that scale. Mote that as we define the scale we define how

large the temperature unit will be as well as where some

point of the scale lies with respect to the defining points.

The Fahrenheit scale or 0F was originally defined with

0 as a salted ice temperature and human body temperature as

100. These points were more difficult to reproduce reliably

and thus the defining points were shifted to 32 for the

melting point ice and 212 for the boiling point of water.

This produced a scale close to the original one but with

more reliable defining points. Note that human body

temperature is close to the old 100 (98.6) but no longer

exactly 100. The choe of 32 and 212 seems rather off the

wall without the historical perspective but then so does

273.15 C
o

. The primary point here is that one cannot argue

that either scale is more logical or sensible to use than

the other, the only issue of our nations converting to a

different scale is one of whether we will march to our own

drummer or conform to the choice of t:le majority of the

world. The surviva' 'f our own economic strength will

probably have a larger impact in that choice than our

personal taste.

Scale conversions are easily accomplished if we

consider the way we have definA our scale. Figure 7-1

shows a temperature line on which the points for melting
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and boiling are shown. We note that the range between

melting and boiling for the Celsius scale is 100 C° and for

CELSIUS
ion

A change of <
100 C

0

FAHRENHEIT
boiling point Z12

A change of
180 F

180 eci_ or 9 P-
o

5 C
o

100 C

.../)melting point 32

Figure 7-1. Temperature scales

the Fahrenheit scale it is 180 F°. We see that the ratio of

Fahrenheit to Celsius is, 9 F0/5 C°. There are almost 2 F
o

for every C°. In fact this becomes an easy way to estimate

conversions from one scale to the other. If y'u observe the

Celsius temperature on a bank reader board double the number

and add 32 to get the temperature in Fahrenheit. See if you

can do it faster than the bank si 1 does it. Of course it

is easiest when the temperature is close to freezing. You

will soon find that you are off by a degree or two because

your doubling is an overestimate. To go the other way,

(from F to C) you must find out how far from freezing you

are in 0F, (i.e. subtract 32) then take 1/2 of that

remainder and you will have your Celsius temperature. For

more accuracy just use 5/9 instead of 1/2 or 9/5 instead of

double.
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We demonstrated that a set of metal cylinders of

identical mass and radius all heated to the temperature of

boiling water would melt parafin very different amounts. We

then conclude that different amounts of heat are drawn from

these cylinders or that different substances of equal mass

hold differing amounts of heat for the same temperature

change. Thus there is a material property for different

materials that tells us how much heat they absorb to change

temperature by one degree. This quantity is called specific

heat capacity and is defined by:

c = AQ/m AT,

where A Q is the heat required to change mass m of the

substance a temperature changc A T. The old units of heat

are the calorie. This unit was chosen so that tte specific

heat capacity of water is one, or if we take 1 gram of water

and raise if 1 Co then 1 calorie of heat has been added to

the water. This definition of a calorie is quite different

than the calorie that dieters watch. The dieters unit is

the same idea (an energy) but it is really 1000 times larger

than our definition. Dieters should call, their unit a

Kilocalorie. We will never use the misnamed calorie in this

course.

Up to the middle of the 1800's heat was not seen as an

entity that has a relationship to mechanical energy as we

have discussed previously, and thus its units developed

separately. Since we now recognize heat as a form of energy

these old units of calories are more commonly reE.laced by
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joules where 4.2 joules equal 1 calorie. We will continue

to use units of calories in our subsequent discussions.

Table 7-1 shows some typical specific heats.

Table 7-1. Specific heat capacities of

Substance

helium

water

ice

steam

wood

air

aluminum

steel

copper

mercury

lead

a few substances

Sprific Heat Capacity
J/Kg C Cal/g C

5190 1.24

4186 1.0

2100 0-50

2010 0.48

1700 0.40

1050 0.25

920 0.22

460 0.11

390 0.093

138 0.033

128 0.031

A low specific heat capacity (or specific heat) means

that a small amount of heat is all that is necessary to

raise an object 1 Cc) while a large specific heat means that

a large amount of heat is required to raise the object 1 C°.

We now invert our definition of specific heat so that we can

find the heat required to raise a given object a certain

amount. AO = mc AT,

or more commonly,

Q = mc AT.

if so



LIQUID - SOLID - VAPOR

Another important property of materials is their

ability to change form. We are fairly familiar with the

solid, liquid, and vapor forms of matter. These forms are

called phases and there are in fact four phases of matter,

the fourth one being the plasma phase. If we add heat to a

solid substance we find that it warms up as in the previous

discussion until it reaches its melting point. Figure 7-2

shows a graph of temperature versus heat added for water.

Note as we start out in the lower left the 1 gram sample of

material is a solid (ice) and warms up to its melting point

of 0 °C since cice = 5 cal/g C. At the melting point

although we add heat the temperature does not change, at

this point the additional heat is transforming the material

from a solid to a liquid. Note this means that the

Figure 7-2. Temperature versus heat added
for water

transition from one phase to the other can only occu1

when the line on the graph is horizontal (i.e. constant
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temperature while heat is increasing). Here we see

that 80 cal were required to complete the transition from

solid to liquid for the 1 g sample. As heat is continuing

to be added the liquid now responds with increasing

temperature. It requires 100 cal to go from 0 °C to 100 °C

since c
water

= 1.0 cal/g C
o

. Now at the boiling point of

100 °C we begin to convert liquid into vapor (or gas) and

again the temperature does not change since the energy is

being used to transform ..he phase rather than increasing the

temperature. Thus the line is again horizontal until the

transformation is complete, some 540 cal later. Further

heating now causes the vapor (steam) to get hotter and we

note that since the specific heat capacity of steam, csteam

= 0.48 cal/ g C° it takes 4.8 cal to raise the temp of steam

to 110 °C. Although we-2 terminate the data at that point if

we continued to heat the steam to higher and higher

temperatures at temperatures of over 100,000 °C the

molecules would have enough energy to fragment themselves

into positive and negative charged pieces and the next phase

change, to the plasma phase, would begin. This is obviously

an experiment we can't easily watch since no container will

withstand those kinds of temperature. Plasmas can be

observed in laboratory situations but they are generally

created electrically rather than by heating. The uniqueness

of the plasma is that it is a mixture of charged particles

in a gas like condition. The presence of charge seriously

affects the way these particles behave. While plasmas are
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difficult to obse ve on earth t} are tha phase that most

star matter is found in so that the most common phase of

matter in the universe is that of plasma.

HEAT TRANSFER

Conduction - When we stir our coffee with a silver spoon we

note that after a short time the handle is becoming hotter.

Since the air around the handle is not that hot we conclude

the heat must be coming up the handle from the coffee. This

is the process of heat conduction. In general when heat is

conducted we find that the heat is transferred from atom to

atom as energy, as this energy is passed along fro:a neighbor

to neighbor we sense the rise in temperature as the energy

arrives and note the conduction process. Different

materials conduct heat at different rates so that their heat

conduction is another property that can be measured. We

will not quantify that process but we noted in a

k,monstration that heat wcs conducted down aluminum and

copper rods much faster than it was down stainless steel.

Convection - In the previous discussion energy was passed

from atom to atom but the atoms themselves did not move any

further than their rand= oscillations about equilibrium.

A convection process on the other hand takes the molecules

that have the Clermal energy and moves the energetic

molecules to the position where that energy is des '.red.

Thus convection infers motion of the heated material.

-sually convection is subdivided into the catagories of

forced convection and natural convection. La example of

rl: 0Qt)
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forced convection is when the furnace creates heat in the

fire box it doe:, not warm the nouse very well so we take a

Ean and blow th- heated air to the parts of the house where

it is needed. Pushing the heated air to different locations

by a fan is one example of forced convection. Taking a

heated stone and placing it near your feet in bed is another

example. Or, the other hand natural convection is a process

twat occtirs only in fluids. By fluids I mean macerials that

flow, they may be either liquids or gasses. For example a

hot stove sitting in one corner of a room warms tae air

around it as this air gets warm it expands. Since the mass

of heated air does not change but its volume increases we

see that it has a lower density (Density = mass / volume).

Now objects with lower density will float in more dense

fluids so the heated air rises up until its density 4.s equal

to its surroundings or it hits the ceiling. Since the air

has left the proximity of the stove some new cooler air must

come in to replace it this air is now warmed until it is

lighter than its surroundings and it also rises. As this

process continues a current of air is set up called a

convection current that continuously moves the previously

warmed air away from the stove and across the ceiling where

as it cools it returns to the floor level where it moves

back toward the stove and reheating. Thus the stove heats

the whole room far better than simple conduction could have

done. As you heat pans of clear liquids on the stove you

can many times observe convection currents as the hec.ted



fluid rises from the bottom of the pan cools at the upper

surface of the liquid and then falls back to the bottom.

Radiation - The need for a third mechanism of energy

transfer is evident when we seek to explain how the sun's

energy gets to the earth after - raveling through a space

where there are almost no molecules, certainly not enough

molecules to explain the flow of energy we experience.

Radiation is a flow of energy in a wave motion where the

wave is an oscillating field rather than oscillating

particles. Thus this method of energy transfer does not

require the presence of intervening matter. It, however,

occurs even when other matter is present so that it is a

competing process in that some heat may ee lost by radiation

while some heat is lost as well by convection and

conduction. You can detect the loss of heat of a light bulb

by radiation if you hold your hand near the bulb as it is

switcried on. Immediately you can feel the warmth of the

newly lit bulb, as time procedes you will note the

surrounding air getting warmer by conduction and convection

but that first sense of warmth is the radiation coming to

your hand. Different surfaces may radiate or absorb energy

faster than others. Objects that are black absorb visible

radiation easily and many times absorb the nonvizAble

radiations as well. If they absorb easily they also radiate

easily. Shiny reflective objects on the other hand ar( poor

absorbers or radiaters. This is why your thermos bottle is
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coated with a mirror like finish. That way it does not

radiate away the energy of your heated contents or absorb

heat from the surroundings if your contents are chilled.



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 8 -- STATIC ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA

Electrical phenomena have been observed since the

beginning of time. In the world aryund us we feel static

cling, zags as we slide across the car seat, clean dry hair

that won't lie down, lightening storms, as well as the

electricity that comes out of the well socket and all that

it does. The simplest form of electricity is that produced

by rubbing two objects together. For example we take some

animal fur and rub it on a black plastic rod and note that

both objects ar.. charged. The presence of charge can be

detected by that object's affect on other objects. For

example the charged rod will attract other objects like a

piece of wood that is free to rotate or a styrofoam ball

suspended on a string. In one case we took a styrofoam ball

coated with a black conductive coating. The ball was

attract to the rod and moved until it touched the rod at

the instant of contact the ball was seen to jump back from

the rod and then it was repelled by it. We postulate that

the charge from the rod was transferred to the ball at the

instant of contact and then since the rod and the ball had

the same chage they repelled each other. Our experiments

went on to show that there were two types of charge in that

when we rubbed a glass rod with silk the resulting charge on

the glass rod attracted the balls which had been repelied by

the black plastic rod. If we then discharged the balls and
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allowed them to touch the glass rod they were repelled by

the rod and each other. We thus concluded that similar

charges repel each other and dissimilar charges attract. We

chose to follow Ben Franklin's convention that the charge

found on the glass rod would be identified as positive (+),

and the charge on the black plastic rod would be negative

(-) .

On the atomic scale this transfer of charge by rubbing

is seen as the separation of charge from one atom to the

other. Two objects actually strip electrons (or

occasionally positive ions) from each other and thus the

previously neutral pieces now have a net charge. Whatever

positive charge is accumulated on one will be the amount of

negative charge on the other.

These charges exert a force on each other that is very

similar to the force of gravity. Newtons law of gravitation

was F = GmM/r
2 as used in astronomy. Notr that if you apply

this to the force of the earth on objects at the surface of

the earth the law can be rearranged to; F = m(GM/r
2
). The

quantities in the parenthesis are all constants for

different objects on the surface of the earth since M is the

mass of the earth, r is the radius of the earth and G is the

cniversal gravitation constant. Thus the quantity (GM/r
2

)

g = 9.8 m/s
2 and the F = mg that we have used is just a

special case of the general law. The force law for

electricity is F = (9x10
9
m
2
N/coul

2
)qQ/r

2
, where q and Q are

the charges, measured in c^ulombs, on two objects a distance

r) : 8 b-



r apart (from center to center). This law gives us the

force on one object due to the other it is a vector pointing

away from the other object for positive forces. This means

that i: the two changes have the same sign they are

repulsive and if they are f opposite sign the forces are

attractive so that the equation is consistant with our

experimental observations. This equation actually tells us

how big a coulomb is in that if we have two charges of 1

coul each separated by a distance of lm they will produce a

force of 9x10
9N, a very large force. Thus 1 coulomb is an

extremely large charge, if we could put that much charge on

the two objects we could likely build a structure that could

hold the two balls at that distance. If we work with

r:crocoulomb quantities the force will become easily

manageable and then a measured force at a given separation

will tell us how large the product qQ in (coulombs)
2

is

between the two objects. If we had charged the two objects

equally the charge n one of the objects is then measured

(i.e. the squ...:e root of q()). There are easier ways to

measure charge that we will get to, but for now we have a

definition.

THE ELECTRIC FIELD

When we talked of a gravitational force we mentioned

that our use of F = mg was a special case of Newtons law of

gravity where g was a constant on the surface of the earth.

We could have called g the gravitational fielJ strength

where g = F/m. With this definition g is no longer thought

r, r 89
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of as a constant but rather a variable that exists

throughout space. As a number it will be the acceleration

an object will experience at that point of space. Of course

across the surface of the earth it is still reasonably

constant but as we leave earth and look at other poincs of

space it can vary considerably. Our definition of Electric

field is very analogous. Since _barge, q, plays the roll of

mass in the equation for electrical force we say the

eleric field, E, is given by; E = F/q or if we know the

field at some point the force on charge q at that point is F

= qE. It is easiest to think of the electric field as the

electric force on a charge of +1 coul. The shapes of

electric fields around different objects are instructive in

terms of where we expect strong or weak electrical forces.

Figure 8-1 shows three electric field configurations.

A. 8, C.

Figure 8-1. Electric Fields of a few shapes

Frame A shows two point conductors of opposite sign, Frame B

shows two parallel strips of conductor, and Frame C shows an

irregular shaped conductor. opposite a flat strip of

conductor. We simulated these in class with grass seed in

oil and charging provided by the electrostatic generator

I CI
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(sometimes called a van de Graff). The simila.ity to iron

filings and magnets is also striking. The important

observations of these drawings are that the electric field

lines always enter or leave a conductor perpendicular to

that surface. We also note that regions with lots of lines

are strong field regions, and regions with only a few lines

are weak field regions. For example in Frame A the lines

are closest together at the points of the charges where the

field;

E = F/Q = (9x109m2N/coul2)Q/r2,

is larger because r is smaller. In frame C we see another

region o2 large _ield around the point.

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

Since the electric field represents the force on a

charge of one coulomb and if we move that charge in that

field we must be doing work or creating potential energy

The potential energy per unit charge is defined as the

Potential, V;

V = PE / q,

or

PE = qV.

We see that potential energy and potential are closely

related ideas but that they are not identical. The units of

potential are obviously (joules / coul), but this unit is

given the name of Volt so that 1 Volt = 1 joule / coul. The

volt is our common unit of potential in the US so that in

electricity we have already gone metric. Thus particles

91J.



with high electrical potential are analogous to objects with

high gravitational potential like on top of a mountain, and

objects with low (or negative) potential are analogous to

objects in deep valleys or holes. The high potential point

means that charge falling from there can do lots of work but

as it does it loses that potential to the work '.t is doing.

One subtlety that shoul be noted is that a (-) charge at a

(-) potential can do positive work, or a minus charge that

is at a low of negative potential is the same as a positive

charge on top of the mountain it is capable of delivering

some work.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 9 -- CCRRENT ELECTRICITY (CHARGES IN MOTION)

In the previous discussion we have looked at charge and

supposed it to be stationary. Since most of the materials

we looked at did not 7Nermit motion of the charges we note

that materials can be classified by those that permit

charges to flow (called conductors) and those that inhibit

the motion of charge (called insulators). We certainly

recognize there are materials which can transfer charge

rapidly such as metals. In this section we will focus on

the ability of a material to restrict the flow of charge

through itself, a property we call resistance. Before we

can define resistance we need to take note of some physical

experiments. If we apply a voltage across a material we may

observe a current flowing through it. If we choose a

conducting material the current will be easily detected. If

the material is a good insulator that current may be

extLemely difficult to measure but it is nevertheless there.

For now lets think of the easy case; so our material is a

metal say a piece of iron wire. We move charge to one end

of the wire say the electrons that are accumulated at the

negative end of a battery. If we attach the other end of

the wire to the positive end of the battery then the

electrons are drawn from the negative end of the wire to the

positive end. The battery then lifts them up in energy

(remember that minus charge at negative potential is a
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positive PE) by sacrificing stored chemical energy where

they can then retrace the previous path through tt'e wire.

Now if we perform this experiment with a device that

tells us how many electrons per sekJnd are passing through

our wire then we can quantify the charge flow. We call the

current, I, the charge per second passing some point in our

wire. The units of current are coul/s which is defined as

an Ampere. Since we know that each electron carries

1.6x10
-19

coul then I = n(1.6x10
-19 coul) where n is the

number of electrons per second. The current will then be in

amps. Actually it is easier to measure the current, I, and

that is what we will do from here on.

If we connect different voltage sources up to our wire

we would find that the current flow was different for each

voltage. A graph of voltage versus current will result in

data that is, for most materials, a fairly straight line.

Figure 9-1 shows such a plot. The larger the voltage across
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the resistor the larger the flow of current through it.

This is a demonstration of Ohms Law.

OHMS LAW - The current, I, through an object is usually

proportional to the voltage, V, across it. Tne constant of

proportionality is called "Resistance", R. Mathematically

it is expressed; V = IR. Materials for which R is constant

are called Ohmic and those for which R is not constant are

Nonohmic.

The units of resistance are (volts/amp) which is given the

name of ohm so that 1 ohm = 1 volt/amp. We see that

resistance tells us how the current flows for a particular

voltage. If the charge is given a particular potential it

can fall to zero more easily through a small resistance than

it can through a large one so a large current flows through

the small resistance and vice versa. Although no material

is perfectly ohmic through all extremes of conditions

(pressure, temperature for example), most materials are

ohmic for a large range of conditions. Most materials

become nonohmic when the current through them is large

enough to begin heating them faster than the surroundings

can cool them.

From the above discussion it is obvious that

temperature is one factor that affects resistance. What are

other factors that affect resistance? The size and shape of

objects is important. For example if we have two identical
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lengths of wire and we connect one from the plus pole of a

battery to the minus pole a certain current will flow if we

connect the other wire to the same place the same current

will flow through it and thus the battery is losing twice as

much current through the two wires as it would through one.

If we push the two wires close together so that they become

like one wire they still draw the same current so we say

that the end area (or cross sectional area) of the wire is

dou.,led and its current carrying capacity .s doubled. If

for the same voltage a wire carries twice the current then

it must have half the resistance so we conclude that

resistance is inversely proportional to area. A big pipe

can carry more water and a big wire can carry more current.

Another important factor in the resistance is the

length of a wire. Again let us think of two identical wires

but this time we will connect one end of one to the plus

pole and one end of the other wire to the minus pole now we

connect the two free ends to each other. Since they are

identical they must lose equal amounts of energy or

potential. Since the total potential loss across the pair

is the original potential, Vo, then the potential drop

across each wire must be half of the original potential or

(1/2) Vo. That is to say if we had a 12 volt battery there

would be six volts across each of the wires. Since they

have only half of the potential across them they must have

half of the current they would have if they were directly

across the original potential. Now the current that flows
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through one wire leaves that wire and continues through the

other wire so that the combined wires carry half of the

current while across the potential Vo. The resistance of

the combination is thus twice that of either wire. Our

conclusion is then that doubling the length of the wire will

double its resistance. The two size and shape factors for

resistance are the crossectional area and the length. The

larger the cross section the smaller the resistance and the

longer an object is the larger its resistance. We observed

this directly by observing the change in resistance of salt

water held in a rubber tube. As we stretched the tube the

resistance got larger in part because of the increased

length and also because as it stretched it got skinnier, if

we pinched the tube the resistance increased due to the

reduction in crossectional area of the conduction path.

Electrical Connections - As we connect more than one

electrical element to a source of electricity we recognize

that there are several different ways that connections might

be made. The two most common are identified as series and

parallel. Figure 9-2 shows a circuit diagram of these two

V.47.41

Striae rrifai Parallel

Figure 9-2. Series and parallel connections
(or circuits)
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types of connections. A circuit diagram represents the

electrical connections that must be made, however, while in

the diagram wires are always drawn in neat straight lines in

actuality they need only go from one connection to the other

and any route is as good as the other. The wires may twist

and wind but the connections are all that matters. Notice

also in Figure 9-2 that standard symbols for batteries,

switches and resistors are indicated. Note, many times the

resistor represents the electrical device we are interestea

in. Electrically it is only a resistance even though to us

it may also be a light, a fan, a stereo, a curling iron, or

many other electrical devices.

The series combination shown in Figure 9-2 A is

characterized by the fact that there is only one path for

electron flow the current that flows thrcugh one device must

also flow through all subsequent devices. There are no

branching points in a series circuit. The driving potential

is divided up between the elements of the circuit so that

the total of the individual potential differences is the

potential of the source (in this case the battery).

V
= V

1
+ V

2
+ .....

total

In this case the potentials V
1,

V2, and etc. are the

potential differences of each element in the circuit. Since

the current never divides the current flowing at any place

in the circuit is the current flowing at all other points.

For the parallel combination we note that the crrent

flow divides into branches some of it going through



rasistar 1, more through resistor 2 and the remainder

through resistor 3. Parallel combinations can split into as

many branches as desired. Since it is the current that is

divided in the elements of a parallel circuit we note that

every element has the same voltage across it but we must sum

the currents for the totL1 current provided by the battery.

= I
1

+ 1
2
+ .....I

total
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS SECTION

CHAPTER 10 -- MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETISM

The presence of magnetic fields is something that most

people have experienced from ear: childhood. In fact the

most common explanation for peculiar behavior of objec:s is

"it must be done with magnets". There is a great confusion

among people about the difference between gravity,

electricity ani magnetism. Many people (non scientists)

think of them as the same thing. In this chapter we will

show an important and strong connection between electricity

and magnetism but they are not the same forces. Can you

think of tests to show that gravity, electricity, and

magnetism are not the same?

The presence of a magnetic field is easily detected by

inserting small bits of iron (filings) in that region. If a

field is present the iron will be oriented by the field and

that orientation is visually very obvious. For example iron

filings are sprinkled around a bar magnet and give a

patterns as shown in Figure 10-1. The oriented filings seem

to flow from one end of the bar to the other. The two ends

of the bars are called poles and as we play around with two

such bars we find that in one orientation both ends attract

and in the reverse orientation both ends repel each other.

As we try different combinations with several magnets we can

find that two 13%.,1es which are attracted to a third pole will

repel each other and we come to the conclusion that like
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Figure 10-1. Magnetic field of a bar magnet
seen with iron filings

poles repel and unlike poles attract. We further note that

we can give a direction to the flowing lines of magnetic

field we see with our filings. We define the flow as the

direction of push on a north pole placed at that location.

The two kinds of poles are given the names of north and

south because if they are suspender' on a slender thread one

pole of the magnet will orient itself toward the geographic

north on the surface of the earth, the other pole then

pointing more southward. Thus a north seeking pole is

called a north pole and a south seeking pole is called the

south pole of a magnet. This brings us to the most

disturbing of paradoxs, that is that since unlike poles
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attract, all the north pointing poles must be drawn to a

south magnetic pole at the north pole of the earth. Thus

the earths geographic north pole is a south magnetic pole.

Although at first glance this sounds impossible, or to be a

contradiction in terms, it is in fact true and once being

recognized it is no longer a problem, thats just the way it

is. Figure 10-2 shows a sketch of the earths magnetic

field. Note its similay:ity to the field of a bar magnet.

(a)
observed field

(b) mo E 5° E 0°

Figure 10-2 A. The Magnetic Field of the earth.
B. Magnetic corrections (declination) for

true north in the U.S.

Also note that the magnetic poles are not on the geograpnic

poles. This means that a compass does not point exactly

north. In fact in this part of the world it points N20°

east of north. If you are using a magnetic compass for

navigation you must remain aware of this correction called

magnetic declination which varies by quite a bit, see Figure

10-2B. As we further look at the field configuration we

note that the field is parallel tc the earths surface only

near the equator at other lattitudes it has a vertical (or

radial) component that in the northern hemisphere is
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downward (or radially inward) and in the southern hemisphere

is upward (or radially outward) from the earth.

MAGNETIZATION OF MATERIALS

We will find that some atoms are magnetized and that is

a fundamental property of the atom. Typical strong magnetic

atoms are Iron (Fe) , Nickel (Ni) , Cobalt (Co) , and

Gadolinium (Gd). Some atoms or molecules that show a weak

magnetic field are Oxygen (02), Sodium (Na), and Nitric

Oxide (NO). The first group are those that we most commonly

think of as magnetic (called ferromagnetic) and can be made

into permanent magnets while the second group (called

paramagnetic) are never found as permanent magnets but can

be attracted by a strong magnetic field. We showed in class

that liquid oxygen (a paramagnetic liquid) would hang in the

gap of a strong magnetic field.

But we are still drawn to the puzzle of why some pieces

of iron exhibit a permanent magnetism and other pieces of

iron are attrac:-Jd by a field out are not permanently

magnetized. ,,et us look at the behavior of a collection of

small compasses. If we set them close enough to each other

so that they interact with each other and then take a bar

magnet near the top of the set with enough stirring motion

that all of the compass pointers are spinning, and then

remove the bar magnet. We note that they slow down and

point in a variety of directions but within small regions

they point in a consistant direction (see Fig. 10-3a). On

the other hand if we slowly draw a pole of our bar magnet
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near the compasses from right to left and on away the

compasses all align in ode direction (Fig. 10-3b1. This is

a good analogy to the behavior within a ferromagnetic

material. While all the atomic magnets are alligned with

their nearest neighbors there will be regions (called

domains) of these oriented atoms that are oriented in

different directions. This is the situation for

unmagnetized iron in which the domains of alligned atoms are

randomly oriented so that there is no net magnetic field on

the overall scale but there is magnetic field within each

domain. When we expose that unmagnetized iron to a strong

magnetic field the domains that are alligned with that field

begin to orient the atoms on their boundaries so that those

domains grow in size at the expense of their neighboring

domains. Thus, after the strong magnetic fiell is removed,

the sum of the fields from the domains is now in the

direction of these larger domains and the iron has a

permanent magnetic field, it is a magnet.

MAGNETIC FIELDS ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENTS

if we place iron filings or a small compass needle near

a wire carrying current we find that there are magnetic

field lines oriented in circles that are perpendicular to

and centered around the current carrying wire. We thus

discover the first link between electricity and magnetism,

that moving charges (currents) can create magnetic fields.

We then explored several combinations of wires wrapped into

coils or spirals and found even stronger fields as we
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increased the number of windings. Figure 10-3 shows the

field for a loosely wound spiral carrying current. We

should note that the field looks very similar to that

observed for a bar magnet. This becomes our first clue that

perhaps all magnetic fields are the result of current loops.

Indeed when we think of atomic electrons circulating about a

nucleus it is easy to see the origin of magnetic fields from

these microscopic current loops. We also find that

.----.-, ___.---.

Figure 10.3. The magnetic field of a spiral
carrying current

spinning g electrons produce a magnetic field as a result of

that spinning charge. Because of the way that the electrons

combine in complicated atoms, for many atoms the combined

spinning and orbiting contributions for the electrons cancel

out and there is no net magnetic field, but in a few atoms

there is not complete cancellation and thus we have magnetic

atoms. Virtually every magnetic field we encounter can be

explained in terms of current loops, however, some
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Physicists are scill searching for an element of magnetic

charge (called the magnetic monopole) that, like an electric

charge which creates an electric field, becomes a point

source for the magnetic field. Regardless of the success of

this search, it is clear that the origin of most magnetic

fields that we deal with is due to current loops and is thus

always found with two poles.

FORCES ON MOVING CHARGES

The second connection between electricity and magnetism

is that if we watch charges move through a magnetic field we

find that they are Deflected by that field. Magnets located

close to electron beams show this very clearly. For example

if a bar magnet is held close to a black and white

television screen the magnetic field will radically distort

the image on the screen (don't try this on color TV because

the magnetic field can damage the precision focusing

required for color pictures and you will need a repairman to

demagnetize your set). The distortion is because the

magnetic field bends the electron beam as it approaches the

screen from behind and it strikes at a different point than

it was supposed to. We can also observe this effect with a

current running down a wire in a magnetic field. If the

current flows perpendicular to the field the wire will bc!

thrown sideways out of the field perpendicular to both the

field and the direction of current flow. If the field is

stroncj enough and the current large enough the effect is

quite dramatic. We can capitalize on this effect by running
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current through a loop of wire in the field so that one side

of the loop is pushed down while the other side is pushed

up. This coil can be constructed on an axle then where it

could be made to spin. This device is the beginning of an

electric motor. Special electrical connections are required

to keep the mctor turning in the desired direction but for

our purposes we only note the source of the force that turns

the motor is the force on a current flowing in a magnetic

field.

If a piece of metal is pushed through a magnetic field

the charges (electrons in that metal) will be pushed to the

side of the metal. Now forces on charges means that the

charge is in an electric field or that the motion of the

metal in a magnetic field is generating an electric field or

an electric potential. If the piece of metal is a wire,

whose length is in the direction of that sideways force, the

charges will flow along the wire, and we see that we can

generate a current by forcing a wire through the magnetic

field. This is the fundasiental idea on which a generator is

constructed. In a sense this is the inverse operation of a

motor in that in a motor we send electricity to the device

and it begins to rotate from which we can extract mechanical

work. On the other hand if we do mechanical work to turn

the coil in the magnetic fielk. we can generate electricity

flowing in the coil and thus extract electrical energy.

While the case of the motion of a conductor in a

magnetic field has been discussed we also find that motion



of the magnetic field with respect to a fixed conductor also

produces a potential in that material. That motion can be

produced either by moving the source of the magnetic field

or if it is an electromagnet turning the electromagnet on or

off or by changing the current through that electromagnet.

Whatever the reason for the changing magnetic field it will

produce a potential in space that will force charges to flow

if there is a conductor present. We capitalize on this

effect in a device known as a transformer. We apply an

alternating plus then minus voltage to a coil of wire. This

alternating voltage is the kind of electricity we find in

the electrical outlets supplied by the local electric

utility, (called AC for alternating current). The

alternating voltage applied acr ss the coil causes a current

to flow that alternates in direction in response to that

voltage. As the current oscillates in the coil the magnetic

field also oscillates through the coil first one way through

then the other. If we then place another coil near that

first coil the new coil will experience the changes in

magnetic field from the first coil and the resulting

potential from that will cause currents to flow in the new

coil. These new currents will also be alternating currents

since they are derived from an oscillating field. We also

noted Lenses law which stated that the induced current would

flow in a direction such that the field created by the new

current flow would oppose the change in the field that

created it. This basically says that the situation opposes
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charge and any change we impose on the system will result in

a response that tries to counter our initial change. If we

add another loop to our coil we are adding the potential per

coil to that that we had previously. Thus we can increase

the ltagP out by increasing the number of loops,

(sometimes called windings), and decrease the voltage by

decreasing the number of loops on the coil. Thus a

transformer can change the size of the potential available

perhaps down to 6 volts or up to 1000 volts. Whatever we

desire can be generated just by changing the number of

windings. Note also that this could not work if we used a

constant voltage like we get from batteries. It is the

oscillating voltage, current, and magnetic fields that are

critical to its operation.
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CHAPTER 11 -- PROPERTIES OF LIGHT AND OPTICS

We have talked about the existence of Electric and

Magnetic fields and even how oscillating magnetic fields

will produce oscillating electric fields or potentials. The

simultaneous oscillation -E electric and magnetic fields is

called an electromagnetic wave and it is a wave that moves

perpendicular to the direction of the field oscillation.

At this point we need to discuss briefly the nature of

a wave and some of its characteristics. The best example of

a wave is that of surface waves on water. When we drop a

rock into the lake we see the waves (or ripples) move

outward from the point where the rock strikes the surface.

These waves form a circular pattern that expands away from

the point of impact but centered on it. As we look closely

at the motion of the water when waves pass through it we see

that the water itself primarily goes up and down, it doesn°t

move in the direction of the wave's motion. The wave motion

is an obvious motion in the shape of the surface of the

water caused by primarily vertical oscillation of the

water's surface. The waves can be measured in terms of

three quantities. The wavelength, A , of a wave is the

distance from one crest to the next crest measured in

meters. The frequency, f, of a wave is the number of cycles

per second that any constituant of the wave oscillates with.

The velocity, c, of a wave is the change in position per
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unit time of any point on the wave such as the crest or a

valley. The frequency is very closely related to another

property known as the period, T. You may remember that in

our first laboratory we measured the period of the pendulum

as the time to complete one cycle of oscillation or one

round trip. Thus the period is the time to complete one

cycle or thus it is the number of secDnds/cycle. The

inverse of this number must be cycles/second which was the

units of frequency and indeed we can readily convert from

frequency to period or vice versa whenever rem;ired by f =

1/T or T = 1 /f. The frequency unit of cycles per second is

given the name of Hertz after a famous physicist who worked

in the foundations of electromagnetic waves. This unit is

abbreviated as Hz and you may note that the dial of your

radio has vlues that are in KHz or Mhz which are the

frequency ranges in which you can tune your radio. Now if

our crest moves a distance /\ in one period of oscillation T

then the velocity must be c = 1\ / T in meters per second.

We can also write this in terms of frequency as c = A f.

Thus the parameters wavelength, frequency and velocity

characterize the waves and thay are always interrelated by

c = A f. While water waves are basically an oscillation

that is perpendicular to the direction of the wave motion,

other waves can be formed by oscillations parallel to the

direction of motion. Sound waves are of this variety the

molecules get pushed together in a high density region this

comes at the expense of molecules near there thus a
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depletion of molecules or a low density region. These

alternating low and high density regions are the

oscillations that become the wave.

Electromagnetic waves are oscillation in the strength

of the electric or magnetic field as it moves through space

it is a transverse oscillation in that the electric and

magnetic fields oscil1ate at right angles to each other.

Figure 11-1 shows a sketch of the oscillation to clarify

Figure 11-1. An electromagnetic wave

the descriptions we have just given. The wave travels with

a velocity c = 3x10 8
m/s. This is true for all obser-ers

regardless of their motion according to Einstein°s theory of

relativity. The paradoxes and complications that that

theory creates are fascinating and stimulating but we do not

have time to go down that tangent. The wave can travel with

a great variety of frequencies or wavelengths. The lowest

frequencies we normally encounter are the radiowave
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frequencies which have a frequency of about 1 MHz for AM and

about 100 MHz for the FM band which admittedly don't seem

all that low but the higher frequencies include infrared

waves around 10 THz (10
12 Hz = THz), the visible light at

1 PHz (10
15 Hz = FHz), ultraviolet light around 10 PHz,

X-Rays from 100 PHz to 100 EHz (10
18

= EHz) , and Gamma

rays on up to 10
24

Hz. Although this is an extremely long

range of frequencies all of the waves are identical in that

they are oscillating electric and magnetic fields that

travel with a velocity of c = 3x10
8
m/s. They differ only in

their frequency of oscillation and thus also their

wavelength.

In this chapter we will focus our attention on that

narrow range of the electromagnetic spectrum called the

visible light. In frequency it goes from 435 THz to 700 THz

and respective wavelengths 690 nm to 430 nm. The low

frequency long wavelength end is perceived by the human eye

as the color red and the high frequency short wavelength end

is seen as a deep blue violet.

REFLECTION AND REFRACTION

As light travels through or against different materials

it behaves in some interesting ways that we should begin to

look at. Some very shiny surfaces will reflect light and we

can watch narrow beams come into and D(Aince off of surfaces.

We note that the beam (sometimes called a bundle of rays or

more simply just the rays), leaves the surface with the same

angle that it came in on. We usually measure this angle
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from the perpendicular tJ the surface and then note that the

angle i (for angle of incidence) equals the angle r (for

angle of reflection). Figure 11-2 shows such a ray with

Figure 11-2. Light reflecting from a
mirror surface

the angles i and r indicated. An additional ray is dashed

in to show how someone looking from point B sees the candle

flame at A as though it is at A'. The eye always takes

diverging rays and extrapolates back to their source point

as the location of the object. Sometimes this extrapolation

goes to a place other than where the light actually came

from because of some optical device in this case the mirror.

When this occurs we say the image is virtual. This is most

obvious in the case of a mirror because it is clear that

light cannot come from behind the mirror where our image is

located.

As light passes into or out of a transparent material

we also observe that it can be bent in that passage. For

example we show in Figure 11-3 a light ray coming into the
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Figure 11-3. The refraction of light going
from air into water

surface of water and refracting as it goes into the water.

Note again the angles measured from the perpendicular angle

i and angle R the angle of refraction. Angle R is rarely

equal to i and as we look at different materials we find

that for the same i we get different values for angle R. We

also find that for different frequencies (colors) we get

different angles R for the same angle i. Snell's Law tells

us how to predict R for light passing from substance I to

substance II.

SNELL'S LAW - Construct two right triangles above and blow

the boundary between two transparent substances. The light

ray should be the hypotenuse of both triangles and the two

hypotenuses should have equal length. One leg of each

triangle is the surface perpendicular and the other leg is

parallel to the boundary. If the upper leg parallel to the
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boundary has length Xi and the lower leg parallel to the

boundary has length XR Snells law is;

n X.
I i nIIXR'

where n/, and n// are the indexes of refraction for the two

substances.

The index of refraction is a number that can be looked up in

handbooks for different materials. Table 11-1 gives some

typical values for the index of refraction. The Index can

never be less than 1.0 and it is rarely greater than 2.0 so

that the values in the table reasonably span the allowed

range.. From Snell's law we see that the larger the index of

refraction n
II

the more the light will be bent in medium II.

In the case of the light ray passing into water the ray will

be closer to the perpendicular and XR will be less than Xi.

In class we directed a beam of light into a tank of water

and onto a submerged mirror and then up to the surface of

the water. Since the index of refraction for water is

greater than that of air the emerging ray was always further

from the perpendicular than the incident ray. As the

incident angle was increased the ,Ingle of the emerging ray

got larger up until it was 90° or thus parallel to the water

surface. For larger incoming angles the ray could not

emerge and thus it was 100% reflected.

We traced the progression of light through a series of

transparent objects and made some observations when light

passes through a rectangular object and emerges from the
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opposite side it emerges with a ray that is parallel to the

ray that came into the first surface. This is fairly

ohvious as we see that the emerging ray from the refraction

on the first side will travel to the opposite parallel side

where it must follow Snell's Law and refract back to the

same direction as initially. When light falls on a

triangular shape as., in Figure 11-4 the light ray is

Figure 11-4. The refraction of light
through a prism

bent toward the normal (surface perpendicular) as it enters

the triangular block of material (many times called a

prism). This ray travels on until it encounters another

face of the prism where it will refract and emerge being

bent away from the normal to that face. The direction of

the final ray compared to the direction of the original ray

coming in was noted tr' be bent toward the thickest part of

the prism. One should also note that in this bending of the

ray different wavelengths had different indices of

refraction and thus the final ray is broken up into a

spectrum of color. Little glass prisms hung in the window
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will make beautiful rainbow like patterns from this effect

when the sun passes through them.

The most useful shape, however, is that with curved

surfaces. As we observed light traveling through a curved

piece of material we found that all parallel rays coming

into the shape were bent to a common point on the other

side. Such a shape (called a converging lens) is shown in

Figure 11-5 and the point of convergence of the rays is

identified as its focal point, F. We found that such a

device could reconstruct the light patterns coming from a

source of light, called our object, into an image of that

source on the other side of the lens. For many cases that

image actually has light coming from there and when viewed

from a point beyond actually appears to lie at this image

point. This image is called a real image because the light

is actually there. We can construct these images with a

Figure 11-5. A converging lens and its
focal point
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ruler and a few simple rules. Most objects can be

represented by an arrow, since the only important thing is

to have some sense of size and which end it up. Figure 11-6

shows the rays commonly used to construct an image from the

FilAailei RAY

I

Figure 11-6. Ray tracing to find an image
produced by a lens

object on the left. The rays traveling from any point on

the object to the lens are all brought to the same

corresponding point on the image regardless of which part of

the lens the light ray passed through. Of the many rays

that pass through the lens there are two which we can

account for and once we find a point of intersection for

those two we know that all others will also pass through

that point as well. The first of these is the parallel ray.

The parallel ray is a ray parallel to the axis of the lens

and the base of our arrow object. This parallel ray is

drawn so that it passes through the tip of the arrow and

then travels on to the lens at which point it must bend and

pass through the point f, the focal point, and then travel

on continuing in that same direction. The other ray is the

central ray which passes from the arrow tip through the

center of '..he lens. Since the center of the lens has two
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surfaces that are close to parallel, that ray must travel

through the lens without being bent. This ray is drawn on

from the lens until it intersects the first ray at which

point we say that the tip of the image arrow has been found.

There are some cases where the two rays will never intersect

and then we extend them to the left to see if they converge

on the left. When convergence on the left is found the

image is virtual.

Another curved shape is that of a diverging lens (one

that is thinner in the center than on the edges). Here we

have a lens that must bend incoming parallel rays to wider

or diverging angles. These diverginrj rays can be extended

to the left to find a common point, from which they seem to

come, called the focal point of this lens. Because it is on

the left of the lens (opposite of the focal point for a

converging lens) this focal length is given a negative

value. Images for this lens can be constructed with the

same two rays as above but the parallel ray through the tip

of the object is bent outward as it emerges from the lens as

though it comes from this lens' focal point. More reading

and examples of these image constructions are available in

the laboratory notes.

INTERFERENCE EFFECTS-A WAVE PHENOMENON

If we drop two pebbles into a pond simultaneously we

can watch the ripple patterns as they interact with each

other. This interaction is called interference. You may

note that there are regions where the interfering waves have
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larger p:aks and valleys than either wave originally and

other places where there is much less action than either

wave by itself. In Figure 11-7 we show a representation

owe- Po/Yr JouRck- pU#ivr sovocts

Figure 11-7. Interference of two waves

of the waves we are discussing. The solid rings represent

wave crests and the space between them are the valleys of

the waves. The regions where the solid rings from both

sides are directly on top of each other are regions of

increased oscillation or positive interference and the

regions where the solid ring of one is on the open ring of

the other are regions of negative interference or

cancellation. With light waves we see this happen by

looking at a distant source of light through two narrow

slits or scratches in an otherwise opaque surface. Light

through these openings gives an image that is multiple.

Instead of one image we have a central strong image and

progressively weaker images to either side. The closer our

slits are together tha further apart will be the images. We
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also directed the laser beam through two slits and saw the

spot split up into several spots of varying intensity.

We also found that we could get multiple images from a

single slit. While this iz harder tc understand it is

basically an interference effect between light from either

edge of the opening. These interference patterns also get

further apart as the slits edges get closer together. Once

we had seen this effect then we recognized that some of the

changes in intensity of our first patterns interference was

due to the width of individual slit and other variations are

due to the spacing between slits. Since slits are always

narrower than the spacing between them the more widely

separated oscillations in intensity are due to the slit

width and the narrower oscillations are due to the slit

separation.

Our final observation of an interference effect was

that found for more than two slits. As we increased the

numbe of our slits we found that the patterns became more

sharply focused where they were maximum and that they went

to zero for longer distances between the maxima. This led

to spots that were separated by angles like 10 to 20

degrees. These multiple slit systems are called diffraction

gratings and can then be used to break a spectrum up into

its components. We observed the spectrum of mercury

displayed on the wall from a large multiple grating.
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CHAPTER 1? -- ATOMS AND NUCLEI

As turn of the century scientists struggled with the

implications of the spectra we have just seen from a diffraction

grating, they were bothered by the fact that atoms did not

radiate lines except when highly disturbed as in arc discharges,

and the reasons for those specific lines which were so different

from one element to tha other. First let us look at the details

of the construction of an atom. We find that the atom is divided

into a small central point called the nucleus and a cloud of

electrons around it. All the positive nuclear charge is on the

nucleus and an equal amount of negative charge is found in the

electron cloud so that the atom is normally an electrically

neutral species. Since the negatively charged electrons are

drawn to the positive nucleus we must explore what other effects

are present that prevent the atom from collapsing on itself. The

first idea that comes to mind is a planetary model in which the

electrons have a rotational motion about the nucleus so that the

nucleus provides the necessary centripetal force to hole the

electrons in orbits. This model was developed by Niels Bohr but

requir,d some rather insightful qualifications to actually

describe the simplest of atoms. Another concept also developed

in that era that was more successful at describing the behavior

of electrons and nuclei. That was the recognition that in this

extremely small scale world particles don't behave strictly the

way w4% think of particles behaving in the world of our
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experience. In our everyday world particle behavior is usually

contrasted with wave behavior. Particles travel in straight

lines while waves bend around corners. Particles can have any

value of energy while waves have resonances at specific

frequencies and iergies. These everyday distinctions ar,

clearly demonstrated in our macro world but on the microscopic

scale the distinctions become considerably more blurred. Thus,

this thing we call an 2.1ectron is capable of wave like behavior

as well as its well known particle like behaviors. The rule for

converting from particle like properties to wave like properties

is that the particle's momentum, p, is related to its wave

property A by p = h/A . Here h is called Planck's constant and

is 6.6x10 34
joule sec. Electrons can be diffracted from very

fine gratings (usually the periodic rows of atoms on a single

crystal surface). We also find that the locality of electrons

around an atom are best thought of as standing wave resonances.

The space is three dimensional and it is difficult for our minds

to picture what that looks like. We looked at standing waves on

a ring of wire and found particular frequencies where the waves

would resonate and other frequencies for which there was no

response. The figures below (Fig. 12-1) show the kinds of

standing waves that electrons have near atoms. Figure 12-1 A. is

the lowest energy possible for an electron and we see that is a

very spherical region centered about the nucleus, while Fig. 12-1

B. shows the next higher energy level with its six lobed maxima

separated for ease of viewing but in fact all centered around the
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Fig. 12-1. The lowest energy electron standing waves.

nucleus. As we go to higher energies the resonant waves become

more complicated but the configurations have been confirmed in

many experiments. It is the orientation of these lobes (called

orbitals in chemistry) that determines the bonds directions in

chemistry and thus the shapes of complicated molecules. When an

electron is in a nigher energy shape it can drop to a lower one

by releasing energy in the amoung of E = hf where f is the

frequency of the released wave and h is Planck's constant. This

is the origin of the specific spectral lines of different

materials. Any time this energy is released it comes as a light

wave but because it is released as a discrete entity we call it a

photon or particle of light.

THE NUCLEUS

The constituents of the nucleus are called the nucleons. We

have found that nucleons may be charged positive or zero. These

two cltegories of nucleons are called respectively protons and

neutrons. Figure 12-2 shows a graph of all the nuclei we have
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Fig. 12-2. Nuclear stability

observed. The coordinates are horizontally the number of

neutrons and vertically the number of protrons. The s..:111 solid

circles represent nuclei that are stable and found on earth the

small open circles are those that have been mat; c in laboratories

but are unstable so they don't last very long. We see that there

is a large domain of the graph where nuclei have never been

observed because they are too unstable to last for a measurement.

Thus, the rough line of solid circles is the region of highest

stability from this we can see that for very small nuclei the

protons and neutrons are about equal in number. As we go to

higher numbers of nucleons we note that stability favors more

neutrons. This seems reasonable because as we pack more protons

into that small space their repulsive force is going to weaken

their binding and make the nucleus more unstable. By packing in

a few more neutral nucleons the protons are further apart and

thus not as strongly repulsive.
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An unstable nucleus returns to a stable condition by

ejecting different forms of energy. These forms were labeled

alpha, beta, and gamma as they were first observed and

distinguished. Alpha rays (or particles) travel only short

distances from their source and their path can be bent in a

magnetic field. Beta rays travel much farther than alphas but

still only a few centimeters in air. The path of beta particles

is also deflected by a magnetic field but in the opposite

direction as alphas. Gamma ray travel the farthest and are not

deflected by a magnetic field. Subsequent studies have further

identified the alpha particle as a combination of two protons and

two neutrons or thus the nucleus of a helium atom. The positive

charge of two protons explains the bending of the path in a

magnetic field. Beca particles have been identified as electrons

and their negative charge explains the opposite bending of their

paths in a magnetic field. Gamma rays we have already identified

as electromagnetic waves of very high frequency. Since their

energy is hf these are also very high energy photons.
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Laboratory 1 Description of Motion

Purpose
The goal of this laboratory is for you to be able to
describe qualitatively and quantitatively the motion of
objects

Laboratory Objectives
As a result of this session you will:
1. Describe qualitatively and quantitatively the motion of

a given object in terms of position, time, velocity, and
acceleration.

2. Develop techniques of measurement.
3. Show how to present data and observations in graphical

form.
4. Define and explain the difference between velocity and

acceleration.
5. Identify the important parameters of a pendulum's

motion
6. Identify the concepts of this lab as they apply in

playground equipment.

Part I Motion

Section A---- What is constant speed?

Introduction

Every day you hear about how fast things go. For example,
how much time it takes to get from a class in Fulmer to the
CUB, or a police officer informing you that you have
exceeded the speed limit. Yet as much as we refer to a
concept like speed or velocity, what do we really know about
it? What information can the speed of an object give us?
We will explore the answers to these questions and bring up
some new ones.

Materials

Air track set up (with rubber band replacing the spring on
the support), air track glider, masking tape, stopwatch
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Procedure

In this section of the lab you will start a glider moving atconstant speed. You will describe the motion of the glider.From your observations you will develop a definition ofvelocity. You will then make measurements to determine ifyour definition for velocity is correct.

Fig. 1.3 Air Track Set-up

Section A.1---- Observations of a glider's movement
1. Leveling the track: Turn on the blower. Place theglider (without the glider weight) in the center of thetrack. If the glider tends to move to the right or the leftyou will need to level the track (ask your lab instructor ifyou need help) until the glider has little or no movement ineither direction.
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2. Setting the glider in motion: Now put the glider on thetrack such that the glider is pushed up against the rubberband. Release the glider. The glider should move to tl-^other end of the air track. If not try again. Try todevelop a consistent method of releasing the glider.

3. Repeat 2 as many times as you need. Complete worksheetsection A.1 for this part.

Section A.2---- Measuring the motion of a glider

4. Setting up to measure time to travel a distance: Youwill measure the time it takes the glider to move a distanceof 120cm. To accomplish this you will first mark off the
distance on the air track's scale with two pieces of maskingtape. Put the first piece of tape about 25cm in front ofthe glider when it is at the initial starting position.
Place the second piece of tape at the appropriate spot to
mark the end of the 120cm distance (these marks will also beused in Section 3). Pracice releasing the glider such thatit takes betwean 10 to 12 seconds to travel the 120cm
distance.

5. Making the measurements: For Table I.A.1 you are askedto find the distance travelled during each successive twosecond interval. A method of doing this is outlined below.

a. Release the glider

b. Have your partner say 'zero' when he/she presses the
start button on the clock. It is best to start the clock
when the glider is near the piece of tape 25cm away.

c. When your partner says 'zero' place a piece of tape at
the front of gliders present position. This mark serves as
the starting mark foz your measurements of distance
travelled.

d. Place tape at the position of the front of the glider at
successive 2 second intervals. It is best to walk alongwith the glider, so that you can see the position of its
front.

e. Complete Table I.A.1 and answer the adjoinins questions.
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Section B---- What is constant acceleration?

Introduction

Have you ever noticed how your weight changes when anelevator starts or stops? Have you watched how aspeedometer "drops" as you slow down for a traffic light or"climbs" when you speed up after a stop? Both of these
questions deal with the same concept --- acceleration. Weneed to ask ourselves the same questions as we did when weconsidered speed

Materials

Air track set up, air track glider, masking tape, one woodenblock (19cm x 19cm x 2cm), stopwatch

Procedure

In this part of the lab you will make observations of aglider as it accelerates down an inclined air track. Fromthese observations, you will develop a definition of
acceleration. You will then make measurements to determine
if your definition is correct.

Section B.1--- Observations of a glider's movement
[NOTE: Place the glider weight back on]

1. Setting up for acceleration of the glider: Place onewooden block underneath the single leg support of the airtrack. We have elevated the air track so that the gliderwill be "running" down hill.

2. Putting
Release the
i.e. at the

3. Repeat 2
Section 3.1,

the glider in motion: Turn on the blower.
glider at the beginning of the 120cm distance,
elevated end of the air track.

as many times as you need. Complete Part I,
of Lab 1 Worksheet.

Section B.2---- Measuring the motion of the glider

4. Setting up to make the measurements: For Table I.B.1
you are asked to find the distance travelled in successiveone second intervals. One way of doing this is to have your
partner call out each second and then mark, with masking
tape, where the front of the glider is at that time. It is
helpful to walk along with the glider as you place the tape.
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In this way you are looking right out the front of the
glider as you place the tape.

It may take several tries to get all the time intervals.
Patience, and checking your marks closely, will provide
enlightenment about acceleration.

5. Making the measurements: The distances asked for in
Table I.B.1 are to be found by measuring between successive
pieces of tape, e.g. the distance for interval #2 is found
by measuring the distance between the piece of tape put on
the track for the first second and the piece of tape put on
the track for the second second. Complete Section B.2.

Section C---- A complicated case

Introduction

You will now consider a case where the motion is a bit more
difficult than what you have considered this far.

Material

Air track set up (separate system placed on the tables at
the back of the room), air track glider, the glider weight
with the aluminum fin arrangement, copper shim (to be taped
to the aluminum fin), one wooden block (19cm x 19cm x 3.5cm)
placed underneath the single leg support of the air track,
narrow gap horseshoe magnet (elevated, at a cad past the
halfway mark, such that the aluminum/copper fin
configuration will pass through the gap of the magnet).

Procedure

You will find the demonstration set up in the back of the
room. Turn on the blower. Place the glider on the high end
of the air track. Release it. Repeat as many times as you
need. Complete Part I, Section C of the worksheet.

Physics Peat: Tips on doing this lab in your classroom

The purchase of an air track for use at the elementary
school level is not advised. Most high school science
departments have an air track or accessibility to one. Also
the high school physics teacher may be able to suggest some
alternative experimental set ups. For example the dry ice
pucks used in the Project Physics course.''

An alternative way of having your students apply the
concepts of motion would be to set up a Hot Wheele" track.
Let the students play with the toy car and track and than
have them analyze the motion.
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Part II The Pendulum2

Purpose

To develop a systematic process of identifying the important
parameters involved in the motion of a pendulum (i.e. that
period is independent of amplitude and mass, and that periodis dependent on length).

Introduction

Whenever an object is hung from a point so that it can swingback and forth it is a pendulum. The pendulum, besides
being a reference in macabre literature, is an example of a
special type of motion called simple harmonic motion. One
example of the use of pendula can be found in a grandfather
clock. Understanding how a pendulum works opens the door to
understanding musical instruments, lasers, TV, or the design
of bridges.

The time for a pendulum to swing across and back to where it
started is called its period (T). A good way to measure the
period is to determine the time for 10 complete swings and
then divide by 10. Thus if it required 30 seconds for 10
complete swings over and back, the period is 3 seconds. The
reason we do this is that the average value of the period
for ten swings gives a more accurate result than just
measuring a single swing (ask yourself why this is so).
Work with your lab partner to make this measurement.

The maximum distance the pendulum swings to either side from
"straight dpwn" is called the amplitude (A) of the pendulum.
The number of complete swings the pendulum makes in one
second is called the frequency (f) of the pendulum.

Material

Two 1 meter pendulums (one steel bob, one wood bob), 4 meter
pendulum, stop clock, pendulum supports

Procedure

The questions for this part are listed here. Record your
observations on the worksheet under Part II.

1. Does the period of a pendulum change as the amplitude
changes? See if you can find out. Set up the pendulum with
the steel bob. The length,., of the pendulum should be lm
(t = 1/2 the diameter of the bob + the length of the string
from the bottom of the support). Pull it 12 cm to one side
and let it gc. Measure the period as outlined in the
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introduction. Repeat three times. Record your measurements
in Table 11.1. Now pull the pendulum all the way to one
side. Measure the period. Repeat three times. Record your
measurements in Table 11.2. Answer question 11.1.

2. Does the period of a pendulum change when you change V.*.e
amount of weight on the end of the string? Set up the
pendulum with the wood bob per the instructions in step 1.
Carry out the necessary measurements to complete Table 11.3
and answer question 11.2.

3. Does the period of a pendulum change when you change the
length of the pendulum? Ask the lab instructor for the 4m
pendulum. Your lab instructor will indicate where to set up
this pendulum. Be sure to measure the length. Make the
appropriate measurements to complete Table 11.4 and answer
the questions.

Physics Feat: Pendulum Facts3 (optional)

It is often slid that a pendulum has the same period regardless
of amplitude. This is not exactly true, as you have helped show.
The statement should be: if the amplitude of a pendulum is small
(for example, less than 10 ) then the period is almost constant.
Simple harmonic motion is idealized motion in which the amplitude
has no effect on the period.

The actual relation from theory for small amplitude is that
T 2s 'MTh: Does your data agree with this? How can you show
this wih a graph?
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK -- LABORATORY 1

Optional -- A Freely Falling Body*

Introduction

Today you have, through your observations, developed a
description of moving bodies which in the language of a
physicist is called kinematics. Galileo was the first
person to describe motion in this currently accepted manner.
He reasoned from experience, starting from the definition of
acceleration, using mathematics as the means of deduction.
He emphasized the essential role of experiment in testing a
physical concept.

Galileo was able to show that:

a.) The acceleration of a body freely falling in a vacuum
is constant. This means that during any one interval of
time, the gain in velocity will be the same as the gain in
velocity during an earlier or later interval of the same
length, i.e., g= constant.

b.) The acceleration of a body in free fall in a vacuum is
independent of the mass of the body.

In this part of the lab we will check to see if these
statements are still true.

Material.

Free fall experiment equipment, ruler

The apparatus used to measure the acceleration of gravity is
shown in Fig. II.1. The "bomb" which is held at the top of
the apparatus by an electro-magnet, is released by opening
the switch. It falls freely between a pair of parallel
wires. As the bomb falls, a spark jumps from one wire
through the flange of the bomb to the other wire every 1/60
second. The spark leaves a small hole in the waxed paper
tape. The distance between consecutive holes on the tape iL
distance the bomb fell during the interval of 1/60 second.

Procedure

1. The lab
per student)

CAUTION:
keeping the
will reduce
and getting

instructor will aid in obtaining the tapes (one

When starting the sparker, use only one hand,
other in your pocket or behind your back. This
the danger of your becoming part of the circuit
shocked.



electromagnet cbattery cswitch

ri 1111 C7'-o-
r---7

v1.5m

iron bomb

waxed paper
tape

I

holes in tape
caused by spark

waxed paper
tape

wires carry a high
voltage pulse once
every 1/60 second. This
causes a spark to pass through
the rim of the bomb, leaving
a small hole in the tape.

.oll of paper tape

Spark Timer

(15,000 volt pulse once
every 1/60 s)

Fig. 11.1 Apparatus used to measure the acceleration
of gravity
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2. The exact time of release cannot be recognized on the
tape, so pick the second or third dot, circle it and label
it "0". See Fig. 11.2.

4
"cl. 9 (2

0 s

Fig. 11.2 A Sample waxed-paper tape record

3. Circle alternate dots and consecutively number the
circled dots (using every dot results in too much data).

4. Measure the distance (in cm) between consecutively
numbered dots and enter the values in Table 11.1 of the
worksheet. plot a graph of the distances (on the y axis;
distance is the dependent variable) versus time (on the x
axis; time is the independent variable). Use the graph
paper provided in the worksheet.

5. Plot a graph of the velocities (on the y axis; velocity
is the dependent variable) versus time (on the x axis; time
is the independent variable). Since each velocity is the
average velocity during a 1/30 second interval, plot each
velocity at the mid-point of the appropriate time interval.
This graph is a test of the statement "a" of Galileo
mentioned in the introduction. Use the graph paper provided
in the worksheet.

6. From the graph of velocity versus time, find the best
value of the acceleration of gravity. The slope of the
graph AV / At (the change in velocity Av divided by the
corresponding time interval At) is the acceleration 'g'.

7. Complete the worksheet.
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Physics Feat: Measurement of Reaction Time2
(optional)

One of the characteristics of physics is that knowledge of oneaspect of nature may permit measurements of completely unrelated
phenomena. For instance, knowledge of the acceleration ofgravity can be used to measure the height of a building. Oneonly needs to measure the time for an object to fall ta theground from the roof. One then uses the formula y= 1/2 gt andthe value of g to find the height, y.
The measurement of your "reaction time" is made with a falling
meterstick. Your partner holds one end of the meterstick and youposition your open fingers opposite the 50 cm mark as shown inthe figure. Your partner releases the stick at some arbitrarytimg. The distance it falls before you2catch it can be converted
into your reaction time using y= 1/2 gt . Ret.eat the measurement
several times to get an average. Is there a difference between
the reaction time of your two hands?
Repeat this experiment with a dollar bill (with your partner
holding one end of the bill and you positioning your fingers atthe middle of the bill). You probably will not be able to catchthe bill. How does the measurement of your reaction time and thelaw of falling bodies support this occurrence? Try this one withyour betting friends!

Fig. 11.3

*
Adapted from: A Survey of Laboratory Physics, Part 1, by

Paul A. Bender, (Star Publishing Company,
Belmont, CA, 1985).
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Worksheet for
Laboratory 1 -- Optional
A Freely Falling Body

Table II.1

Distance traveled
Interval during interval
number Dn

Average velocity
during interval

Vn=Dn / (1/30 sec)

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Compare the graph of distance versus time to the graph
of velocity versus time. What differences do you see in the
shapes of the graphs? What does this suggest about the
relationship between acceleration and distance?
Acceleration and velocity?

2. Show your work to calculate the value of the
acceleration of gravity here. What does the straight line
of the velocity versus time graph suggest?
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Lab 1 Description of Motion

Apparatus List

Set up is based on 24 students at 12 lab stations

Per lab station

1 ea. 1 ruler
1 ea. Air track set up (rubber band replacing the spring on

the support)
1 ea. Timer clock
1 ea. One wooden block (19cm x 19cm x 2cm)
1 Air track glider and glider weight
1 ea. Steel bob pendulum lm length
1 ea. Wood bob pendulum - lm length

Per lab room

Balances
Masking tape
Graph paper tablet
1 ea. 4m pendulum; key to 3rd floor pendulum

Air track set-up on the back demonstration tables (air track
glider, the glider weight with the aluminum fin arrangement,
copper shim taped to the aluminum fin, one wooden block 19cm
x 19cm x 3.5cm placed under the single leg support, close
face horseshoe magnet located just past the halfway mark of
the air track and elevated such that the aluminum/copper fin
configuration will pass through the opening of the magnet).
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 1 Description Jf Motion

Name
Partner's Name

Part I Motion
Section A.1

1. Describe your
after you release

Date

observations of the motion of the glider
it in terms of distance and time.

2. What inferences can you make about a relationship
between distance and time?

Section A.2

Table I.A.1

Interval Time of Total elasped
interval time at
(Ati) end of the

interval
Ate

Distance
traveled

over
interval

Ad;

Total Dist.
traveled
by end of
interval
Ade

1 2 sec 2 sec

2 2 sec 4 sec

3 2 sec 6 sec

4 2 sec 8 sec
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3. How do the distances Adi traveled duri:ig the equal time
intervals compare? Does the total distance traveled Ade
increase at a constant rate?

4. Make the appropriate calculations to complete the
following table. Answer the questions following the table.

Table I.A.2

Interval Ratio of Ad. to A ti
1

A di A ti1

Ratio of Ade to Ate

Ade / Ate

1

2

3

4

How do the ratios of A di to Ati compare between successive
intervals? How do the ratios of Ada to Ate compare to each
other and to the ratios of adi to Ati?
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5. How long would it take the glider in the case above totravel 200cm using the ratio you found forAde toAte ininterval 3. (assume we have an air track long enough)? Howfar would the glider travel in one minute?

6. In question 5 you used ratios to obtain an answer:given a distance travelled you find a time of travel; givena time of travel you find a distance travelled. Youranswers in 5 are predictions based on a ratio of distance totime. List a couple of other examples where you use a ratioof distance to time to make predictions.

7. Sketch a graph of
axis). Also sketch a
axis). What does the
graph tell you? What
graph tell you?

distance
graph of
slope of
does the

(y axis) versus time (x
speed (y axis) versus time (x
the distance versus time
slope of speed versus time
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8. Suppose the drawing below represents the position of theglider at successive one second intervals. Did the glider
move like the one we investigated in this lab? How do youknow?

I

L

121

Fig. I.A.1

9. We have now developed the concept of speed----i.e.
speed is the ratio of change in distance to change in time
(tx/At). This ratio is referred to as the average speed.
It is an average since we are not finding the speed at an
exact location or at an exact time. Rather we are taking a
distance and dividing it over an interval of time, i.e. we
are getting "on the average" how far an object goes in one
unit of time. This is the information the ratio x/et
provides. Review your answers to question 1. Record below
any changes you would like to make.
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Section 3.1

1. Record your observations of the motion of the glider
after you release it, in terms of distance, time and speed.

2. What inferences can you make about relatinnships between
distance and time; speed and time.

Section 3.2

Note: In this part you will be finding an average speed for
each interval. Since it is an average speed there is not an
exact moment of time that the glider has the speed you find.
However, we can estimate that the glider's instantaneous
speed at the midpoint of the time it took the glider to
travel the interval is the average speed (make sure you can
justify this to yourself). For example, if the glider
traveled 18cm in a 1.8sec interval, the glider's average
speed over the interval would be 10cm/sec; its instantaneous
speed at .9sec would be estimated to be 10cm/sec.

Table 1.13.1

Interval # and Distance
time glider travelled
had avg speed during int.

Average Speed
(distance/ 1 sec)

1
t= .5s

2
t= 1.5s

3

t= 2.5s
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3. How do the distances traveled during equal time
intervals compare? How does this differ from the motion inSection A.2?

4. How do the average speeds in the successive equal time
intervals compare? In what way does this differ from what
you observed in section A.2? How does this relate to the
observed changes in distance?

5. Determine the ratio of the change in average speed (Av)
between successive time midpoints, with respect to the
change in time (A t), i.e. Av /A t, to complete Table I.B.2.

Table I.B.2

Time interval
of interest

Change in Change in average
time (A t) speed (Av)

AV/ At

0 to .5s .53

.5s to 1.5s 1 s

1.5s to 2.5s 1 s

6. How do the values o: Av / At compare? What does this
ratio tell you? We call this ratio the acceleration.
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7. What would happen if the change in velocity is negative
(as would happen if the glider were to slow down)? Would we
still have an acceleration? Why or why not?

8. Sketch the following graphs (the
like Section 1 #7): distance versus
time, and acceleration versus time.
tell you? What relationships do you

axis assignments are
time, speed versus
What do these slopes
see between the graphs?

9. We have now developed the concept of acceleration----
i.e. acceleration is the ratio of the change in velocity to
the change in time. Review your answer to question 1.
Record below any changes you would like to make.
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Slction C

1. Describe the motion of the glider. Utilize the concepts
you have learned in your description.

2. Hand sketch the following graphs: distance versus time,
velocity versus time, and acceleration versus time. What
relationships do you see between the graphs?
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Part II The Pendulum

Table 11.1
Period of a pendulum for a small amplitude

length = mass of bob =

Trial number Period

1

2

Average =

Table 11.2
Period of a pendulum for a large amplitude

length = mass of bob =

Trial number Period

1

2

Average =

1. Does the period of the pendulum change as the amplitude
changes? Support your answer with your results.
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Table 11.2
Period of a pendulum for a small amplitude

lergth = mass =

Trial number Period

1

2

Average =

2. Compare the average period of Table 11.1 to Table 11.3.Does a change in the weight of tYe pendulum cause a changein the period?

77,ble 11.4
Period of a pendulum with a long length

length = mass =

Trial number Period

Average =

3. How does the average period found on previous page
compare to the average value of Table IT.1?

4. Based on the investigations you have just completed,what factor is the period most dependent on? Support yourconclusion with your results.



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 2 The Nature of Force

Purpose
The goal of this laboratory is for you to describe the
forces and torques in a physical situation.

Laboratory Objectives
As a result of this session you s:lould be able to:
1. See the force in its role of push-pull
2. Contrast force and the "net-force"
3. Distinguish force on an object from those by that object
4. Determine the magnitude and direction of torque for

simple cases.
5. Identify the physical concepts of this lab as they apply

to push-pull wagons, trikes, bikes, teeter-totters,
etc.

Part I Static Forces and Torques

Section A---- Findina_the balance of force

Introduction

Net Force

When a group of forces, all of which pass through tLI same
point, act on an object, they may be replaced by a single
force called the net force (Fnet) or resultant. The
magnitude and direction of this net force (Fnet) may be
determined by drawing the proper vector force diagram, as
was discussed in the lecture.

Sauilibrium --- Net Force of Zero

In this section of the laboratory you will be working with
the case when the net force is zero (i.e. the vector sum of
all the forces is zero). This is referred to as the first
condition of equilibrium. We will discuss the second
condition in Section B.

An object is in equilibrium when the conditions are present
for the object to have zero acceleration. Knowing that
Fnet = ma, it is apparent that if the net force is zero, the
acceleration must be zero! So, it follows that a net force
of zero is a condition for equilibrium.
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We can now refine our definition of equilibrium using our
knowledge of motion from laboratory one, to be.

Equilibrium is the condition of an object whose
velocity is constant in magnitude and direction.

In this part of the laboratory you will consider the case
where velocity is the constant zero. This is called static
equilibrium. The case where the object remains in steady
motion in a straight line is called dynamic equilibrium.

EXPERIMENT A car on an inclined plane

Introduction

You will determine the net forc'- on a car sitting on an
inclined plane. You will need to make a vector diagram to
determine what must be done to achieve a net force of zero.
Using pulleys and weights you will apply the forces required
to give a net force of zero without the plane present.

NOTE: You are asked to determine a force identified as Fn
(read F sub n). It is the force of support due-to the board
and in the absence of friction it is perpendicular to the
plane. Fn is often called the "normal force", where normal
refers to the force being perpendicular to the board's
surface. To determine Fn you need to recognize that the net
force in the y direction is zero. This follows since the
car is neither flying off of or sinking into the board!].
Knowing that the sum of the forces in the y direction add up
to zero, you can find Fn.

Apparatus

Car on an inclined plane set-up, 30-60-90 triangle, ruler

procedure

1. Refer to Figure I.1. Carry out the appropriate work to
determine the vector component of the car's weight along the
plane (Wx) and the vector component of the car's weight
perpendicular to the plane (Wy). Show your work on the
worksheet.

W
x

Fig. I.1 Force Diagram of car on plane
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2. Determine the force you need to apply to give a net
force of zero. Use a pulley and weights to apply this
force.

3. Complete the worksheet for this section.

Section B---- Finding the balance of torque

Introduction)

What is torque?

A force's tendency to produce rotation of a body is called
the torque. It is equal to the product of the force's
magnitude times the perpendicular distance from the axis of
rotation (a fulcrum, if you like; to the force's location.
This is illustrated in Figure 2. Here a force F is shown
applied to a wrench at a point P a distance Rj., away from
the center of the nut. The magnitude of the torque is FR.L. .

The distance RI. is ca' ed the lever arm of the force F about
the nut's center.

1

NUT
P

WRENCH

Fig. 1.2 The Torque

If we had applied the force in the opposite direction we
would have had the same magnitude of torque, but a different
direction of rotation. We identify the torque vector with
both its magnitude and the direction of rotation it causes.
So in Figure 2 the torque is FRA.. in a clockwis. (CW)
direction. If the force had been from the opposite
direction the torque would have been FRJ.in a counter
clockwise direction (CCW).

Equilibrium --- Net torque of zero

Based on the definition of static equilibrium, we can see
that a net torque of zero is also required for equilibrium.
If the net torque is not zero, as with the wrench in
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Figure 2, we get a rotation. Hence, we do not satisfy ourdefinition of static equilibrium, i.e. a constant velocityof zero.

As an illustration of how to use net torque, we consider the
situation shows in Figure 3.

I

-.RA =
B = lm

WA = 757N
(1701b)

Fulcrum
WA and WB indicate the weights of A and B

= 560N

(1251b)

Figure 3 Teeter-Totter

To find the net torque we need to add the torque due to A to
the torque due to B. First we will find the magnitudes and
directions of each;

Tdue to A = WA RA = (757N)(.74m) = 560 N m
counterclockwise

Tdue to B = WB RB = (560N)(1m) = 560 N m clockwise.

If we add the two torques, we see they cancel since they
oppose each other. Therefore, this is a case of net torque
equal to zero.

Notice, we can use this relationship to find an unknown
value of weight or length. You will do this in lab.

Conditions of Equilibrium

To summarize, the conditions of equilibrium are:

Conditic_4 1 - The net force [sum of all forces] acting on
the object must equal zero. (Otherwise the body would
accelerate in the direction of the net force.)

Condition 2 - The net torqtN [sum of all torques] acting on
the object must equal zer- (Otherwise the body would
rotate at ever decreasing and increasing speeds.)

You will apply these condition in the worksheet.
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EXPERIMENT Torque

1. Finding your partner's weight.

a. Arrange the large plank on its fulcrum, so that it
is balanced as well as possible. This is to balance
out the torque due to the weight of the board. The
net torque due to the board should now be zero.

b. Convert your weight from pounds into Newtons. The
conversion factor is 4.45 Newtons = 1 pound.

c. Knowing your weight in Newtons, devise an
experiment using the 'teeter-totter' to determine
your partner's weight.

d. Show your work on the worksheet, Part 1 Section B.2.
Answer the questions in this section.

2. T-Stick

a. Experiment with the green wooden T-shaped device.
Use the weight hanger to hold different weights at
different distances from the handle.

b. Summarize your observations on the worksheet.

Part II Dynamic Forces

Section A---- Newton's 1,.1s in reaction3

Intrmduction

In this part of the lab you will investigate Newton's third
law. For every force (action) on A due to B there is an
equal and opposite force (reaction) on B due to A. A simple
translation of this is: If you push on something, it will
push back on you just as hard. If you pull on something, it
will pull back on you just as hard.

Apparatus

2 skateboard platforms, 18 feet of cord
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Procedure

1. Partner up with someone about your size. Place theskate boards about two or three meters apart. Be sure theylie along a straight line pointing at each other.

2. You and your partner should stand oa the skateboards
facing each other. Have your partner tie one end of thecord around his/her waist. You pull on the other end.Record your observations on the worksheet.

3. Now tie one end of the rope around your waist and letyour partner pull on the rope. Record your observations onthe worksheet.

4. Now both of you pull on the rope. Record your
observations on the worksheet.

5. Bring the skateboards together. Have your partner pushoff of you. Repeat with you pushing off of your partner andalso with both of you pushing off each other. Record yourobservations on the worksheet.

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 with someone larger than you,(ideally twice the size).

7. Complete the worksheet.

OPTIONAL----

Section Measurement of the acceleration of theelevatoe

Introduction

To make this measurement you will measure the force producedby the acceleration of the elevator on your own mass.

Apparatus

Elevator (>6 floor run), bathroom scale

Procedure

1. Measure your weight in pounds with one of the bathroomscales. These scales are not very accurate, but use the
reading to find your weight in newtons. The conversionfactor is 4.45N/1 lb. Now calculate your mass in kilograms.
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AmMEN10"--..."

2. Take the bathroom scale and your partner onto the
elevator. Stand quietly on the scale as your partner
records the scale reading for at least the following; the
maximum weight, the minimum weight, and the weight during
the middle part of a long run (>6 floors). Note the
conditions under which each of these :,.:curs (elevator going
up or down, beginning or end of ride between floors).

3. Sketch a graph of apparent weight (vertical axis) vs.
time (horizontal axis) for a typical long run up, and
another graph for a long run down. Staple this to the
worksheet.

4. The acceleration is calculated from the following
formula;

W' = Wo + Ma

in which; W' is the apparent maximum (or minimum) weight,
(as read from the scale) Wo is the weight (as
measured in the lab before getting on the
elevator) M is the mass (as calculated in part 1)
a is the acceleration. The acceleration will
turn out to be positive when the speed of the
elevator increases while moving upward or
decreases while moving downward. The
acceleration will be negative when the speed
decreases upward or increases downward.

This equation is an expression of the net force. It
comes from;

Fnet = ma = W Wo'

5. Answer the questions on the worksheet.
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 2 The Nature of Force

Name Date

Partner's Name

Part I Static forces and torques

Section A.

1. Make a sketch like Fig. 1.4. Scale the force diagram to
determine the components of W (use the procedure Alined in
the lecture and your laboratory instructors introduction).
Record your values in the appropriate blanks.

W

Wy

Sr

Magnitude of the forces
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2. What is the magnitude and direction of the force
required to give the car, when it is on the plane, a netforce of zero? If the car has a net force of zero when it
is set up on the plane which way will it move? Test youranswer by setting the car up on the plane with the force you
have determined with string, pulley, and weights

3. Replace the normal force (Fn) with another string,
pulley, and weights and then pull out the plane. What
happened when you pulled the plane out? Why? [Use the
concept of equilibrium in your explanation.]

4. Move the car - what happens. Why?

5. Draw a force diagram (not to scale) of the forces actingon (a) the inclined plane and (b) the car. In addition tothe direction of the force vectors, also indicatemagnitudes.
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6. Explain clearly the source of the forces you drew in 5a
and 5b. Be concise.

Section B

Teeter-totter

1. Sketch your experimental set-up here. Indicate
distances, forces, and torques. Explain, briefly how the
set-up meets the conditions of equilibrium.

2. Show your calculations to determine your partner's
weight, in Newtons.
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T-Stick

1. Observations

2. Do your observations support our definition of torque?

Part II

Section A.

1. Record your observations for procedure #2, #3, and #4
below. Identify each part.



2. Observations for procedure #5.

3. Record your observations for #6 below. Identify each
part.

4. Summarize Newton's third law based on your observations.
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5. How was Newton's second law illustrated by doing the
experiment with a person your size, and then with someone
larger (or smaller) than yolz.

6. Can something exert a force if it is not moving? How?

7. You learned that when you push on something it pushes
back on you. Using this, explain how you are able to walk.

8. What happens it you are in a canoe and try to jump out
onto a dock? Answer this in terms of Newton's laws of
motion.
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OPTIONAL

Section B

1. Calculate the maximum positive accelerati9n and themaximum negative acceleration in units of m/s 4.

2. If the elevator were in free fall what would yourapparent weight be? What would be your acceleration?
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Lab 2 Nature of Force

Apparatus List

Per Lab Station

1 ea. inclined plane device
1 ea. car with eyehooks (thumbtacks on dowels)

(preweighed)
2 ea. 50g. weight hangers
2 ea. weight sets (on rider)
2 ea. table clamps
2 ea. rod uprights
2 ea. rod clamps
2 ea. pulleys on rod supports
1 ea. 30-60-90 .riangle
1 ea. ruler
1 ea. green handled
1 ea. weight hanger
1 ea. 1/2 kg, 1 kg, 2 kg weights

Per Lab

1 ea. ball of string
4 ea. bathroom scales
1 ea. scissors
4 ea. skateboard platforms
2 ea. cord - 3 meters long
2 ea. large plank
2 ea. dowel rod support
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 3 Work and Energy

Section A.1 -- Levers

Purpose
The goal of this laboratory is for you to understand the
mechanical advantages of simple machines, the concept of
work as used in physics.

Laboratory Objectives
As a result of this session you will:
1. Distinguish between force and energy
2. Recognize energy in its different forms
3. See the applications of simple machines as force

redirectors, magnifiers, and reducers.

Introduction

In this section of the lab you will determine the mechanical
advantage of various levers and describe how the forces work
with the levers.

Apparatus

Lever demonstration (metal bar, saw horse, and blue motor),
human lever display (back, ankle, bicep, and the tricep),
exposed watch, nutcracker and nuts, hand drill, large plank
and fulcrum, a door handle with detachable knob, screwdriver
and paint can with lid, broom

Procedure

1. The lab instructor will indicate the location of the
'aver station.

2. Complete the worksheet for this section.

Section A.2 -- Inclined Planes and Screws

Introduction

In this section of the lab you will determine the I.M.A. and
A.M.A. for an inclined plane. You will also show that a
screw is simply an inclined plane wrapped around a cylinder.
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Apparatus

Plank used in 101 labs (mount to the table 80cm from its
end), large protractor, plumb-bob, screw demonstration from
lecture demo, suitcase loaded with 10kg of mass, 15kg spring
scale, screw demonstration from Lecture Prep, lipstick
container (with screw bottom).

Procedure

1. Your lab instructor will indicate the inclined plane
station.

2. Determine the weight of the suitcase, the length of the
board (to where it rests on the table), the height the
board is above the floor (measure it to where the board
meets the table), and the angle of the board. Record
these values on the worksheet.

3. Complete the worksheet questions on the inclined plane.

4. Complete the worksheet questions on the screw.

Section A.3 -- Pul]sys

Introduction

In this part of the lab you will determine the I.M.A. and
A.M.A. of different pulley systems.

Apparatus

(2x)4 pulley
all together)
step ladder,
the overhead
pulleys.

set-ups shown in Fig. A.3.1 below (8
hung from the ceiling, string (nylon cord),

8-2000g spring scale, 8 eye bolts (in place in
runner), 8 1000g hooked weights, 3 single
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single

Procedure

A B

Pulley Set-ups
Fig. A.3.1

C

1. Your lab instructor will indicate the location c the
pulley station.

2. With the spring scale measure the force required to lift
up a load of 10N(1000g) with the single pulley set-up.
Lift with a slow uniform speed. Raise the load .20m.
Measure the distance the applied force must act through.
Record your observations on Table A:l.

3. Repeat the process with the pulley set-up designated by
your instructor. Do not enter these values into the
table. Enter your values on the table drawn on the
chalkboard.

4. Average the values for each pulley set-ap. Record
these in Table I.A.1.

5. Answer the questions on the worksheet.
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Work

Introduction

As was discussed in the preceding section, in physics the
word "work" means a force acting through a distance and is
given by the product of that force and the distance throughwhich it acts (W = F x D). Also it was mentioned that the
units of work are joules or foot-pounds. You should keep in
mind that this distance does not have to be along a straight
line, it could also be the distance a wheel turns around.
The quantity of work tells us how much energy we need or
have used to accomplish a task.

Another measurement that is quite useful in physics and
industry is how fast work is being accomplished or being
done. This quantity, the rate of doing work, or the work
per unit time -- is called POWER.1 Average power is found
by the following equation:

where P =

W =
t =

P = W / t

power, or how quickly you
energy,
total work done,
time during which work it
seconds).

are doing work (using up

done (expressed in

The units of work are foot pounds or Joules per second
(J/s), or more commonly called Watts. You have probably
heard of kilowatt hours in connection with electrical bills.This simply tells you how much work was consumed during the
billing period (or, if you like, the amount of energy used
during the time since the last bill). If you look on a
light bulb, toaster, iron, or just about any household
appliance you will find a power rating. A light bulb, for
example, may have a value of 60W (60 Watts) painted on top.This value tells you it takes 60 Joules of work a second to
produce the light you use to see with. Much of this work
goes to heat (feel the bulb).

In this part of the lab you will be the producer of energyfor the work required t:o power a headlight or two. You will
accomplish this task by pumping a bicycle to provide the
work necessary to operate a car generator. The generator
will then produce electrical energy which will be used to
provide the work required to make the light bulb glow. From
the work you do you should gain a feeling of how much work
we expect the electric company to provide us.
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Apparatus

Bike generator set-up

Procedure

1. Yiur lab instructor will indicate the location of thegenerator apparatus.

2. When it is your turn to use the generator, take time tolook at how the set-up utilizes simple machines totransfer the work caused by the Vexing of your musclesto the work required to light the light. Be sure to
consider the levers in your legs as well. Summarizebriefly on the worksheet.

3. Pump on the bike until you get the light or lights toglow. The power you are producing at that point can befound by multiplying current and voltage (the units willbe in Watts). This is equivalent to Wit. Complete the
worksheet for this section.

Optional Activities

1. Examine the exposed watch. Briefly describe (in words
and drawings) how the stem transfers your applied forceinto stored energy in the spring.

2. Examine the doorknob. What advantage does the knob have
over the spindle? Explain in terms of lever arms and
torques.

3. Examine the human lever demonstrations. Make the
necessary measurements to estimate the ideal and actual
mechanical advantage of the bicep. How does this
compare to a simple lever? What class of lever is
this set-up? What is the efficiency of this system?

4. Calculate the efficiency for a pulley, lever, and rampsystem.

5. Determine the AMA for the pulley system below.

Fig. A.3.2.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Lab=atory 3 Work and Energy

Simple Machines

Introduction to simple machines1,2

How are screwdrivers, hearts, eggbeaters, and automobiles
alike? They are all machines. To talk about machines we
need to understand the following:

A FORCE is a push or pull as you discovered in Laboratory 2.

When you push or pull something (apply a force) and
mak_ it move you do WORK on it. Work is done in the
distance a force moves something. It is given by
WORK = FORCE X DISTANCE (Force in newtons, distance
in meters); t%e unit of work is the Newton-meter
which is given the name Joule.

It requires ENERGY to do work. Energy is the ability to do
work or to change the state of matter; it is also measured
in Joules.

A Simple Machine is a Force Magnifier (or reducer) which is
used to change the magnitude or direction of a Force so that
it can be used more conveniently. A Compound Machine is a
combination of simple machines.

Basically a machine can do the following:
A machine can change a small force into a large one

(magnifies the force).
A machine can make things move faster.
A machine can change the direction of a force.
Machines can make it easier to do work.

Note that you mist put energy into the machine in order to
get it to do ' 7k. A machine cannot make energy.

Machines are not to be confused wit.i:

Engines which convert thermal energy to work or convert
chemical or nuclear energy to thermal energy and
then to work.

Motors which convert electrical energy to work.
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Today we are going to study some special simple machines:
the lever, the inclined plane, the screw, and the pulley.
Each of these has been used for centuries; cc--lex machines
are just claver combinations of these.

Levers 1,2

An example of a simple lever is shown in Fig. 1. F is the
applied force (the force you apply to the lever); L is the
load force -- the force which is available at the output end
of the machine as it is operated (for example it is the
amount of force [or weight if you like] you could lift at
the end of the lever); P is the fulcrum; Dr is the distance
from the applied force to the fulcrum (it is called the
lever arm tc the applied force); and DL is the distance of
the load force from the fulcrum (it is called the lever arm
to the load force).

tLDL 1
Dr

Figure 1. A Simple Lever (First Class)

Note that the lever arm, as in any ype of lever, is the
perpendicular distance from the fu.a.crum to the force,
whether it be the applied force or load force. This is the
same method we used to calculate the torque in Laboratory 2.
A lever takes advantage of the torque created by the force.
You can calculate the output force by using the methods you
developed in Laboratory 2. The type of lever, shown in Fig.
1, is sometimes called a first class lever (the fulcrum is
between the applied force and the load force).

A pair of scissors, shown in Fig. 2, illustrates another use
of the first class lever. If one blade of the scissors is
regarded as fixed, then the force F applied by the user
results in a force L being developed by the blade of the
scissors against the material being cut. P is the pivot
around which the blade turns. Other examples of this type
of lever are a screwdriver used to pry a lid off of a can, a
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teeter-totter, the mounting of a diving board and a hammer
being used to pry a board.

Figure 2. Scissors in terms of Simple Machines

Another type of lever is the second class lever. In a
second class lever the load force is between the applied
force and the fulcrum. Fig. 3 shows an example of this type
of lever. Here the applied force F results in the lifting
force L on the load. The axle of the wheel acts as the
fulcrum. A nutcracker is another example of this type of
lever.

Figure 3. A Second Class Lever

A third type of lever is-the third class lever. Here the
applied force is between the fulcrum and the load force. An
example is shown in Fig. 4. The applied force F, shown in
Fig. 4, results in the lifting force L on the textbook, with
the elbow joint acting as the fulcrum. Another example is
when you use a broom in sweeping.
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Muscle

F

Figure 4. A Third Class Lever

A fourth type of lever is the wheel and axle. Looking at
Fig. 5, a force F applied at the rim of one of the wheels
tends to turn the whole set-up and thereby caves a load
force L to develop on the rim of the other wheel. In this
manner you can see that it is just like any other lever. An
eggbeater also illustrates this.

4
L .

Figure 5. The Wheel and Axle

Another illustration of the wheel and axle is shown in
Figure 6, where gear teeth serve to connect the two wheels,
and Figure 7, where a chain connects the two wheels. The
gear teeth, belt, or chain serve to transmit the force from
one wheel to another. Each wheal acts like a lever, where
the radius of the wheel acts as the lever arm.

Figure 6.
Gear Teeth
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Inclined Plane and Screws213

An inclined plane (or more simply a ramp), is used to make
it easier to lift a heavy load. The principle of how an
inclined plane accomplishes this is shown in Fig. 8., which
represents a sloping board on which a box is being pulled up
the board. W is equal to the weight of the box (mg, it
points straight down); W is the component of the box's
weight along the ramp (it points down the ramp); FN is the
force perpendicular to the ramp and pointing up from the
plane (it is the force the ramp applies to the car); F is
the force applied to move the box up the ramp (Note that we
have ignored friction. If it were included it would point
in the same direction as W

x, since friction forces oppose
the motion).

As can be shown through graphical vector addition (see
Laboratory 2). Wx is less than W. Therefore you can see
that it takes less force to pull (or push) a box up a ramp
than to lift it straight up!

DL

Figure 8. An Inclined Plane

A wedge, an ax, and a knife blade are other examples of the
inclined plane simple machine.

An ordinary screw is an inclined plane wrapped around a
cylinder (see Fig. 9). The upper edge of the inclined ?lane
follows a helical path which forms the screw thread. The
inclined plane in this form is used in almost all machinery
built for home industrial use.
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1

Wrapped around

411..

Figure 9. Relation between a screw and ramp

plaleys1,2,3

A pulley is a wheel which can be used to change the
direction of a force. A simple pulley is illustrated in
Fig. 10. The pulley is attached to a support; the rope is
tied to the load and then passed over top the pulley; the
person applies a force, F, to the free end. This results in
an upward force L on the attached end of the rop). In the
absence of friction in the pulleys, the tension in the rope
is the applied force F.

If the load in Fig. 10 is being lifted, such that its net
force is zero, the applied force, F, must equal the load
force, L. So if the load equals 670N, then the applied
force will also equal 670N. In practice the applied force
is greater than the load force due to friction in the
pulley. Notice that should we pull the load 20cm into the
air we will have to pull the string 20cm.

Figure 10. A pulley

A combination of pulleys not only change the direction of
the force, but also reduces the magnitude of the applied
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force needed to lift a 1L .4. Consider the pulley systemshown in Fig. 11. The applied force is F. The load force Lis pulled on by three sti:nds of rope: two by means of thepulley that is attached to the load and one that is attachedto the load directly through the pulley; in effect eachstrand of the rol_i is supporting one third of the load(L/3). This means that our applied force F will 'oe equal toone third the load force (L/3).

Figure 11. A system of pulleys

If there is friction in the pulleys, a force larger than L/3must be eyorted on the rope. However in both the frii;:ion
and non - friction case, lifting the load through 10cm
requires that each strand be shortened wy 10cm, whl.ch meansthat 30cm must be pulled out of the pulley system. So theforce must be moved througL a distance three times thatwhich the load is raised.

Characteristics of Simple Machines'

We will now investigate several characteristics of simple
machines by which we can judge their behavior.

Efficiency

As you have gathered from reading Pbout the various
machines, the applied force F must move through a distance
and therefor !? does work; this input of work represents the
energy supplied to the machine ilvm an outside source. Butduring this process the load force L also moves through a
certain distance, and does work -- an output of work orenergy. It is this output of energy which may be usefully
utilized.

The efficiency of any machine is defined to be the ratiobetween the output of work from the machine and the input ofwork to the machine:

E an work out ;,(Dr.).
work in F(Df)
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Where E = Efficiency of a machine.
L = load force exerted by the machine.
DL = distance moved by load force L.
F = force applied to the machine.
DF = distance moved by the applied force F.

This ratio is often expressed in percent (by multiplying by
100); it can be thought of as indicating the fraction (or
percentage) of the total energy put int, the machine which
appears as usahle energy at the output end of the machine.
For an ideal machine we would have no friction and therefore
the efficiency would bs 1 !or if you like 100%).

With any real machine we have friction forces. Since these
forces will be present whenever we put work into the system
it is evident that the output work will be lass than the
input work. The work done by the applied force must provide
the work to move the load in addition to work done by the
frictional forces. Often this friction is useful! For
example when you lift a heavy load up with a pulley,
friction helps keep it from falling back.

So, in the real world the efficiency will always be less
than 1 (or 100%). In this lab you will determine the
efficiency of the different simple machines.

Mechanical Advantages3

Since we get less energy out of a simple machine than we put
in, you might ask why we even ase them. The following
example will illustrate the advantage of simple machines.
Suppose we wish to charge the tire on a 9000N (-2000
lb.)car. The work required to raise it .20m is 18003 (i.e.
Work = Fd). Most people cannot do this directly!

If, however, we use a jack, we can easily develop the 9000N
force and raise the car .20m. The person accomplishes this
by applying a force of, say 225N at the jack handle, the
jack multiplying this force by 40, assuming no friction.
But the persoh opsrating the jack Iv:3 to pump the handle up
and down many times. By the time the car is raised .20m,
the handle will have been pushed through a total distance of
.2m x 40 = 8A1. The work of 8m x 225N = 18003 at the input
is felt as (.20m) x 9000 = 18003 at the output. Note how
the proportion of force and distance has been drastically
altered.

It is apparent that a small amount of force moving through a
large distance can accomplish the same amount of work as a
large force moving through a small distance. This is
illustrated by the jack. This work relation explains hev
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simple machines can help with tasks. The ratio of the
applied force to the load force in a simple machine is
called its mechanical advantage. This ratio, in effect,
tells you how much a machine magnifies the force you apply,
i.e. the advantage you get.

In the previous example, ignoring frictional losses, the
ratio for mechanical advantage is the same as the ratio of
the distance moved by the input force tn the distance moved
by the output force. This is true for .ny simple machine
(try verifying this for yourself).

In any actual machine, however, frictional losses do exist
and must be supp:.ed through additional work by the appl ed
force. So, in CAI jack, frictional forces in its mechanism
might require a force of 300N rather than the 225N exerted
on the handle to develop the 9000N load force. The actual
mechanical advantage (A.M.A.) is then only 9000N/300N, or 30
instead of 40. The handle must nevertheless be pumped
through the same 8m to raise the car .20m as before.

So the mechanical advantage the jalk wo-ad have, under the
ideal conditions of no friction, remains the ratio of the
total distance the car is raised: 8m/.20m or 40. This is
called the ideal mechanical advantage (I.M.A.) and is given
for any simple machine by the ratio of the distance moved by
the applied force to the distance moved by the load fo:'ce.

Therefore the two equations we have to describe mechanical
advantage are:

I.M.A. . BE (Distance moved by applied force)
L (distance moved by load force)

A.M.A. L-1LgAdfiktgAl
F (Applied force)

The distances, DF and DL that are shown in the figures of
this writeup are the ones to be used in the I.M.A. equation.

In tha lever shown in Fig. 1 the distances moved are
proportional to DF and DL, respectively; thus in this case
I.M.A. is equal to Dr/DL. A large lever a_111 Dr means a
large I.M.A., which ?olIvs from experience with levers and
torques in Laboratory 2. The height of the upper end of the
inclined plane (ramp) of Fig. 8 represents the distance DL
through which the load is lifted when the appliee force
Durres the entire length of the plane (D). Hence, a long
gently sloping ramp would have a very high I.M.P.
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A convenient way to determine the I.M.A. of a system of
pulleys, such as shown in Fig. 11, is to count the number of
strands supporting the moveable pulley. Analysis of the
operation will show that this gives the I.M.A. directly.
For other pulley arrangements one must inspect the pattern
and see how far the applied fore F must move in order to
move L one unit of distance.

Keep in mind that I.M.A. is the ideal case with no friction.
Any practical machine will have an A.M.A. less than I.M.A.

*Even though tz.e lever arm is not the diszance the force
moves through, it is proportional to that distance. This
can be shown from similar triangles, drawn from distances
of movement and lever arm distances.
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 3 Work and Energy

Name Date

Partner's Name

Part I Simple Machines

Section A.1 -- Levers

Motor Lifting Lever Set-up

1. Record the weight of the Blue Motor
(Convert to Newtons)

2. What class of lever does this set-up illustrate?

3. Try the lever set-up at the three different lever arm
lengths marked on the bar. Below, sketch each case,
indicating the lever arm length to the applied and load
force.

4. Which of the above situations was it easiest to lift the
motor? Why? Explain in terms of torques, and lever
arms. Calculate the applied force for this case.
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5. Make the necessary measurements to determine the ideal
mechanical advantage of the case that was easiest to
lift the mote: and that that was most difficult. How
do the numbers compare? Why might this be?

6. Explain what mechanical advantage means, based upon your
observations, prelab reading, and calculations. How
does mechanical advantage convey the idea of force
magnification or reduction?

Miscellaneous Levers

Experiment with the rest of the equipment. Answer the
questions below.

..a. Sketch the screwdriver and lid indicating the fulcrum
and levcr arms.

b. 14, t class of lever does this set-up illustrate?
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2.a. Sketch the nutcracker with a nut, indicating fulcrum
and lever arms.

b. What is the ideal mechanical advantage of this system?

c. What class of lever does this set-up illustrate?

3. Hold the broom as shown in Fig. I.A.1. The hand at the
top of the broom is the location of the fulcrum and is
held fixed. The hand on the handle is used to supply
the applied force which moves the broom.

a. Indicate, on Fig. I.A.1,
the fulcrum and lever
arms.

Fig. I.A.1
The Broom

5. Examine the hand drill.

b. What class of lever does
this set-up illustrate?

c. What is the ideal
mechanical advantage of
the broom determined from
measurements made
while you hold the broom.

d. How doss the distance
your hand (holding the
handle) moves compare
to the distance the end
of the broom modes?

a. Briefly describe (in words and drawings) how the
direction of force is redirected. (i.e. which turns
faster, do all wheels turn in the same direction?)
and how the force is magnified or reduced.
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b. What class of lever does this set-up illustrate?

Summary

1. In your own words, describe (with examples from your
laboratory experiences) how levers demonstrate the
ability to magnify, reduce, and redirect an applied
force.

Section A.2 -- Inclined Planes and Screws

Inclined Plane

1. Weght of suitcase (in Newtons)

Length of board

Height of board above floor

Angle of board
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2. Lift the suitcase onto the table using the spring scale.
Record the average soring scale value

3. Pull the suitcase up the ramp using the spring scale
the height of the table. Record the average spring
scale value

4. What do your values suggest? What is the easiest way
(in terms of force applied) to lift this suitcase to the
table?

5. How does this machine accomplish its task? (i.e., does
it magnify, reduce, or redirect a force?) Draw
on your experiences in Laboratory 2 to develop an
explanation.

6. Calculate the work done for lifting and for palling.
How do these compare? Does this agree with what you
know about simple machines? Why or why not?
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7. Deteruine the I.M.A. and A.M.A. of the board. Are they
the save or different? Why? Show your work below.

8. If you were to decrease the angle of the board how would
the I.M.A. change? The amount of work done?

The Screw

1. Unroll the large screw model. Explain in your own words
how a screw is made from a wound up ramp.

2. Take apart the lipstick container. How does the amount
you turn the base of the container relate to the amount
the lipstick holder is moved?
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Section A.3 -- Pulleys

TABLE A.1. Pulley Data (g = 10m/s2)

Pulley Single A
Data set-up

# of support
strands

Load Force (N) 10 10 10 10 10

Applied Force (N)

Dist. Applied
Force moves (m)

Dist. Load Force
moves (m) .2 .2 .2 .2 .2

Work by Applied
Force (J)

Change in PE
by Load (J)

T.M.A.

A.M.A.
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Pulley Questions

1. For the case of the single pulley, what does the spring
scale read when you stop pulling? What does it read
when you lower the load? Explain the differences
observ:d.

2. In general, how does the change in potential energy
compare to the work done by the applied force? Why?

3. What relation did you see between the number of strands
and the mechanical advantage?

4. How did the distance the force acted through change with
the mechanical advantage?
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5. Summarize how a pulley system works. In particular
describe how a pulley redirects and magnifies or
reduces the force.

'art II Work

1. Summarize, through sketches and words, how the energy
required to generate electricity arrives at the
generator from your muscles.

2. Calculate the power required for 1 lamp. For 2 lamps.

3. Hold your hand in front of the lamp. What do you feel?
Where does this come from?
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4. What happened when you switched from 1 lamp to 2 lamps?
Why?

5. Given that 746 Watts equals 1 horsepower, how many
horsepower did you generate for 1 lamp? 2 lamps?

6. Explain the difference between the daily use of the word
'work' and the way it is used in 'physics'.
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Lab 3 Work and Energy

Apparatus List

Per Lab

Lever Demo

Metal bar, saw horse, chain, blue motor (weighs 1324N
[300 lb.])

Back lever display
Bicep lever display
Tricep lever display
Open face watch
Nutcracker & walnuts
Eggbeater or drill (hand turning type)
Door handle with detachable knob
Screwdriver and can with lid
Broom

Inclined Plane Demo

Plank (mount to table 2.5' from its end
Large protractor
plumb bob
weighted suitcase
15kg spring scale
Screw demonstration from lecture prep.
Lipstick container

Pulley Demo

12 eyebolts overhead
Pulley set-ups shown in figure A.3.1
String
Step ladder ,,'''
8 1000g weights
8 2000g spring scale
3 single pulleys

Bike Demo

Bike generator

'4

el

31
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 4 Gas Laws and Heat

Purpose
The goal of this lab is for you to determine the relationships of
the gas law (P V = n R T), and explain phenomenon of heating and
cooling.

Part I Behavior of Gases-

The volume of a gas will change if you change either its temper-
ature or its pressure. Apparatus similar to that shown in Fig. 1

will be used to experimentally determine the relationships among
these variables.

Section A

Relationship between volume (V) and pressure (P), holding the
temperature constant.

1. Find the diameter of the syringe. Record this on the
worksheet.

2. Set the piston near the top of the syringe. This adjustment
is best made by placing a string or soft wire along the
piston seal when inserting the piston into the cylinder.
This will allow some of the air to escape. Withdraw the
wire when the piston is at the desired location. In order
to prevent scratching of the walls of the syringe, make sure
:he wire is not kinked. Be sure the air and cylinder are
dry because water vapor will effect the results.

Figure I.A.1 weight

Setup for investigating
the relationship between
volume, pressure and
temperature of a confined
volume of gas. The plastic
tip at tha bottom has been
cvt off and heat-sealed to
make the syringe airtight.
The wire is used to set the
initial volume.

wire

plastic syringe

beaker (for
/ support)
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3. Starting with 5N, load the piston slowly with weights up to
several 10's of Newtons, recording the volume, V, for each
load. Obtaining the correct volume takes ca-2. After
loading the piston you may get better data if you compress
the gas a bit more by pushing down on the piston and then
releasing. To check that the position of the piston is
uninfluenced by friction, twist the piston without pushing
.or pulling. Record the weight and volume on the table in the
worksheet.

You may want to approach the equilibrium position from above
and then again from below and average the results.

4. Deterline the pressure, P (in N/m
2

) and also the volume V
(in m ) for each of the loads. Your lab instructor will
esplain how to calculate these values.

5. Graph your pressure valves, P, in N/m
2 on the y axis agapst

the corresponding valve of Volume, V, on the x axis in m .

6. Regraph the data using 1/V on the x-axis. You should obtain
a linear relationship.

7. Complete questions 1-4 of the worksheet.

8. Repeat the experiments with one or two other gases. Carbon
dioxide (in the form of dry ice) and natural gas are
available. Put your work in the tables.

9. Complete questions 5 and 6 of the worksheet.

Section B

Relationship between the volume of a gas and its temperature
(holding the pressure constant).

The procedure will be to measure the volume of a gas at the
freezing temperature of water and again at the boiling temper-
ature of water, while holding the pressure constant during all
the measurements. Instead of measuring the volume of the gas at
more than two fixed temperatures in order to show the linearity
of the relationship between volume and temperature, we will
assume the linearity. We can then construct a graph of volume
vs. temperature with only two points. This graph can be regarded
as a calibration graph for using the volume of gas as a thermo-
meter. This is, in fact, the approximate procedure followed by
early experimenters.

1. Adjust the volume of air so that, while supporting a load of
about 20N on the niston, the volume of gas is a little more
than half the me ared capacity of the cylinder. Immerse the
cylinder and piston in a mixture of ice and water using as
much ice as possible. Allow some time for the immersed
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cylinder and the air to come to the temperature of the ice
water bath. Record the vclume of the confined air. Measure
and record the temperature of the ice water. Keep the beaker
of ice water; you will use it later.

2. Using the other 600 ml beaker, place the apparatus in hot
water and bring the water to a full, rclling boil. Continue
to boil until you are sure the temperature of the confined
air is the same as that of the boiling water. Record the
volume of the air. Measure and record the temperature c,":
the boiling water. DO NOT let the thermometer bulb rest on
the bottom of the beaker. After all the measurements are
taken, keep the hot water; you will use it later with other
gases.

Section B.2

3. Answer questions 7 and 8.

4. On graph paper mark off the horizontal scale in units of
volume including zero volume and the two measured volumes.
Mark ofg the vertical scale in degrees Celsius from -300+o
to +100 . Plot your data carefully.

5. Using your "air thermometer" measure the termperature of tap
water. Record your value on the worksheet. Also record th
value found by using a thermometer.

6. Repeat the experiment (steps A and B) with two other gases
such as CO

2
and natural gas and plot the results on the

same graph as in II.C. Extend all three lines so that they
cross the vertical axis. Determine the temperatures
corresponding to zero volume. Record your results on
the worksheet. Staple your graph to the back of the
worksheet.

7. Answer questions 9, 10, and 11.

Part II Leidenfrost Effect and related stuff

Section A---- Liquid nitrogen demonstrations

Introduction

In this part of the lab you will look at the effect of liquid
nitrogen on various materials. This is a qualitative part in
that you will be describing what ynu observe. Just remember that
liquid nitrogen is twice as cold as boiling water is hot,
therefore be careful not to splash any of the liquid nitrogen on
yourself because it might hurt you. A liquid nitrogen freeze
will look and feel like a burn.
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Apparatus

Dewar, carnation, racquet ball, 2 balloons, rubber tubing,
liquid nitrogen

Procedure

Your lab instructor will demonstrate the effect that liquid
nitrogen has on various materials. You will be asked to record
your observations and explanations on the worksheet.

Section B---- Quench demonstration

Introduction

In this part of the lab you will look at phenomena due to
heating. You will try to formulate an explanation of the
experiment that you are about to do. The description and Figure
II.B.1 below are to be used for reference in completing your
description.

The color of an incandescent body is a measure of its
temperature. Glass and steel makers can tell if their furnaces
are at the proper temperatures just by looking at them. Figure
II.B.1 below gives a rough indication of the color produced by a
body at different temperatures.

Color of incandescent light

Incipient dark red

Dark red

Bright red

Yellcwish red

Yellowish white

White

Temperature of Body

o
C

of

540 1000

650 1200

870 1600

1100 2000

1260 2300

1480 2700

Fig. II.B.1 Color of incandescent bodies of various temperatures
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Apparatus

One bunsen burner per lab group, matches, two bunsen burners at
the back of the room, two additional hot plates at the back of
the room, one brass knob and stand per labgroup, two brass knobs
at the back of the room, two 600m1 beakers at the back of the
room.

Procedure

1. Fill the two beakurs about 3/4 full with water, one at room
temperature and the other just below the boiling point.

2. Heat the brass knob until it is cherry red. (Estimate the
temperature; see Figure 1). Record this on the worksheet.

3. Plunge the hot brass knob into the beaker of room temperature
water and hold it immersed until it cools. CAUTION: do not
let it touch the glass because it may break the beaker.
Rec3rd your observations on the worksheet.

4. Reheat the brass knob. Take the boiling water off the hot
plate. Plunge the hot brass knob into the hot water. Record
your observations on the worksheet.

5. Describe quenching in cool and hot water. Explain the
differences in the worksheet. (This is the Leidenfrost
effect).

References

1. This laboratory is adapted from A Survey of Laboratory
Phyics, Part I, by Paul A. Fender. Star Publishing Company,
(Belmont, CA, 1985).
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Optiona Handout for Lab 4 -- Energy Transfer

EXPERIMENT ON HEAT BALANCE*

This laboratory consists of three parts. Your performanc- will
be judged by Part III only. (But to be able to do Part III you
will need to read Part I and do Part II.)

Part I: Background Information and Principles

Nothing is more important to our existence than the balance
between the heat energy we receive and the heat energy we give
off. The earth receives heat from the sun and sends heat back
into space. Our environment has a temperature such that on the
average the heat received and the heat given off are in balance.
On a smaller scale of size, the heat balance of houses (which Ban
be controlled by design) can be such that one house will be 10
hotter in summer than another. Finally, the heat balance of our
persons can vary widely, due to differences :n clothing, fo:
example.

An interesting aspect of heat balance is the so-called greenhouse
effect. Although you may not own a greenhouse, you have
encountered the effect if you have left your car sitting in the
sunshine with the windows closed. In countless cases the
greenhouse effect has been the Waterloo of the architect, who has
designed large areas of glass in the wrong places for artistic
reasons, only to find he has produced an oven!

There are three distinct ways that heat can be transferred from
one location to another; convection, conduction and radiation.
Convection is the transport of heated material to a cooler
location. For instance, the air near a fire becomes hotter,
expands and rises carrying heat away from the fire. Conduction
is the process by which heat is carried to the handle of a frying
pars when the pan is held over a fire. The atoms of the pan in
contact with the flame become hot (i.e. they vibrate faster) and
cause neighboring atoms to heat up. Thus the heat is carried
through the pan to its handle. Radiation refers to the transfer
of energy by electromagnetic waves. When these waves are
absorbed by a body the energy is converted into heat. The sun's
energy is carried through almost empty space to the earth by
means of electromagnetic radiation, mostly infrared and light
waves. Although infrared is not visible, it can be felt, for
instance, as the heat from a hot stove or from a fire.

*A Survey of Laboratory Physics, Part 1, by Paul A. Bender. Star
Publishing Company (Belmont, CA, 1985).
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Every object continuously receives energy from the outside, and
also continuously loses energy to the outside, by one or all of
the processes just mentioned. If the rate of receiving energy
from the outside is greater than the rate of giving off energy to
the outside, the difference goes into raising the temperature of
the object itself. If, on the other hand, there is a net outflow
of energy, then the temperature of the object will fall. If
conditions remain constant for a while, the object will reach a
constant temperature, at which the outflow just equals the
inflow. It will then be at equilibrium with its surroundings.

In interpreting your experimental results you will need a fact
about the absorption and emission of radiant energy. Briefly
stated, it is that a given color surface (say black) which is a
good absorber of radiation is also a good emitter of radiation,
and vice versa. You will also need to know that the rate of
emission of radiant energy by an object increases extremely
rapidly as its temperature is raised: In fact, as the fourth
power. More quantitative statementz can be found in your
textbook.

The fact that makes heat balance an interesting puzzle is that an
object may receive energy by one means, but may not be able to
get rid of it by the same means. For example, if you have a box,
painted black on the inside, that has a small glass window, and
you project a beam of light into it through the window, radiant
energy will go in, but little will come out. The box will have
to get rid of the energy by ot er means, and in order for
equilibrium to be reached, the inside of the box may have to get
quite hot. This is called trapping of heat; in this case it
might be called trapping of radiation. The greenhouse is a form
of trap. You will have a chance to observE this effect first
hand.

Part II: Introduction to the Apparatus and Basic Measurements

Your source of energy will be light from a reflector flood lamp,
which is entirely radiant energy. The beam can be projected onto
a copper disc, which has a thermometer in it. When other factors
are kept constant (e.g., the distance from the lamp), the initial
rate of rise of temperature after the light is turned on will be

proportional to the rate at which the energy is absorbed from the
light beam. To obtain the rate, you can just measure the rise in

temperature in a short interval of time, say one or two minutes.
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the plastic stops is negligible (this has been tested) but
it does prevent the movement of air. Place the box over the
black disk as shown. Heat it up to a little above the
starting poirt you used in the previous exercise on the
cooling rate. Shut off the light, and as the temperature
falls, get the rate for the same range of a few degrees that
you measured when the box was not over the disk (in the
previous test).

Figure 2. The "greenhouse" THIN PLASTIC

"KITCHEN WRAP:

FRONT AND BACK,

TAPED ON

Part III: Questions and Further Experiments

You have been introduced to some measurements that are possible.
Some of the variables are: black or white disk, box or no box,
distance from the light, etc. You are on your own to do seine
further experiments. The list of questions below will suggest
experiments, or perhaps require them. A well reasoned and
experimentally demonstrated answer will be worth much more than
guesses. For each question include reasoning, experimental
results, sketches and graphs needed to support your answer.

1. What color clothing would you choose to wear (a) in sunny
hot Mexico? (b) for skiing on a very cold, clear day?
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A. Measure the initial rate of rise for the black disk. The
experimental arrangement is shown below.

reflectorflood thermometer
lamp (150W)

copper tube

(soldered to disk)

copper disk

wooden peg

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.

After taking the data, plot the temoerature against the time
(say every 15 sec.) for at least the first two minutes. In
this way you can easily determine the rate of increase from
the slope of the line using the nearly straight portion of
it. Express the result in degrees per minute. (There will
always be a curved part at the very beginning, the first 15
sec. or so. This is due to a time lag between the
temperature of the thermometer and the temperature of the
disk. Ignore this curved part when drawing the straight
line.)

B. Measure the rate of cooling, which is proportional to
the rate of loss of energy. To dg raise the disk to
some elevated temperature, say 20 or 30° C above room
temperature, by projecting the beam onto it. Shut off the
beam, and plot the fall of the _emperature for abo:-_. three
minutes. (As before, do not use the brief curved part at
the very start.)

C. Finally, make a measurement in which the heat loss by
convection is reduced. We have provided a box which will
enclose the disk. The sides are of extremely thin plastic
of the kind used in the kitchen. The amount of radiation
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2. How would the temperature of the air in a closed room by
affected if you were to stop the sunshine from coming in
by hanging a black curtain just inside the window? A white
curtain A black or a white curtain just outside the window

3. Imagine a car sitting in the sun. Using your greenhouse,
explain how the equilibrium temperature inside will differ
in different circumstances, e.g., windows closed or open,
white or black upholstery, etc.

4. Some houses have white roofs and jome have black, or nearly
black. Is there reason for the choice of roof color?

Optional Questions

1. In the sunshine on a very cold day you have a black coat and
a transparent plastic coat. How will you arrange these for
maximum warmth?
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2. Uncler what conditions will snow that is blackened on top by
soot 'city air pollution) melt faster than clean snow? Would
soot be a suitable agent to use for snow removal?

3. If you were to blow air onto the disk from an electric fan,
what would change, heat absorption or loss?

4. You have measured certain things apcut a white and a black

disk. How do you think a reflecting (mirror-like) surface

would compare? Would it be like the black, the white, or
neither? You may be able to find some aluminum foil.

5. Our planet as a whole (including the atmosphere) received
nearly all of its energy in the form of radiation from the

sun. By what process(es) does it lose heat?
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E. When the rate of loss of heat becomes equal to the rate of
gain, the system is in equilibrium, i.e. at constant temper-
ature. Of the various conditions (white, black, greenhouse,
no greenhouse) can you give a reason as to which should give
the highest, and which the lowest, equilibrium temperature?
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Lab 4

Needs

Per Station

2ea. Beakers (600 ml)
lea. Sealed syringe (on mount)
lea. Plunger (with weight holder)
lea. weight set (lg. flat [1] 1/2kg, [2] lkg,

[1] 2kg....NOTE: Label masses as 1/2kg as 5N
lkg as 10N
2kg as 20N

lea.
lea.
lea.
lea.
lea.
lea.
lea.

Thermometer
Hot plate
Bunsen burner
Brass knob
Small table clamp
Brass knob holder
Wire for syringe/plunger

Optional
lea. Green house setup [heat balance lab]
lea. Black disk
lea. White disk
lea. Spot lamp

Per Lab

Dewar
Carnation
Small CO

2
block and cooler

Box of matches
Racquet ball
Rubber tubing
2 balloons
Flask with cork and side extension for tubing
Heavy duty syringe set-up
Spray lubricant

Set-up in back

2 Bunsen burners
2 Hot plates
2 Small table lamps
3 600 ml beakers
2 Brass knobs
2 Brass knob holders

Optional
Box of heat balance stuff...construction paper,

filters, foil, scotch tape, plastic wrap
1 Blower
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 4 Gas Laws and Heat

Part I

Section A

Title and number lour graphs, and staple them to the back of the
worksheet.

1. What does the fact that the graph in Section A, step 4
being different than Section A, step 5 indicate about the
relationship between P and V?

2. If we write P = A + B/V what value of A and B does your step
5 graph suggest.

3. Using the graph found in Section A, step 5, calculate the
value of P for which V is infinite, that is, for which 1/V is
zero.

4. What is the significance of this value of P? What should its
value be?
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5. What do you suppose determines the magnitude of the constant
B in the relationship between P and V?

6. Does the constant slope depend on the gas?

Section B

Volume of cooled air (in m
3

) =

Temperature of ice water =

Volume of warmed air in m
3

) =

Temperature of boiling water =

7. Why should you keep the thermometer off the bottom of the
beaker?

8. You might have expected the temperature of the boiling water
to be 100 °C, but it wasn't. Why not?
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What is the temperature of tap water according to your air
thermometer?

How does this agree with the value found by a mercury
thermometer? How can you account for the difference if there
is any?

Volume of cooled carbon dioxide =

Temperature of ice water =

Volume of warmed carbon dioxide =

Temperature of boiling water =

Volume of cooled natural gas =

Temperature of ice water =

Volume of warmed natural gas =

Temperature of boiling water =

Temperature for zero volume of air =

Temperature for zero volume of CO2 =

Temperature for zero volume of natural gas =

9. How do these three values compare?
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10. Is there any meaning to temperatures lower than that corre-
sponding to zero volume? Explain your answer.

11. Write a mathematical relation between V and T. Combine
this with the results of part I to write a single equation
relating P, V and T of a gas.

Part II

1. Write down what you observed when your lab instructor poured
liquid nitrogen onto the table. Why did the nitrogen slide
around? Have you ever seen this sort of motion occur when
you sprinkle water onto a hot pancake griddle? Explain.

2. Writ, down what you observed when the inflated balloon was
dipped into the liquid nitrogen. Does this agree with the
gas law you determined in Part I? Another way to explain
what occurred when the balloon is dipped in the liquid
nitrogen, is to consider the kinetic energy of the air

molecules. From this statement, see if you can explain
what you observed.
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3. Write down what you observed with the carnation and racquet
ball. Explain.

Part III

Estimate of temperature of the brass knob =

1. Observations of the knob plunged into room temperacure water:

2. Observations of the knob plunged into hot water:

3. Explain the differences between the two cases. Why does
this occur?
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 4 Gas Law and Heat

Name Date
Partner's Name

Part I

Section A

Diameter of the syringe (in meters) =

Area of syringe opening (in m
2

) [Area = (radius)
2

]

Gas

Table I.1

Load Weight Syringe Scale Reading Pressure Volume

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Calculation Space
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Table 1.2

Gas

Load Weight Syringe Scale Reading Pressure Volume

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

Calculation Space
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Gas

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Load Weight

Table 1.3

rinse Scale Reading

Calculation Space

Pressure Volume
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 5 Electrical Circuits

Purpose
The goal of this lab is for you to develop understanding of

basic circuits used in everyday life.

Series and Parallel Circuits
1

Introduction
While Thomas Euison was trying to invent the incandescent

electric light in 1879, he was also working on a system that
would enable this light to be used in the home. That system
included central power generators, switches, insulating
materials, meters, and many more items.

An important part of this system was a parallel wiring
circuit for homes. Up to that time, the only electric lights in
existence were the extremely brilliant carbon arc lamps that were
beginning to be used for street lighting. These had to be
connected in series. The following experiment shows the
difference between the two types of circuits.

Apparatus

3-volt source, three flashlight bulbs and sockets, leads

Procedure

Start by setting up the simple light bulb circuit shown
below.

Figure 1 -- Beginning set-up
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Start by setting up a series circuit, as shown. When final
connections have been made and the bulbs are lit, loosen either
bulb. Now set up the circuit for three bulbs in series. Record
your observations and answer the questions in the worksheet.
Substitute batteries for the battery eliminator and verify that
the same results hold.

,-,0111111111114\ -.11111111%k

111111.101110P

Figure 2 -- Series circuit

Now change to a two bulb parallel circuit as shown in Figure
3. Loosen either bu",. Now set up the circuit for three bulbs
in parallel. Again loosen a bulb. Pecord your observations and
answer the questions on the worksheet.

Figure 3 -- Parallel Circuit

Now try a combination circuit, as shown in Figure 4. Record
your observations on the worksheet.

0
'-.P0$.4 er-

ad1
1," -10.ro-ttel

4n cep: es

Figure 4 -- A Combination Set Up
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wiring Up
2

Introduction
In this part of the lab you will hook-up circuits to see oow

the various configurations work. On the work sheet you will be
asked to explain how the various configurations work.

Apparatus

Two buzzers, three push buttons, 3 volt power source, leads

Procedure
Assemble three of the different circuits shown below. On

the worksheet describe how each circuit works.
3L,t4 ?List.

%Alto
7us 1, 13.; ,

O *trvl

0,Ne. Tik,%ter--)

tvitA,S

TT.

Troy.*

131J 2q1:075 CIAZALY(iNA

cer;;eS
Figure 5 -- Circuit Set-ups

The Special Circuits

Introduction
You will now consider some other circuits. Your lab

instructor will demonstrate them to you. During the lab you will
have time to go back and develop an understanding of how the
circuit works.

Apparatus

House lighting circuit set-up, conducting tester set-up, the fuse
set-up, the light bulb set-up, the quiz board.
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Procedure

1. House lighting circuit study how this one works. Explain
on the work sheet the current flow and how the position of
the switches explain how it lights.

2. The conductivity tester -- Explain how this circuit works.
Complete the table and questions in the worksheet.

3. The fuse -- same as above. Explain how this is important
in protecting houses.

4. The quiz board -- Try to determine the circuit before looking
at the back of the board.

5. (Optional) The light bulb -- same as above. What did you
notice about the influence of air to no air?

References

1. Simple Experiments on Magnetism and Electricity...from
Edison, by Robert F. Schultz, Thomas Alva Edison
Foundation, Inc., Cambridge Office Plaza, Suite 141,
18280 West Ten Mile Road, Southfield, Michigan 48075 (1979).
The material used in this lab was taken verbatim from
experiment 10. As a perspective teacher you may want to
contact the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation. They have
several booklets of excellent science activities (ranging
from energy to environmental science). Additionally they
have movies and resource units on Thomas Edison and other
inventory aimed for the primary and upper elementary grades.

2. Electricity, Boy Scouts of America, Irving, Texas (1985).
The diagrams used here were adapted from this merit badge
book. As you look for resource material in planning your
lessons, consider looking at the Boy Scout merit badge book
series. The merit badge book provides an overview of a
subject. Also, each book lists several resources that
can be utilized by junior high age children.

3. Safe and Simple Electrical Experiments, by Rudolf F. Grad.
Dover Publications, Inc. (New York: 1973). Superb collection
(2 electricity and magnetism experiments using-everyday
materials. A must for every science educator's library.
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ATTACHMENT A

Build A Conductivity Tester
3

Materials

1 1/2 or 6 v Battery
Lamp assembly
Four feet of insulated copper wire
Two pencils with eraser tips
Two thumbtacks

Substances can be divided essentially into two categories.
First are the conductors, which allow electricity to flow through
them with ease, and second are the nonconductors, or insulators,
through which electrons will not travel or at best have a hard

time getting through.* Among the insulators are glass, rubber,
mica, silk, and oils. The best conductors are metals, but all
metals are not equally good conductors. Some are better than

others. Silver is the best. Listed below are a few commonly
known metals in the order in which they rank as conductors.

1. Silver 6. Tungsten
2. Copper 7. Iron
3. Gold 8. Tin
4. Aluminum 9. Lead
5. Magnesium 10. Mercury

Conductors contain a large number of free electrons and
therefore permit electrons to flow easily through them. Though
silver is the best conductor, it is too expensive to be used
commonly, so copper wire, which is considerably less expensive,

is preferred for most electrical work.
When electrons move in a conductor, an electric current is

produced. Such a current consists essentially of certain
electrons pushing on other electrons that are free to move in the

material in which the current flows. Those electrons in turn
push others, and so forth down the line. Each electron actually
moves only a short distance before it collides with another one;
the one that has been hit then moves a short distance, collides

with another, and so forth.
Nonconductors, on the other than, have few free electrons

and therefore allow practically no current to flow through them.
In electrical work they are used as wrappings over current-
carrying wires or as support for such wires. When nonconductors

are used to keep conductors separated from each other, they are

called insulators.

*A new group of materials falling between conductors and
insulators, called samiconductors, has been found to be of
great importance in the last two decades. These materials

made the development of the transistor possible.
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Let us construct a conductivity tester which can be used to
test materials. Connect one of the terminals of the battery to
the bulb assembly. One wire from the other battery terminal and
the other wire from the lamp assembly are to be connected to our
two test probes.

The test probes are constructed as follows: Clean off all
the paint from the heads of two thumbtacks. Also scrape off the
insulation for a distance of about 3 inches on the free ends of
the wires connected to tile battery and the lamp assembly. Wrap
the wires (which now have their insulation removed) at least six
times around each of the tasks. Then push the tacks firmly into
the erasers of the two pencils as illustrated. You: tester is
complete. To see if it functions properly, touch the two
thumbtack surfaces together. You are completing the circuit, and
if all connections are correct, the bulb will light up. Now
separate the probes, and let us see how we can use our
instrument.

Collect a number of objects which you want to test to see
whether they are conductors of electricity or not. Here are some
suggestions: A coin, a fork, a piece of cardboard, some nails,
paper, cloth, rubber, a key, a piece of wood, a piece of tin
foil, chalk, something made of plastic, a metal pot, plus
anything else you can think of.
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Apply your test probes to the objects under test, one at a
time, somewhere along their surface. Be sure that you don't
touch the probes' thumbtacks together while you touch the object
under test, but keep them far enough apart so that any current
which flows would have to flow through the object under test.

Here is what is going to happen. You will find that with
all the metal objects the bulb will light, showing us that they
are all conductors. With those objects that are not made of
metal, or don't have any exposed metal surfaces, the bulb vill
not light up, and we see that they are not conductors of
electricity. They are insulators.
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ATTACHMENT B
1

THINGS YOU NEE"). Wire, bulb, socket, and flashlight battery
(you may need 2 batteries). A strip of
Christmas tree tinsel (silver icicle) or
can substitute aluminum foil.

Undoubtedly the smallest, though not the least important,

device in Edison's home lighting system was the fuse. Something

like an automatic safety switch, the fuse cuts off the current
when it becomes high enough to cause a fire. Dangerously high
currents in the main lines are the result of too many branch
circuits being used at the same time (overloading the lines). Or

they are the result of the "live" wire accidentally touching the

"ground" wire or anything else that is grounded, such as a water

pipe. This accidental touching is known as a "short circuit."
Edison's first fuse was patented on March 10, 1880, under

the name "Safety Conductor for Electric-Lights." He intended
that such a fuse be placed in the circuit of each lamp or other

electrical device.
It consisted of a piece of thin, special wire enclosed in a

tube made of a non-conducting material. The wire had a low .

melting point. Whenever a short circuit (high surge of current)

developed, the heat of the high current would melt the wire
immediately -- opening the circuit before any great damage

occurred. The tube served to keep the droplets of molten metal
safely contained and to prevent the two ends of the conductor

from separating.

You can easily demonstrate how the fuse works. Lay two

small lengths of wire on a flat surface so that the wires are in

a straight line and 2.5cm or less apart. We're going to connect

a piece of tinsel across the 2.5cm gap. Use tape to make your

connections, and be sure there is good contact at both ends of

the tinsel. This will be our fuse.
Now comes the test. Connect the fuse wires with the lamp

and flashlight battery, as shown. Use tape to hold the wires to

the battery ends. If everything is in order, the lamp will

light.
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To see the fuse in action, we'll have to produce a short
circuit. Do this by touching the two terminals of the lamp
socket at the same time with a pair of tweezers or another piece
of wire. That will allow the current to bypass the lamp, taking
a short cut, you might say.
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Without the lamp to act as a resistance, the current becomes
much higher than it was. The load will probably be more than the
tinsel can carry. If so, the tinsel will overheat, melt, and
open the circuit. However, you may have to use two batteries in
series, depending on the thickness of the tinsel. If it weren't
for our homemade fuse, the power source would spend itself in
seconds.

We get this same kind of protection from our home fuses
(and circuit breakers). Edison foresaw the possible dangers of
electrical overloads and short circuits. That's why he felt the
fuse was a necessary part of his system.
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ATTACHMENT C
1

Experiment 7 Edison's Electric Light

Materials

Wide-mouth jar with cover, 1.5m of hookup wire, copper-strand
lamp wire 1.5m long, switch, birthday caxe candle on a small
base, 6-volt battery.

BULB. In the cover, punch two small holes just big enough
to receive the wire. Space the holes 4cm apart. Insert two 45cm
lengths of wire through the holes so that they will extend
halfway into the jar. Now bend the wires down the sides of the
cover, and tape them in place. Put a strip of tape over the
holes too.

FILAMENT. Remove one copper strand from the lamp wire.
Wind it several times around a nail. Slip the coiled filament
off the nail, and connect it to the two wires coming from the
cover.

LIGHTING UP THE DARK (WELL, NOT QUITE). Screw the cover on
the jar. This is our "lamp." Next, connect the lamp in series
with the switch and the battery. Turn the lamp on and start
counting. The filament will begin to glow. If it continues
glowing for more than 15 seconds, open the switch. Otherwise
you'll drain the battery. Try a shorter filament. Keep doing
this until you find a length that burns for just a few seconds.
When you do, put on a new filament of this length.

Now we're going to remove some of the air from the lamp.
Put the candle inside the jar and ignite it. Then turn out the
room lights. While the candle is burning, close the jar tightly.
When the candle goes out, which means it has used up a lot of the
air, turn the lamp on once again. Hopefully, the filament will
glow a little longer this time. Letting it glow in the dark will
produce a rather dramatic effect.
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ATTACHMENT D
1

Experiment 8 A Light-Bulb Indicator

Materials

2 long thin nails, 2" of hookup wire, bulb socket, screw-type
flashlight bulb, flashlight battery, some tape.

We mentioned that the electric light bulb is a simple
device. Well in addition, it operates in the simplest of
circuits. An example is the light-bulb indicator you are about
to put together.

ASSEMBLING THE INDICATOR. Actually there's not much to
assemble, as you can see. All you do is hook the light bulb and
battery .n series and attach the circuit ends to the nails. Make
all connections by soldering. But if you have no soldering
equipment, use tape. Also cover the nails and nail connections
with tape, leaving only the tips exposed.

WHAT DO WE DO WITH IT? Lots of things. For example you can
use it in science experiments to learn whether or not different
materials and liquids are good conductors of electricity.

You can also use it to check items like flashlight bulbs or
glass-tube fuses, as shown. Some of these fuses have wires so
thin you can hardly see them. If you touched the indicator nails
to the ends of such a fuse and the bulb lit up, you'd know the
fuse is OK.

But whatever you do, never use it on anything that is

connected to a voltage source (but then you don't need to be told
not to stick your finger in a beehive, do you?).
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Optional Handout for Lab 5

BRINGING TWO BALLOONS BACK TOGETHER

Materials you will need:

1. Two rubber balloons
2. Some wool or fur
3. Saran wrap
4. Four feet of silk or nylon thread

Blow up two balloons, tie their necks securely, and attach each
to a 2-foot piece of silk or nylon thread. Then rub one balloon
against the wool, and rub the other balloon with a piece of Saran
wrap. Now hold the balloons by their strings, one string in each
hand, so that they hang straight down. First hold them quite far
apart, then bring them closer together, and note what happens.
The balloons will be strongly attracted to each other, and if you
let them come close enough, they will eventually touch. As soon
as they do touch, they will be neutral again and hang down
straight.

Here s why: That balloon which
has an excess of electrons (the
one rubbed with the fur or wool)
gave up its electrons to the balloon
with a shortage of electrons (the
one charged with the Saran wrap).
As a result of the transfer of
electrons when the ballons touched,
there was no longer an excess of
electrons on the one balloon and
no deficiency of electrons on
the other. There being no
further attraction or repulsion
between them, they hang down
straight.

LIKE CHARGES REPEL

Materials you will need:

1. Two strips of newspaper, each about 1 inch wide and
20 inches long

2. Polyethylene bag, nylon stocking, or piece of wool

You can make strips of newspaper fly apart simply by rubbing

them. Hold the strips at one end, and let them hang down as
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shown. You will see that they hang down straight, one next to
the other. Now stroke them lengthwise, from top to bottom, with
the thumb and forefinger of the free hand. After several strokes
they will have acquired a charge. Since both of the strips have
the same charge, znd we know that like charges repel, they will
fly apart.

An even greater charge can be put on these strips, and thus much
wider separation obtained, by rubbing them with a piece of
polyethylene, such as that used in a cleaner or vegetable bag, or
with some wool. Make sure that
the outside surfaces of the strips
both get rubbed at the same time.
Either of these materials will
produce a greater charge much
faster, so that now the strips
will really fly apart, oftentimes
after just one stroke.

The charges which were placed
on the paper strips as well as
on the material we used for charging
them will be very readily indicated
on the electroscope or charge
Indicator that we will build in
the next experiment.

They 0.11
fly ar-t

For further experimentation, try
rubbing the strips with other
materials, and see which produces the greatest charge. You can
also try the same experiment with three or more strips, and you
will really see some interesting effects.

To show that charges distribute all over the strips, reverse
them. That is, bring the bottoms of the two strips which are now
apart together, hold them together, and bring them to the top.
Conversely, drop the two ends which were previously held up, and
release them. Now you will see that the free ends will again fly
apart.

BUILDING AND USING A LEAF ELECTROSCOPE

Materials you will need:

1. Small bottle (milk bottle will also do)
2. Large paper clip or stiff piece of wire (approximately

6 inches long)
3. About 1/2 square foot or aluminum or tin foil
4. Chewing gum wrapper or other source of thin metal foil
5. Rubber or cork stopper to fit the opening of the bottle

used
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To do this, fold the strip in half (lengthwise) and cut off a
little triangle from either side of the fold so as to leave only
a very narrow bridge. Then lay the leaves onto the L-shaped
section of the wire. The leaves should be straightened out so
that they will hang loosely and parallel to each other. Now
insert the cork with all its attachments into the bottle, and the
electroscope is finished. For best results be sure that
everything is dry -- absolutely dry. Otherwise charges will
leak off very rapidly, and you may not be able to charge your
electroscope at all.

Here is how the electroscope works. If it is touched with a
charged object, the charges will run down the wire into the
leaves, both of which will get identical charges. Since we know
that like charges repel, the leaves will fly apart at the bottom
because they are hinged together at the top. Now to use our
electroscope.

Rub a comb briskly for abou... 30 seconds with a piece of nylon (an
old nylon sticking will be fine) to give the comb a negative
charge. If you bring it close to the 'nob of the electroscope,
the leaves will separate. When the comb is taken away, they will
return to their normal position. If you touch the knob with the
comb, the electroscope by contact (Figure B). Touching the knob
with the finger offers an easy escape path for the negative
charge which has been put on the electroscope, and thus the
electroscope is discharged.
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To give our electroscope a positive charge, bring the same
charged comb near the knob, and with a finger of the other hand
touch the knob for about a second. In do'ng so, we allow a few
additional positive charges to travel from our finger to the knob
of the electroscope. Take the hand away from the knob, and then
remove the comb. You'll note that as the comb is removed, the
two leaves will separate (Figure C). We have now charged the
electroscope by induction with a positive charge. Bringing the
charged comb near the knob of the electroscope once more will
cause the leaves to return to their normal position, and they
will separate again as soon as the comb is removed, providing you
have not touched the knob of the electroscope.

To give the electroscope a positive charge by contact, touch the
knob with a positively charged glass rod as shown in Figure D.
To give it a negative charge by induction, proceed as in Figure
E.

The electroscope can also be used to determine unknown charges.
Here is how: First charge the electroscope with a known charge.
Let us assume that we have charged it by contact with a comb
rubbed with nylon so that it will now have a negative charge. If
we bring the object whose charge is not known near the ball of .

the charged electroscope, one of two things will happen. The
leaves will either separate more or come closer together. If the
object is negatively charged, it will repel the electrons on the
ball of the electroscope and send them down towards the leaves,
thereby causing them to separate even more. On the other hand,
if the object is positively charged, it will attract some of the
electrons away from the the leaves towards the ball. This will
cause the leaves to come closer together, since they are not
charged so strongly any more.

The same action will occur, but with opposite charges, if we give
the electroscope a positive charge, as we did above. In this
case the leaves will separate more if a positively charged object
is brought near the electroscope and will come closer together if
we approach the ball with a negatively charged object.

How far the leaves separate gives us a direct indication of the
relative amount of charge which is placed on the electroscope.
Thus the farther they spread apart, the greater the charge. The
charge on the electroscope can be accumulated by charging it
several times from the same charged object or from another having
a charge of the same polarity (positive or negative). The leaves
will thus speed farther apart each time an additional charge is
put on the electroscope. Before starting any new experiments,
always discharge the electroscope first by touching its metal
ball with your finger.

Charge the electroscope by contact and by induction from various
other objects to become familiar with this simple but important
instrument. Make a note of the different amount of charge that
various objects produce.
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DISCHARGING YOUR ELECTROSCOPE
BY RADIATION OR IONIZATION

Materials you will need:

1. Leaf electroscope
2. Watch or clock with radiant dial
3. Matches (and candle)

A charged electroscope will become discharged if the air around
it can be made conductive. This can be done by placing the
electroscope in the vicinity of X-rays or some radioactive
material. Hold the radium dial of a clock or a watch several
inches from the knob of the charged electroscope and see how
quickly it discharges. For best results, the crystal of the
timepiece should be removed to permit easier passage of the alpha
rays which if' otherwise obstructs.

Objects can thus be easily tested for radioactivity by bringing
them close to the knob of an electroscope or by actually putting
them into the bottle. If the electroscope remaths charged for a
relatively long time but discharges more rapidly when the object
under test is near it, then the object is radioactive. If no
effects are noted, then the object is not radioactive.

We can also discharge the electroscope with a lighted candle or
match. When a gas (such as air) is heated, the speed of its
molecules increases and ionization is more likely to occur, that
is, the molecules are more likely to become positively or
negatively charged. Bring a lighted candle or a match near the
ball of the charged electroscope and you will see that again the
leaves will close. The charges have indeed leaked off into the
ionized, or charged, air. Now try an interesting experiment.
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Hold a piece of cardboard between the candle and the knob of the
electroscope, ah,11 you will see that the flame will now have no
more effect on the charged electroscope. The cardboard acts as a
screen. Try to do the same shielding with the radioactive
material. Does it also work? It does not! The cardboard does
not act as a shield because those rays or particles emitted by
the radioactive material are harder to stop and pass very easily
through the cardboard.

HOW ro CHARGE YOUR FRIENDS
TO 10,600 VOLTS

Materials you will need:

1. Four strong glasses or jars
2. Piece of fur (a fur collar or muff will do)
3. Board or large book
4. A friend

Without the slightest danger, you can charge someone to a
potential of thousands of volts and then discharge him by drawing
large sparks from his fingc,ls. Let us try it. Before we build
our charges, we must be su.:e we won't lose them right away, so we
have to insulate the person being charged. We accomplish this by
means of an insulation platform, for which we need four glasses
and a board.

Place the glasses, which must be absolutely dry, on the floor
near a radiator or a water tap, and separate them sufficiently so
that you can place the board on top and thus construct a stable
and safe platform.

Have the person to be charged stand on that platform. Be sure
that no part of his body touches anything. Now stroke his back
vigorously with a piece of fur for about a minute, and then let
him bring his finger near the radiator or the tap. You will see
that quite a spark jumps across. The charged person can also
touch someone else who is not insulated from the floor and create
a nice spark in this way as well.
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An electroscope is an easily constructed and very useful
instrument for determining the presence of electrostatic charges.
It indicates the existence of charges on anything we bring near
it, and it will also tell us the polarity of the charges -- that
is, whether they are positive or negative. From our previous
experiment with the newspaper strips, we know that if we hold two
light narrow strips together at one end and give them the same
charge,the free ends will fly apart. The electroscope basically
consists of the lightest metal foils (or leaves as they are also
called) we can find, placed inside some sort of container such as
a bottle. The bottle is needed to assure that the sensitive
foils are not disturbed by air currents. Construction of the
electroscope is very simple and can be accomplished in just a few

minutes.

First of all, shape a paper clip or a piece of wire with an
L-shaped appendage as shown in Figure A and push it through the
stopper that fits the battle you are using. It is most important
that both the stopper and the bottle be completely dry. To be
sure that they are, dry them in a warm oven for a little while
just before you are ready to assemble the electroscope.
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About a half inch of the paper
clip or wire should be left
protruding from the stopper to
hold a ball of aluminum foil.
This ball should be as round as
possible for best results. It
is made by packing and squeezing
aluminum foil into a little
sphere, which is then simply
pushed onto the wire.

The leaves are made from the
lightest available material. A
strip of tissue paper will serve
in a pinch, but the foil from a
stick of chewing gum is best for
our purpose. The paper can be
separated from the foil by soaking
the wrapper in warm water for a few
minutes. The foil and paper will
then come apart easily. Straighter.
the foil, dry it, and cut a strip
about 1/2 inch wide and 3 1/2
inches long. In order to make
the instrument as sensitive as
possible, the leaves should be
able to separate with the least
resistance, so make them extremely
narrow at the point at which they
rest on the Support.
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What you have done is to build up a strong electrostatic charge
by rubbing with the fur. This charge ma/ be as high as 10,000
volts or even more. As a further experiment, try rubbing with
wool, nylon, rubber, ployethylene, or any other material, and see
which gives you the greater charge as indicated by the length of
the spark you can draw.

You might also try several layers of ployethylene to stand on for
insulation, instead of the glasses and the board.

THE TRIBOELECTRIC OR ELECTROSTATIC SERIES

Now you are on your own. You can
experiment to your heart's content
in static electricity, and as a guide
you can refer to the triboelectric
series (also known as the electrostatic
series) which is presented here in
tabular form.

As far back as 1757, J.C. Wilcke noted
that various substances, such as glass,
silk, wool, and amber, could be arranged
in a triboelectric series. He showed
that as you rub any two different
materials together, they will become
electrified and develop opposite charges.
The one higher up on the list will give
up electrons and thus become positively
charged. The one below will have gained
those electrons and thus acquire a
negat've charge.

Positive Polarity (- I- )
Asbestos
Rabbit's fur
Glass
Mica
Nylon
Wool
Cat's fur
Silk
Paper

Cotton
W. d
Lucite
Sealing wax
Amber
Polystyrene
Polyethylene
Rubber balloon
Sulphur
Celluloid
Hard rubber
Vinylite
Saran wrap

Negative Polarity I 1

The farther apart the materials are on the list, the easier it is
to work with them and the higher the charge will be. You can
determine the presence and nature of the chage by means of the
charge detector or electroscope. The exact charge on each body
depends on its molecular structure as well as the condition of
its surface.

From Safe & Simple Electrical Experiments by Rudolf F. Graf



Per Lab Station

1 ea
2 ea
3 ea
2 ea
3 ea

Apparatus List

Lab 5 Electrical Circuits

2attery Eliminator
1.5v Battery with holder
SPST Momentary switches (on base)
1.5v-3v Buzzer on base
3v Lamps in socket

Per Lab (center display table)

House Switch Circuit
1 Battery Eliminator
1 Board with 2 SPDT switches mounted
1 6v Lamp & socket

Set-up

1

Fuse Circuit
1 6v Battery
1 6v Lamp and socket
Foil from gum wrappers

Set-up

Conductivity Tester
1 Box of conductivity material rubber ball part

wooden ruler
split pencil
plexiglass
foil
popcorn
paper clip
enameled copper wire
scrapped coper wire
piece of metal
chalk
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2 leads (thumbtacks & wire pushed into the eraser of a
pencil

Set-up

1 6v Battery
1 6v Lamp and socket

Quiz Board
1 Quiz board

Gt 3.

Front

paper
clips

2 1.5v Battery in holder
(hooked together to give 3v)

1 3v Lamp and socket

Set-up

wire connecting
responses

Back

Light Bulb (or just use set-up) c-
1 Jar
1 Jar lid, small holes indented
1 Copper strand lamp wire
1 Birthday candle
Matches
1 6v Battery
1.5m of hook-up wire
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Worksheets for
Laboratory 5 Electrical Circuits

Part I Series & Parallel Circuits

Section A. Series Circuits

Record your observations below. Be sure to include sketches
of the circuit hookups.
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Questions (Reference back to your observations as
necessary.)

1. How does the brightness of two bulbs in series compare
to that of a single bulb? Three bulbs to two bulbs and
a single bulb? What do you think causes this? Explain
using the concepts of resistance, current, energy, and
voltage.

2. What happened when you unscrewed a bulb? Why? Explain
your observations using the concept of current.
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3. What would be the difficulty in using this type of
:ircuit in wiring your house?

4. Were there any changes in your observations when you
substituted batteries for the battery eliminator?
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Section B. Parallel Circuit

Record your observations below. Be sure to Include sketches
of the circuit hookups.
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1. How does the brightness of two bulbs in parallel compare
to that of a single bulb? Three bulbs to two bulbs and
a single bulb? What do you think causes this? Explain
using the concepts of resistance, current, energy and
voltage.

2. What happened when you unscrewed a bulb? Why? Explain
your observations using the concept of current.

3. What is the advantage of using this type of circuit in
wiring your house?
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Section C. Combinations

Record your observation. Sketch the circuit.

Explain the relative brightness of the bulbs to each other,
using the results of A and C. Be sure to indicate
resistance, energy, voltage, and current as they apply
in this problem.
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Part II Wiring Up

Circuit Title

Sketch of Circuit

Explanation of current flow, indicating the action of each
button.

Describe how this circuit could be used in a household.
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Circuit Title

Sketch of Circuit

Explanation of current flow, indicating the action of
each button.

Describe how this circuit could be used in a household.
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Circuit Title

Sketch of Circuit

Explanation of current flow, indicating the action of each
button.

Describe how this circuit could be used in a household.
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Part III The Special Circuits

1. House Lighting Circuit

a. Sketch the circuit.

b. Explain how the current flows in relation to switch
positions and lighting of the bulb.

2. Conductivity tester (Read Attachment A)

a. Complete the table. Did the bulb light?
(Yes or No)

Material

Enameled copper wire
Scrapped copper wire
Rubber ball
Wooden ruler
Plexiglass
Paper clip
Chalk
Piece of metal
Wooden pencils graphite
Composite pencils graphite
Foil
Pop can (sides)
Your choice

b. What type of material can be a conductor?
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c. Does the material on the surface of a metal affect
its ability to conduct?

d. What type of material acts as an i.isul .or
(i.e. non-conductor).

e. What might cause the differences between
insulators and conductors?

3. The Fuse -- (Read Attachment B)

What purpose does a fuse serve?

4. The Quiz Board

a. Sketch the circuit for the quiz board (without
looking at the back of the board).
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b. Suggest one use of this apparatus in your classroom.

5. (Optional) The Light Bulb

a. What difference did you see between the case of a
arge amount of oxygen to a small amount?

b. What is the purpose to reduce the &mount of
oxygen in a light bulb?
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 6 Magnets and Motors

Purpose
The goal of this lab is for you co develop an

understanding of how an electrical motor works.

Laboratory Objectives

As a result of this lab, you should be able to:

1. Qualitatively describe through sketches the magnetic
field for various configurations of magnets.

2. Describe the effect a magnetic field has on a current
carrying wire.

3. Describe the effect of moving a wire through a magnetic
field.

4. Describe magnetic shielding.

5. Explain qualitatively how an electric motor works.

6. Build an electric motor.

Part I Magnetic Fields
1

Introduction

A magnetic field is very different from an electric field.
A magnetic field exerts a force on a magnetic "pole" or any
magnetized body. Magnetic "poles" come only in pairs, as,
for instance, the north and south poles of a compass needle.
A compass needle will align itself parallel to the magnetic
field at the site of the compass. This is because the north
pole of the needle feels a force in the direction parallel
to the field and the south pole feels a force in the
opposite direction. Iron filings act in a very similar
fashion. A long thin sliver of iron becomes magnetized in a
magnetic field (magnetic "induction") so that one end of the
sliver becomes a north pole and the other becomes a south
pole like the compass needle.
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Apparatus

1 board with slots for 2 bar magnets, 2 bar magnets,
3 small compasses, paper, iron filings, large iron washer,
baby food jar with corn oil and iron filing mix,
2 disc magnets, bright light, iron filings between two
transparencies.

1. Mapping the magnetic field with iron filings: Place a
piece of paper over the bar magnet and sprinkle iron
filings carefully on the paper. Tap the paper gently
until the filings line up in a discernable pattern. On
another sheet of paper sketch the pattern. When you are
done, pour the filings back into the container. Place a
couple of the small compasses around the magnet.

a. Do they line up along the magnetic field lines?

b. Is there a direction to the magnetic field around
a magnet?

NOTE: Do not pick up the iron filings with bare magnet.
The magnet cannot be "turned off" in order to release
the filings.

2. The field of two magnets: Using two bar magnets under
the paper sketch the field lines indicated by iron
filings for the followi: ;:

(1) between two like poles 3/4" apart.

(2) between two unlike poles 3/4" apart.

a. Briefly account for the difference between the two
patterns.

3. Modification of a magnetic field by the presence of soft
iron: Place a piece of soft iron (for example a large
washer) between, but not touching, two unlike poles.
Again draw the pattern of magnetic field lines. Explain
what the washer has done to the field.

a. Place your explanation here. Be sure to note how
the magnetic field has 'closed' down.
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b. Move the washer a little bit. What has happened to
the field?

c. What is the strength of the magnetic field within
the washer hole? Why might this be called magnetic
shielding? In particular, what might cause this?

4. 3-D magnetic field: Shake up the jar with oil and iron
filings. Place your ar magnets at the sides of the
jar. Backlighting the jar will help you see the
movement in the iron filings.

a. Briefly describe the field for a N-S pole, and N-N
pole configuration.

b. Try this with the disc magnets. Note any
differences between the fields.

Part II Currents and Magnetic Fields
Hands-on Demonstrations

Introduction

In this part of the lab you will observe the following: the
creation of a magnetic field by a current carrying wire; the
creation of a current by moving a wire through a magnetic
field; the repulsion of a current carrying wire from a
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magnetic field. The purpose of this part of the lab is to
provide you with a logical reason to explain how an
electrical motor works.

Apparatus

Compass, galvonometer, close-face horseshoe magnet,
wire, 6V lantern battery, metal U {of soft iron} with 2 disc
magnets serving as the faces of a small horseshoe magnet,
current carrying wire demo

INSTRUCTIONS

Your lab teaching assistant ill demonstrate the
materials. You will have time l- sr to try the
demonstrations yourself.

Section A. Magnetic field created by a current
carrying wire

1. Did the wire have any effect before it carried
any current?

2. What was the effect on a compass when the current
was flowing through the wire? How does this verify
that a magnetic field is created? What is the
source of net force required to turn the compass
needle?

3. Suggest a way to detect electrical wires running
through your house.

coulomb
4. Since a current is defined as what might be

sec
the source of the magn_ ..A.c field?
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5. (Optional) Move a compass around on your lab table.
See if you can find a current source there. Explain
where it comes from.

6. (Optional) Sketch the magnetic field around a wire and
a solenoid. Are these fields what you expected?

Section B. Current created by a
magnetic field

1. Briefly describe how you determined that a current was
created.

2. Was the wire attracted to or repulsed from the magnet
before any movement.

3. What might be the cause of the current? HINTS; (a) a
magnetic field exerts a force on magnetic poles, (b) a
net force results in a movement and (c) a current is
moving electric charges which results in the magnetic
rielcr
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4. Would you see a difference if the magnet were to move
instead of a wire? Why or why not?

5. How are the concepts of this demonstration use in
everyday life? (HINT: This is called the "generator
effect.")

Section C. Repulsion of a wire by a magnetic field

1. Explain what caused the wire to "jump". HINT: Consider
the fact that there must be a net force to cause the
wire to overcome its weight. Account for the source of
this net force.

2. What do you think determines the magnitude of the jump?
List three possibilities. Try an experiment to verify
one f your predictions.
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3. How do your observations help explain the operation of
an electric motor? HINT: Consider the fact that there
must be a net force causing the torque which causes the
rotor to rotate.

Part III Building a Motor
2,3

Introduction

An electrical motor is a device that changes electrical
energy to mechanical energy by means of magnetism. In this
part of the lab you will apply the concepts you have
developed to the construction of a simple electrical motor.

Apparatus

Per person: approximately .6m of winding wire
2 paper clips
1 magnet
1 wooden block (3" x 2" x 3/4")
4 thumb tacks
1 1.5V battery ("D" cell)
2 - 15cm of hookup wire

Per group:

Per lab:

1 ruler
small piece of sandpaper,
1 dowel rod form (1/2" dia.)

12 pair of pliers
extra winding wire
extra batteries
roll of masking tape
extra magnets
scissors
rubberbands
2 pair wire cutters
1 wire stripper

INSTRUCTION,

Making the Coil

1. Cut off .6m of the winding wire.
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2. Wind the wire around the dowel to form a coil Leave
about 7cm (3") of wire at each free end.

3. Loop each free end of the wire twice around and through
the coil. (See Fig. #1). This is to prevent the coil
from unwinding.

Figure 1 Looping the free ends
of the wire coil

4. Remove the insulation from the free ends of the wire.
To do this, lay the wire flat on the table. Rub the
free ends with sandpaper. Rotate the wire so that you
remove the insulation from all sides of the free end.

Making the Coil supports

1. Unbend two paper clips.

2. Grip one of the paper clips at its center with a pair
of needle nose pliers. (See Figure #2).

11;ef

Figure 2 Gripping the paper clips

3. Grasp one end of the paper clip. Bend it 2700 over the
nose of the pliers. (See Figure 3). Repeat for the
other end. (See Figure 4). The purpose is to make a
"loop".

FI;ers

Side View

2100 Revtcp
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/

)
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1

Evqi 04- *L's ,veil-}?vets
Front View (enlarged)

Figure 3 Bending the end of the paper clip
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Figure 4 Completed Paper Clip Loop

4. Bend the ends of the paper clip as shown in Figure 5.
NOTE: The distance from the end to the start of the
bend is 1.5cm.

Cu() Loot

Sca."..--1

Figure 5 Bending the ends of the paper clip

5. Bend the ends of the straight /art of the paper clip as
shown in Figure 6. NOTE: This can be accomplished by
gripping the end of the paper clip with the pliers and
turning them 180 °.

Figure 6 Bending the 'U' into the end
of the paper clip to complete
the coil support

6. Repeat steps 2-5 for the second paper clip.
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Putting the Motor together

1. Cut off 2 15cm lengths of hook-up wire. Strip off 1.5cm
of insulation from the wire. These will be the battery
hook ups.

2. Wrap one end of each of the oattery hook ups around the
pin of the thumbtack. (See Figure 7). These will be
used in the next step.

Red( 00

wjfe
±-----Z___---"' ?L el

Figure 7

4------2::
1-0-6C VI0P0.42

Wrapping the hook-up wire
around the pin of a thumbtack

3. Assemble the motor as shown in Figure 8..

'"'-----______ 14,3014._,Ar wife -c-ve

-Hie beck, ii

-----

Thuo.-- ta_cl,CS

Wire supr0r-k-----

wooded biodk---'

NOTE: The thumbtacks are placed in the U-bend.
Double fold the tape to hold the magnet in
place.

Figure 8 Motor Assembly

4

4. Place the free ends of the coil in the paper clip loops.
You may need to clip a bit off the ends of the coil to
fit it easily between the loops.

5. Balance the coil. A balanced coil will spin "evenly"
after you twist it. Take your time at this stage.
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Powering Up

1. Tape the ends of the battery hook-ups to the terminals
of a 1.5V battery. A rubber band wrapped around the
battery ends will help insure a good contact. (See
Figure 9).

Figure 9 The Completed Motor

2. Spin the coil and it should continue to spin by itself.
If it doesn't spin it again. If the motor won't work,
check the following:
a. If nothing happens you may not be getting

any electricity.
(1) Try spinning the coil while the battery

hookups are squeezed against the battery.
(2) Check that the insulation is completely

removed from the free ends of the coil.
(3) Try your coil on someone elses motor setup

and battery. If it spins, check your
battery and motor setup, then repeat 1 and 2.

b. If the coil rocks back and forth, but won't spin;
(1) check the balance of the coil.
(2) adjust the free ends so they are wrapped

around the center of the coil.
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Questions and Discussion

1. In which direction does your coil spin? In particular,
what causes the coil to spin? Explain as thoroughly as
possible, using the information from the other parts of

the lab.

2. Investigate ways to change the direction of the spin.

List them here. Give a brief hypothesis of why your
method changed the direction of the spin.



3. Touc5 the metal parts after the motor has been running
a while. Do the parts feel warm? Explain in term= of
work and energy.

4. In what ways could you increase the speed of the coil.
Suggest at least four methods. Try at least one of
them (two if time permits). Describe the results.
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5. What happens when one magnet is placed on P ch side
of the coil? Does it matter which face you use?
(Remember each magnet has a north and south face).
Explain.

Optional

6. Use the motor to turn a wind dial or wheel. Describe
your success or failure.

7. Find a way to change the motor and make it work better.
Describe your result.

8. What might be the cause of the static heard on a radio
when it is near a running motor?
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Part IV Optional Lab Demonstrations

Introduction

The following demons'rai_ions are an optional part of the
lab. They are presented to give you ideas and extend the
principles in today's lab.

Apparatus

Ediy Current Demonstration, Magnetic Attraction Hall
Demonstration, magnetic shielding (induction) material
(brass, glass, wood, lead, iron, zinc, copper)

WARNING: When working near strong magnetic fields you
should remove any magnetic sensitive device from your
person, i.e. watches, meal z:ards, etc.

Section A. Magnetic Attraction Hall Demonstration

1. Move each of the different metal rods through the
field of the magnet. What difference was there
between each material?

2. Try holding the rods that are most attracted to the
magnet in the center between the faces. What difficulty
do you have? In particular how does the force of
attraction vary with the distance between the rod and
a face on the magnet?



3. Determine which is the north and south face of the
magnet.

Section B. Eddy Current Demonstration

1. Are the test metals attracted to the magnets?

2. Compare the rate of fall, for the different metals,
when dropping normally and then when dropping through
the magnet. Record your observations below.

3. Where is the force coming from that cause the net
force falling through the magnet to be less than the
net force of straight falling?
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Section C. Magnetic Materials

1. Test the various materials for magnetism. In general
what material is magnetic?

2. What does the magnetic metal do to the magnetic field?
That is does it increase it, lecrease it, or redirect
it?

References

1. A Survey_of Laboratory Physics, Part II, by Paul A.
Bender, Star Publishing Company, (Palo Alto, CA: 1980).

2. Shoestring Science Experiments.

3. "Activities for Groups," The Physics Teacher, March
1985. This magazine is a good source for activities
and explanations. The magazine is designed for high
school physics teachers.
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Lab 6 Magnets and Motors

Apparatus List

Per Person (Consumable Items) (put in lab box)

1 ea. wooden block (3" x 2" x 3/4")
1 ea. 1.5V (D-cell) battery
2 ea. paper clips (standard size)
4 ea. thumb tacks
1 ea. magnet (ceramic disc)
1 ea. rubber band
1 ea. small piece of sandpaper
2 ea. overhead transparencies frame
2 ea. thick overhead plastic to fit frames

Per Lab

Motor Station (Center table)

Consumable items;
Roll of #22 winding wire (enameled)

(at least .6 meters per person)
#18 hook-up wire (at least 30 cm per person)
1 ea. roll of Scotch mending tape
1/2 lb. iron fil.L.Igs

4 ea. wire strippers
4 ea. wire cutters
6 ea. magnets (ceramic disc)
1 ea. AM radio
6 ea. 1.5V D-Cell
1 ea. scissors
1 ea. box of tacks
1 ea. box of paper clips
2 ea. sheet of sandpaper

Magnetic Field due to current carrying wire demo (center
table)

1 ea. 6V battery
1 ea. banana plug wire (long)
1 ea. alligator clip
1 ea. compass
1 ea. 6V 15 amp source (or substitute car battery)
1 ea. momentary contact switch
1 ea. single wire demo
1 ea. solenoid demo
banana plug wire for hook-up
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Generator Effect (back of room)

1 ea. homemade horseshoe magnet
1 ea. large horseshoe magnet (close face)
1 ea. galvonometer (100 y A scale)
1 ea. long banana plug wire

Jumping Wire Demo (back of room)

1 ea. homemade horseshoe magnet
1 ea. large horseshoe magnet (close face)
2 ea. long banana plug wire (flexible)
1 ea. alligator clip
1 ea. 6 V battery (or car battery)

Hall Demo

1 ea. magnetic strength

Eddy Current Demo

1 ea. large magnet
copper & aluminum pieces

1 ea. rectanguler bottle with oil & iron filings (put near
Eddy Current Demo)

1 ea. box of small magnets (center table)

1 ea. pack of white paper

Per Lab Station

2 ea. long nosed pliers
1 ea. ruler
1 ea. bottle with cooking oil and iron filings
1 ea. board cut to hold magnet:,
1 ea. bottle of iron filings
2 ea. bar magnets
1 ea. soft iron washer (large)
1 per 2 groups - gooseneck lamp
1 per 2 groups - motor support templates
1 ea 1/2" diameter dowel rod (10 cm long)
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

Laboratory 7 Lenses and Optical Devices

Purpose
The goal of this lab is to introduce you to some of the
properties of converging and di 'i7erging lenses. You will also
learn how to construct a microscope and astronomical telescope.

Laboratory Objectives
As a result of this lab, you should be able to:

1. Determine the focal length of a converging lens and a
diverging lens.

2. Construct a simple telescope and explain how it works.
3. Construct a simple microscope and expl -in how it works.
4. Describe the relationship between the ...oject of a

converging lens and its image.
5. Describe the effect of changing the aperature of a lens.

Part I Determing Focal Length

1 2
Introduction

The focal length of a lens is determined by the curvatures of the
two faces and by the index of refraction.

Converging Lens - Any lens that brings parallel light rays to a
focus (then, of course, spreads out again) is called a converging
or positive lens. The positive refers to the focus being on the
opposite side of the lens relative to the incoming light rays.
The distance between the center of the lens and the point of

focus is called the focal length.

You sho,-.1d note that parallel light rays from an object at
infinity will converge to a focus. That is we can find the focal
length of a converging lens by focusing on a distant object. The

light that travels from a distant object "straightens out" as it

travels, just like a water wave started by a drop spreads out
from a curved front to a straijht front. Therefore, the light
from a distant object has effectively parallel light rays.

One further note: A converging lens is one that is thicker in
the middle than at its edges, regardless of the curvatures of its

two faces.

Diverging Lens
1 - A diverging lens is one that bends a parallel

beam so that after the beam 1.2aves the lens the rays spread out,

that is, the beam diverges. A diverging lens is thinner at ics
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center than its edge. Although a diverging lens will not bring
parallel light to a focus, a focal length is defined for it, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. If parallel rays pass through a
diverging lens the resultant rays
seem to radiate from a point. This
is the focal point.

A diverging lens is sometimes called a negative lens. The reason
for this is that the focus is on the same side as the incoming
light rays.

One further note on lenses: Simple lenses [single lenses] do not
have a specified direction. Simply put this means that if we had
the incoming light ..:oming from the opposite direction [e.g. the
light would come from the right in Figure 1], we would find the
focal length to have the same value, even if it changes sides.
So, we could say a converging lens has a focus on both sides.

Apparatus

Student telemicroscope equipment, box of lenses (102 lab), white
projection cards, ray box and masks, ruler, red lamps, black
paper, large clips [card supports].

Procedure

A. Convergent lenses

1. Determine the focal length of the convergent lenses
indicated by your lab instructor. Identify each lens for
reference. Record your values in centimeters.

2. To complete this measurement face your lens out a
window towards a distance object [1 block or more]. For
example aim the lens toward the water tower out the east
window in the hallway. Use the meterstick as a base.

3. Move the card back from the lens until the image of the
distant object is in focus.
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4. Measure the distance from the center of the lens to the
image. Record your measurements in Table 1. (At the ena
of B).

5. Reverse the lens and show the focal length is unchanged.

6. Repeat for the other lenses

B. Divergent Lenses
2

1. Determine the focal length of the indicated divergent
lenses, in centimeters.

2. Arrange the apparatus as shown in Figure 2. Make sure
the central ray traverses the lens without being bent.
This ray then lies along the 'optical axis'.
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Figure 2. Experimental measurement of the
focal length of a diverging lens.

3. Note how the rays diverge after leaving the lens. Mark
the direction of the three rays, remove the lens, and
extend the rays backwards until they intersect the
central ray, [which lies on the optical axis]. The
distance between: the intersection point (focus) and the
center of the lens is the focal length of the lens.

4. Reverse the len and show that the focal length is
unchanged.

5. Record your value on the table [at the end of this
section]. Staple your drawing to the report.

6. Repeat for the other divergent lenses.
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Optional

A. Use the set up for divergent lenses to find the focal length
of a convergent lens [the lens on the aluminum mount]. The
only difference in the set up is shown in Figure 3. Note:
The center ray is again the optical axis.

Figure 3. Experimental measurement of
the focal length of a converging lens.

1. What difference was there in the value you found by
focusing on a distant object? Account for the
difference.

2. Borrow someone's glasses. Devise an experiment to
determine if the person is "nearsighted" [his/her
glasses would have divergent lenses] or "farsighted"
[his/her glasses would have mvergent lenses].
Describe your experiment. Was your experiment a
success?
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I

II

Location Location Character
of Object Of Image of Image

--ConvereinK,Lenses--

at

infinit at F

outside
2F

between real
F and 2F inverted
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(M 1)

Typical Uses Ray Diaerams

objective lens of
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telescope burning

camera
eye
objective lens of
binoculars

obJec

III

IV

V

VI

I
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slide of movie
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microscope

objective lens
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infinity

search light
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virtual
erect
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magnifying glass
eyepiece (ocular)
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(M 1)

eye glasses
eyepiece of a

telescope

Figure 4. Imaging properties of lenses*
*Adapted from Experiments in Physics, Physics 202 by

72Paul A. Bender and J. Thomas Dickinson. Star Publish1

Company, (Belmont, CA: 1935).



TABLE 1. LENS FOCAL LENGTHS

Identification

1.

2.

3.

T e
.Convergent or
Divergent]

Focal Length

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Part II Imaging Properties of a Lens

Introduction
1

Various aspects of images formed by a converging and diverging
lens are shown qualitatively in Figure 4. You will look at the
images formed as you change the distance from the object to the
lens from a separation of one focal length to a separation of two
focal lengths. You will next consider the case when the object
is separated from the lens by a distance of less than cne focal
length.

A. Imaging with the object outsidr one focal length (F)
1

ray projector

object mask
converging lens

f ).

object
k---- image distance

1(---distance S.
1

So

screen

Figure 5. Setup used for investigation of the
relationship between image distance,
object distance and focal length.
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Procedure

a. With the "object mi...sk" in the ray projector, place the ray
projector and the screen a distance apart equal to about five
times the focal length of the converging lens. (See Figure
5).

b. Now place the lens on a line between the projector and
screen and move it back and forth until you find a sharp
image on the screen. Note that there are two positions of
the lens for which you get a sharp image. These correspond
to configurations II and IV in Figure 4.

c. Do your observations correspond to II and IV in Figure 4?
That is, are the images [size and inverted] and location
distances as predicted by Figure 4? (You need only take
rough measurements to confirm this).

d. Under what conditions is the image larger than the object?
.....smaller than the object?

e. What happens as the distance between the lens and object is

about one focal length [look on the far wall]? What happens
when the distance is less than one focal length [i.e. is an
image formed on the screen or far wall]?
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B. Imaging with object inside °Lie focal length-
1

The Converging lens as a Pagnifier or Eyepiece

When you try to look at the fine details of an object that is far
away, the image formed 'n your retina is very small. So, you
bring the object closer making the image larger and the fine
details stand out. However, as the object gets to near the eye,
(less than 25 cm) your eye can no longer focus the object. The
problem, is to be able to bring the obje-:t very close, so as to
get a large image on the retina, and still. k?ep the image sharply
focused.

The solution is to use a convergent lens with a short focal
length. The lens forms a virtual image of the object, when the
object is just within the focal length, and the eye looks at the
virtual image. Refer to Ficlre 6.

Coin. Al lt Itva
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Figure 6. Eye sees virtual image = enlarged
and erect.

The Converging Lens as a r4agnifier - You showed in answering
question e above that if the distance bei-ween the object and the
lens becomes less than the focal length you could not produce an
image on the scree:. This is illustrated in Figure 4. When the
object is within the focal length the light rays are bent toward
the axis of the system, but they still diverge and do not form an
image. One can still ree an image, however, if you look back
through the lens at the object. It is not a "real" image, which
can be projected on the screen as you did in the previous
section, but is called a "virtual" image: one you can see, but
is not project,ble.

When you use a converging lens as a magnifier, hold the 1L:is
close to your eye, bring the r-bject close to the lens (within tne
focal length of the lens) and adjust distances until you see a
focused image at abo'..t 25 cm, the "normal" reading distance.
9nder these conditions the magnification is given by

mmaxirum = 1 + 25/f
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Instructions

Use the "student's telemicroscope". The lenses and the
transparent grid, which will be used as the object, are mounted

black plastic holders with magnetic mounts. Put the 40 mm
focal length lens, the magnifier, at the 0 cm mark on the scale
and the grid at about the 4 cm mark. Put the card vith the graph
on it into the card holder and put the card holder at the 25 cm
mark. Note that the card holder mounts on the telemicroscope so
that the adjusting knob is on the opposite side from the cm
scale.

With your eye close to the lens look through it and focus by
thv... grid. The following procedure is to measure the

magnification of your magnifier. With one eye close to the lens
look at the transparent grid through the lens while looking with
the other eye around the lens at the graph paper. The virtual,
magnified image of the transparent grid should be formed at the
distance of the graph paper. To check this move your eye back
and forth across the lens and look for relative motion (parallax)
between the image and the graph paper. You can now compare the
image size with the graph paper and estimate the magnification.
Repeat with the 25 mm focal length lens.

a. Which lens magnified the grid the most?

b. Why did you need to move the grid up when you used the 25 mm
lens?

c. Was the image erect?

Part III Optical Instruments 1'2

Introduction

In this part of the lab you will construct various optical
inLzruments, using the principles developed earlier.
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Apparatus.

Single filament bulb, lab jack, student telemicroscopes kit,
white projection cards

A. Astronomical (Keplerian) Telescope

Introduction

Figure 7 shows the paths of light rays in a s'mple astronomical
telescope.

The magnification of a telescope is not defined as the ratio of
the sizes of the image to object. It is defined as the ratio of
the angles subtended 1p' the image and the object as shown in
Figure 8.

66.---image seen by the eye
i 1

1

image formed by the
objective &fells

eyepiece

l'ght from
object

object

I

a fo/3-

,e."1 No,"

Ak of- ---4

escrte

Figure 7. Illustration of the paths of light rays
in a simple astronomical telescope

image seen in telescope

eye

Figure 8. 8. The magnification of a telescope is
defined as 8./e n. Both images are at
infinity. (kef6r to Figure 4.)
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It can be shown that if the object is far away from the telescope
(i.e. greater than 20 times the length of the telescope) the
magnification of the telescope is given by;

focal length of objective
M = (magnification of Eq. 2

focal length of eyepiece 1 telescope)

From Equation 2 you can see that to increase the power of a
telescope you must increase the focal length of the objective
(and therefore tl_ distance between the lenses) or decrease the
focal length of the eyepiece. These conditions have led to
astronomical telescopes of enormous lengths, up to several
hundred feet between the lenses. However, the problems of
keeping the lenses rigidly aligned in the wind and still being
able to point the telescope to different portions of the sky have
kept most telescopes under about 40 feet in length.

With astronomical telescopes it is more important to have a
bright image than to have high magnification. The amount of
light enteriilg the eye or the photographic plate is determined by
the area of the objective lens. By increasing the area of the
objective, the amount of light forming the final image is
increased, thus enabling more distant stars to be seen. Because
of this, astronomical telescopes are us;..ally classified by the
diameter of the objective rather than by their focal length or
power. A telescope is designed to bring a distant object closer.

Instructions

An astronomical telescope consists of an objective lens (so
called because it is facing the object) of long focal length, fo,
and an eyepiece of short focal length, fr. Construct a telescope
using the telemicroscope as follows: Put the 105 mm lens (the
objective) at the 13 cm mark and focus the image of the bare
bulb, which is across the room, onto a white card which is in the
card holder at about the 4 cm mark. Now put tne small aperture
40 mm lens (the eyepiece) near the o cm mark and focus on the
back of the card. Now, while pointing at a distant object (not
the bulb, it may be too bright) pull the card out. You should
now have a focused telescope! Repeat with the 40 mm lens as the
eyepiece. This procedure should emphasize that the ey liece acts
as a magnifier "looking" at the imace of the objective.

Questions

1. Is the image inverted or erect?
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2. Describe in your own words how a telescope works. That is
start with a distant object and explain how the image makes
its way to the return of your eyes. Use sketches as
necessary. Be concise. (Hint: Identify the object and
image of each lens separately and relative distances.)

3. What is the distance between the lenses, in terms of the
focal lengths of the two lenses? Find this distance. Does
this distance change if the object distance changes?

Optional

Galilean Telescope - The Galilean telescope, or opera glass,
consists of a converging lens of long focal length as the
objective, as in the astronomical telescope, but the eyepiece is

a diverging lens. Put the diverging lens at the 0 cm mark of the
telemicroscope close to your eye and using the 105 mm lens as the
objective find the correct distance between the lenses to focus
on a distant object.

Questions

1. Is the object erect or inverted?
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2. What is the distance between the lenses in terms of the
focal lengths. Do not forget that the focal length of a
diverging lens is negative.

B. Compound Microscope

Introduction

eyree...-e

vortval woe
-frovA

?;tre
C146,4 it

tie. sees. )

Serit*X 4PM

olof ec-Nve_

oVer-4

Figure 9. Diagram of the compound microscope

The action of a compound microscope is illustrated in Figure 9.
The magnifying power of a ricr)scope is defined in the same way
as for a telescope.

magnifying power visual angle of image seen with instrument
of instrument visual angle seen directly

More useful is the formula, derived from the definition above,
that,

magnifying power masilifying power of the objective times
of a microscope the magnifying power of the eyepiece.

The magnifying power of the objective is the ratio of the size of

the image formed by the objective (first image) to the size of
the object. This, of course, is not a fixed number for any given
lens. However, in a commercially built microscope the image
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distance is fixed by the length of the optical tube (an optical
length of 160 mm is now almost universally adopted). Thus, since

the image distance is fixed, the object distance is also fixed
and the magnifying pow.r for the lens is determined. The
magnification is clearly marked on the lens mount of most
objectives.

Since the eyepiece is bei; used as a ma(nifying glass to view
the image formed by the oujective, the magnifying power of the
eyepiece is determined by the same formula as for the magnifying

glass, which is

magnifying power of the eyepiece =
25 = 1
f
e

(fe
is the focal length of the eyepiece measured in cm.) The

powe of the eyepiece is usually marked on its mount.

Instructions

A compound microscope (as opposed to a simple microscope, which
is a magnifying glass) is a device which at its simplest consists
of two lenses, an objective and an eyepiece. The object is
placed just beyond the objective's focal point and produces a
real, enlarged image of the object. This image is viewed, with
7'.dditional magnification, through the eyepiece. Set up the
microscope using the telemicroscope. As the eyepiece put the
small aperture 40 mm lens at the 0 cm mark. Put the large
aperture 40 mm lens, as the objective, at the 20 cm mark. Put

the card containing graph paper in the card holder at the 25 cm

mark. Adjust the microscope until the graph is in sharp focus.
Carefully note the positions of all the components. Estimate the
magnification by superposing the image as seen through the
microscope with th object seen directly as you did with the

magnifying g'ass.

Questions

1. How much did your microscope magnify?

2. What is the distance between lenses in terms of the focal

lengths of the two lenses?
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3. Describe in your own words how a microscope works. That is
start with the object and explain how the image makes it to
the retina of your eye. Use sketches as necessary. Be
concise. (Hint: Identify the object and image of each lens
separately and distances.)

4. What lens combination might increase the magnification? Try
it and report your results here.

Part IV Optional Demonstrations

Apparatus

Find your height mirror, polarizing display, optics display box,
aperature reducing material, large lens hall demo

A. Find your height mirror - The instructions are on the mirror.
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1. Sketch a ray diagram explaining what is occurring.

B. Large lens hall demo

1. What type of lens must this be? Why?

C. Aperature experiments - (A write-up explaining use with
cameras is found near tne lens). The aperature (opening of a
lens) determines the amount of light that will reach the

"screen". Cameras use this to control the amount of Ugh*
energy that will reach the film. Your eyes have an iris that
will change your pupil diameter to regulate the amount of

light.

The aperature does not change the focal length. It also

does not lose any of the image.

1. Play with the aperature opening on the camera lens
located in the optics display box. Describe how the

aperature is changed.
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2. Tape a small circle of tape to one of the convergent
lenses with the aluminum bases. Go into the hallway
to refind the focal length. Was there any change in F?
How did the intensity change? Did you lose any of the
image? Block off half the lens and see what happens.
Report your observation here.

3. Use the ray box and a convergent lens. Project an
Liage of the object mask. Block off various parts of
ieus. Record your observations on intensity and loss
of image.

4. Summarize the effect of changing aperature.
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5. Why, based on your observations, do telescopes want a
large objective?

D. Polarizing Materials This is a "fun" hands on display.
A write-up explaining what is occurring is located near
the box.

E. Optics Box Demo - Experiment with the various items. Notice
that just because a lens is cut in half does not mean it
won't work.

References

1. Experiments in Physics, Physics 202, by Paul A Benc!er and
J. Thomas Dickinson. Star Publishing Company (Belmont, CA:
1985). Material taken verbatim.

2. A Survey of Laboratory Physics, Part 2, by Paul A Bender.
Star Publishing Company (Belmont, CA: 1984). Material taken
verbatim.
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Lab 7 Lenses and Optical Devices

Apparatus List

Per Person

3 ea. strips of black construction paper
1 ea. ray box
1 ea. mask set (image and 3 slits)
1 ea. box of six lenses (3 diverging & 3 converging)
1 ea. projection card (1lcm x 11.5cm) (white on one side,

graph on the other)
1 ea. lang=1- binder clip (to hold card)
1 ea. aperature mask
1 ea. red light drsk lamp
1 ea. student's telemicroscope kit
1 ea. ruler

Per Lab

1 ea. pack of white paper
1 ea. optics demonstration box
1 ea. fixed focus camera with wax paper screen
1 ea. nearsighted glasses
1 ea. farsighted glasses
1 ea. 'find your height' mirror demonstration
1 ea. reflecting telescope
1 ea. blackboard optics set-up (from lecture prep)
1 ea. polarization spacer
1 ea. box of mica
1 ea. box of iceland spar (calcite)
1 ea. polarization light table/and demo items
1 ea. large lab jack
1 ea. single filament light source (25w)
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

TA Notes Lab 1

1. At the beginning of class you will need to introduce the
concept of motion In the introductory talk you should
illustrate that all of us refer to motion in uur daily
conversations.

2. Part of the introductory material should include the
"Feather and Farthing" free fall demonstration (a penny and
a feather in an elacuated tube). Be creative in your
introduction of '.ne demonstration. Do not give an
explanation of why the behavior is such; let the students
develop their own understanding of what is occurring.

3. You will also need to introduce the rudiments of graph
making. Particularly the art of sketching based on one's
observations. See attached material for a handout on
graphing.

4. a. Part I of the lab will require close supervision.
You should move from table to table, checking to see if
the students are arriving at the appropriate responses
to the questions. You should not just look at the
written answer but rather ask the student to verbalize
what they have written. For groups larger than twelve
people, you may want to arrange for assistance. You
will need to make sure that you observe and question
each student to help them develop a full understanding
of the material.

b. Do not let the students get bogged down in
mathematics and graph drawing. The students are only
asked to make sketches, not detailed analysis. The
main thrust is for the students to compare graphs and
make decisions based on their comparisons.

5. Part II of the lab is much like the 101 lab of the same
name. However the students here are not going into the
analysis, rather they are again making comparisons and
judgments. The graphing ability is at the 101 level. Help
the students unCerstand that the graph and its mathematical
analysis is simply a tool to further understanding.

6. Part III is optional. The students at this stage are
learning how to approach a problem and answer it based on
their experimental evidence. Again have the students
verbalize their answers.
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7. The physics feats are introduced as br
students. The intention is for the studen
his/her knowledge about the use of 1.hysics.

ain fodder for the
t to extend

8. The lab, as written, is designed for th
work in a two-person group. You may at time
to cover some of the material as a class usi
methods. For example Part I could be done wi
group. Use good questioning strategies to br
desired responses.

e students to
s find i'.: easier
g inquiry
th the whole
ing out the

Additional Suggestions:

1. Included in the attached material is an inq
that deals with the independence of gravitationa
acceleration and mass that can be substituted fo
"Feather & Farthing" demonstration. Howeve: note
brings in Force and Newton's Law concepts that ar
the students in lecture.

uiry lesson
1

2. An alternative to using an air track is to get
and soup can. Start the soup can rolling on the bo
may need to elevate the board a bit). Carry out th
measurements and analysis.

the
that it
ahead of

a board
and (you

same

3. Additional suggestions for optional Part III: "P

pendulum to one side and let it go. What happens to
amplitude as it swings back & forth? Why?"

ull the
the

You will find a key to one of the service shafts o
floor (room 350). The pendulum is hung from the ceilin
12th floor; it serves as an illustration of the effect
length on the period.

Gr.whs

A graph is convenient way to arrange data so that
relationships between two or more "properties" (called
variables by scientists) can be seen at a glance. The grap
will show you how a change in one variable is related to a
change in the other. The independent variably is usually
graphed on the horizontal axis. it's value is specified in
advance. The dependent variable is the thing ::e are
interested in measuring. It is usually graphed on the
vertical axis.

n 3rd
g of
f

h

To draw a graph, first decide which is the dependent
variable, and plot it on the vertical axis. Plot the
independent variable on the horizontal axis. Label the axis

to tell what you are measuring. Include the units you are
measuring in; there might be a big difference between time

(sec.) and time(min.)! Next, determine the scale. You can

approximate it by dividing the number of grid lines by the
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highest data value. This will spread the data points out so
you can see the changes easily. Always start with zero at
the origin, and use equal intervals or units along the
scale. Use different symbols for points and lines
representing different experiments, and clearly label which
is which. Include a title. Refer to Figure 6.

An important value that can be found from a graph is
its slope. The slope is the ratio of changes in the
dependent variable to changes in the independent variable.
The slope is sometimes called "rise over run" (how fast the
curve rises divided by how fast it spreads out [the run]).

Expressing the slope in terms of an equation, we have for
the slope, S;

S =
rise

run

Y2 y1
=

x2 - xl

where yl, y are two values of the dependent variable;

x 2'x1
are the two associated values of the independent

variable.

Reading a graph is easy, if everything is labelled.
For example, suppose we wanted to know how quickly a mug of
fresh hot coffee (Mug A) will cool to room temperature
(15 C) if itis left on the table. We are comparing change
in temperature (the dependent variable) as a function of
time (the independent variable). We decided arbitrarily
that time would be measured at 2-minute intervals. You
would find the graph to look like graph A. Notice how the
line slopes down, indicating that the coffee lost heat with
time. When a quantity is measured against time the slope of
the line is called the rate.

If we put another mug of coffee (Mug B) in the
refrigerator to cool, we could compare their relative rates
of cooling. By looking at graph B, we can see that the
coffee that was in the refrigerator also lost heat with
time (because the graph slopes down), but it reached room
temperature sooner. Thus, from these graphs we could
quickly deteiTilnthat both mugs lost heat, but Mug B lost
heat at a faster rate (because the slope is steeper). From
the graph we cold ask questions like: Why did the graph
level out at 15 C in A? What was the temperature of
the refrigerator? How would the graph look if the mugs
contained ice water (0 C) instead of coffee? How long
did Mug B take to reach 15 C? Mug A? The slope can be
used to answer these questions!!
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Fig. 1. Graphs of a cooling curve

Referring to the graph for Mug A, you can see a triangle
drawn tangent to the curve at point C. The corners of the
triangle will be used to find the slope at C. The slope is
given by:

S =
rise T

2
- T1

run t2 - ti

The size of the triangle run is chosen large for easier
reading of the corners but all sizes have the same slope.

From the Mug A graph we have,

S

14 °C - 27.5 °C

10 min - 2 min

-13.5°C
-1.7°C/min.

8 min at t = 6 min.

Note that the slope varies with time but is pretty constant
in the first 2 minutes.

The slope tells us quite a bit. First the ('-')
indicates that Mug A is losing heat (it is cooling).
Second, since we have a value v8rsus time, the slope gives
uz the rate of cooling --- -1.7 C/min. at 6 min. If we had
done a graph of distance vs. time or velocity vs. time the
slope would again give rates - rates with special names such

as speed or acceleration respectively.
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Summary of Procedure for Plotting Graphs:

1. Allow plenty of space for the graph.

2. Draw the axis. The vertical or y-axis is called the
ordinate; the horizontal or x-axis is called the
abscissa.

3. Determine which type of data to plot on each axis.
Normally the dependent variable is plotted on the
vertical axis and the independent variable is plotted on
the horizontal axis.

4. Determine how to display numerical quantities along
each axis:

(a) It is not necessary to start at zero.

(b) Numerical intervals on one axis need not be the
same as on the other axis.

(c) Intervals should be selected to be of a
convenient size for ease of plotting and graph
interpretation.

5. Label each axis clearly with the type of data being
plotted and the units being used.

6. Plot the points.

7. Draw the straight line or curve which best represents
the plotted points.

8. Interpret the graph - estimate slopes when meaningful.

Purpose: The goal of this lesson is for the student to have
a clear understanding of the independence of gravita-
tional acceleration, g, and mass.

Rationale: The concept of the constancy of g for all masses
is central to solving many basic physics problem. A
clear understanding of the concept is required to
interpret a physical problem.

Performance Objectives:
Given a word problem dealing with mass, gravity, and air
resistance the student will give the correct response
using the results of this lesson.

Given several verbal questions on mass and gravity the
student will respond that "g" is independent of mass
each time.
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Content: Gravitational acceleration is independent of
mass.

Procedure:
The lesson development flows as follows:
(1) Present an experiment. Questions ensue. The

experiment is done. Summarize through student
feedback.

(2) Vary experiment. Questions ensue. The experiment
is done. Summarize through student feedback.

(3) Vary experiment. Questions ensue. The experiment
is done. Summarize through student feedback. (This
last experiment branches to a new topic.)

The sequence of the lesson is such:
(1) Focuser - World Series, Baseball, and falling

objects.

weight

mass - the quantity of matter in a body. More
specifically, it is the measurement of the
inertia or

Q1 - What makes a baseball fall?

response - force of gravity

Q2 - Does it make a difference how much it
weighs?

response - in air, yes - in vacuum, no

Define on overhead weignt and mass

(2) Procedure

(a) Introduce experiment (2 balls, 1 lead,
1 regular)

Q3 - If I release these balls at the same time,
which will hit first?

Generate a general response. Each student
indicates choice.

DO IT

Q4 - What can you conclude about the effect of
the different weights (amount of mass) on
how the balls f4211.

Student response and indicate why they
made that choice.
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Differentiate between mass and weight

(b) Experiment 2 (2 different sized balls)

Q5 - Does size have an effect?

Generate a group response.

DO IT.

Q6 So, what is the important factor?

Generalize response.

(c) Experiment 3 (Paper and ball)

Q7 - Which will hit first?

After response crumple paper and drop it.

Q8 - So, what is the important factor? Why?

Generate response. Evaluate by leading them
into trying it with paper not crumpled.

(d) Thought experiment

Q9 What would've happened in a vacuum?

Have them support their answer by citing
parts of Experiment 3.

Extension of

(1) Focuser - So we've decided that the weight (mass) has
no bearing on the fellow but air resistance does so..

(2) Let's look at Newton's Laws....

We know that a falling body

Fnet
= ma and inertia

the 'weight' of an object is given by F
g

= mg

A body falling is described by

Fnet
= F

a
+ mg net force where Fa is force of

air resistance
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but we can ignore Fa (in our earlier exp.)

so, F
net

= mg but F net ma

a = Fnet

ratio of weight
a = Enet = mg g = inet to mass

= g

Same for all bodies in
the same locale

Enet = g net = g

Much like

C c

D

The kicker is air resistance

so Fnet Fa mg
when in vector form -
Now F

a
depends on the speed

through the air. Ti a faster
it goes the larger Fa will
be until -

mg

F
a

= mg or if you like mg - Fa = 0

which means the object has no net force and thus no

acceleration

What you see is

Paper

since
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So the net force is zero, so it moves at a constant
velocity!

For calc buffs a = v so if v = 0 = v = 0
t t

then V is as constant in time.

Interject parachuters

Interject extension

(3) Closure. Draw a group summary. Stress importances.
Suggest they extend air resistence in their own
experience.

(4) Evaluation Procedures: Following the closure give
them attached question sheet. This is a small
summative check. Formative check is continuous.

Lesson Extension: Develop the mathematics to back-
up our observations.

Materials: 2 tennis balls (1 filled with lead
shot), 1 ping pong ball, 1 basketball, 2 sheets of
paper, 1 observation sheet per 2 people, 1 question
sheet per person, overhead.

1, If you repeat todays experiments on the moon, what would
you notice different?

2. Clearly distinguish between mass and weight.

3. Suppose an elephant and a feather fall from a high tree,
which encounters the greatest force of air resistance in
falling to the ground.

a) the elephant b) the feather c) both the same

Justify your answer

(Note - Elephant clearly the largest - largest frontal
area. But importance is Fa/m; Here the feather is
largest so it reaches terminal velocity quicker).
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4. A boulder is many times heavier than a pebble - that is,
gravitational force that acts on a boulder is many times
that which acts on the pebble. Yet if you drop a
boulC r and a pebble at the same time, they will fall
together with equal accelerations (neglecting air
resistance). The principal reason the heavier boulder
doesn't accelerate more than the pebble has to do with:

a) energy b) weight c) inertia d) surface area
e) none of these

JuLtify your answer.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

TA Notes Lab 2

TREE FORCE

NEEDED: Observation.
The roots of a growing tree can exert unbelievable

force. They can destroy concrete foundations and create
massive upheavals of earth and rock. They can split a hard
rock if growing inside it.

In the drawing a tree growing in a front yard is seen
destroying concrete steps, the walk, and the street curb.

Ir

4

' :4"..."

The large force exhibited by the roots is the combined
forces of millions of tiny cells with fragile walls.

But there is very little energy involved. Energy or
work equals force times distance moved. Power equals energy
over time. Distance moved is small, energy small, time long
(large), lower small.

YOU AND A HORSE

NEEDED: A ruler, a scratch pad, a pencil.
EXPERIMENT: Measure the height of the stairs or steps, then

find out how much energy is used in climbing them.
METHOD: Multiply the height by your weight to get foot-
pounds of energy. Suppose you weigh 110 pounds and the
stair is ten feet high, you have used 1110 foot-pounds of

energy. To change this into horsepower, another figure must

be added: time. Horsepower is 33,000 foot-pounds per
minute, or 550 foot-pounds per second. If you climb the
stairs in five seconds, then your power is 11-- divided by
five times 550, or four-tenths of a horsepower.
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WEIGHT LIFTING

NEEDED: A weight.
EXPERIMENT: Lift the weight as in the drawing at left, and
it is easy. Try to lift it as shown in the drawing at
right, and it is difficult or impossible.
REASON: In the left drawing,
the muscle tension (force upward)
and the weight act alonr the same
line and are equal. Both are
fairly small.

In the right drawing, where
the arm is extended, the muscle
tension times its distance from
the pivot point mast equal the
weight times its distance from
the pivot point (length of arm).
Since the weight is far from the
pivot point and the muscle close
to the pivot point, the muscle
tension must be many times the
weight, if it is to support the
weight.

The lower drawings show
this in an over-simplified manner.
The pivot point is the shoulder
joint.

MUM MOW

AT 3HOULPOI
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GLAMORIZING THE WEDGE

DICTIONARY DEFINITION: A wedge is a piece of wood or metal,
small at one end and larger at the other, used for rending
or compressing.
COMMENT: A wedge is a type of
inclined plane which is pushed
into an object to cut or split it.
The smaller the angle of the wedge,
the easier it is to cut the object;
therefore a sharp knife cuts better
than a dull one.

The push required to move a
wedge into an object is not easy
to determine because of friction.

The wedge is used by carpenters
and woodsmen in the form of the ax,
chisel, plane, and nail. The farmer
turns his soil with a wedge--the plow
A rotating wedge or cam is used to
push up the valve rods in automobile
engines. A needle is a wedge, too.
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DEFYING GRAVITY

NEEDED: A hammer, a ruler, a string a table edge.
EXPERIMENT: Tie the ruler and hammer toget!-Ier as shown, and
they will hang from the table in what will look like a most
precarious manner.
REASON: Most of the weight is in the hammer head, and if
the ruler is moved along the table edge until the center of
weight of the assembly is directly under the edge, the
balance point will be easy to find. It is as if the weight
were hanging straight down from the table. The center of
gravity of the assembly must be on the table side of the
table edge.

MULTIPLIED MUSCLE POWER

NEEDED: A hammer and a nail, a piece of wood, a small block
of wood.
EXPERIMENT: Try pulling the nail with the nose of the
hammer against the wood. Then place the small block under
the hammer as shown, and the nail will be pulled easily.
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REASON: Note the two broken
lines in the drawing. If

the distance of line A is
one inch, and the distance
of line B is 10 inches,
the pull on the handle
places about ten times as
much pull on the nail. If
40 pounds c_ pull is exerted
on the handle, about 400
pounds of pull is exerted on
the nail. The pulling force
applied to the handle will
most ten times as far as the
nail moves.

The hammer is a form of
lever.

*
From: 333 Science Tricks & Experiments, by Robert J. Brown,

Radio Shack, Cat. No. 62-1081.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

T.A. Notes Lab 4 -- Behavior of Gasses

Equipment: Not

1. %ote that the equipment is different from that indicated
in the instru'tions. The scale is now on the plunger,
not on the body of the syringe, and no longer calibrated.
Students will have to calibrate the scale in cm3, finding
the zero volume reading and calculating the volume from
the inside diameter of the syringe body and the scale
reading. A good way to read the scale is to sight across
the top of the syringe body, being careful to eliminate
parallax.

2. The pistons cr plungers should be snug, but not tight,
in the syringe body. If necessary, try a little spray
lubricant (not vasoline; j.t sets up hard af4er a few
days). Please spray into a cardboard box or into the
waste basket. Much of that stuff on the floor makes it
as slippery as ice. If the plungers stick, twist slightly.

3. At the end of lab remove all the
pistons from their syringes they
don't freeze in place.

4. Make a CO2 "generator" to fill
the syringes, as shown below.

5. Put weights on the plunger slowly,
both to prevent large temperature
changes and to prevent ov^rturning
the apparatus.

Demonstrations

1. Liquification of dry ice (to be done by TA's only): Using
the special syringe on the front desk (not the syringes at
the student desks) a 1i tle (pea size) piece of dry ice can
be liquified by hand p,..ssure. If the plu "ger is then
released solid CO2 will form. The plunger will also travel
the length of the lab so aim carefully!

BE SURE GAS STOPCOCKS ARE OFF WHEN DONE!!
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

TA Notes -- Lab 6

CURRENT AND COMPASS

If a current-carrying wire runs directly over a magnetic
compass, the needle of the compass will

a) not be affected by the current
b) point in a directio- perpendicular to the wire
c) point in a direction parallel to the wire
d) tend to point directly to the wire

ANSWER: CURRENT AND COMPASS

The answer is: b. The magnetic.: field lines circle the
current in the wire as shown. The needle of the compass
then orients itself parallel to and along the magnetic field
lines. Therefore the needle is perpendicular to the
current.

Co'
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FARADAY'S PARADOX

This is a coil of wire with a hunk of iron locked in it.

This is a coil of
wire with a hunk
of iron locked in it.

a) If current is made to flow in the wire, the iron becomes
a magnet

b) If the iron is a magnet, current is made to flow in the
wire

c) Both of the first two statements are true
d) Both of the first two statements are false

ANSWER: FARADAY'S PARADOX

The answer is: If current flows in a wire wrapped around
some iron (say a nail), it becomes an electromagnet. Making
such a magnet is an old standard Cub Scout project. But if
a magnet is sitting inside a coil it does not cause a
current in the coil or even charge the wires. In the days
of Queen Victoria, Michael Faraday* and many of his
contemporaries puzzled about this. They thought if current
makes magnetism, then by all rights magnetism should make
current, but how? While wondering about this, Michael
Faraday made his big discovery. A magnet would make a
current in the coil, but only if it was moved inside the
coil and not locked in one place. After all, it takes
energy to make a current and the energy comes from the force
that moves the magnet or the coil.

Faraday's discovery was the key to electric generators. A
generator just moves a magnet back and forth near a coil (or
moves a coil near a magnet) and so makes an electric current
flow in the wire. The Prime Minister of England came to
Faraday's laboratory to actually see electricity generated
in this way. After the demonstration he asked Faraday,
"What good is electricity?" Faraday answered that he did
not know what good it was, but that he did know some day the
Prime Minister would put a tax on it!
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METER TO MOTOR

Wren electrons in a wire flow through a
magnetic field in the direction shown, the
wire is forced upward. If the current is
reversed, the wire is forced downward. If
a wire loop is instead placed in the magnetic
field an the electrons flow in the direction
shown below, the loop will tend to

a) rotate clockwise
b) rotate anticlockwise
c) do nothing

ANSWER: METER TO MOTOR

The answer is: b, for the right side is
forced up while the left side is forced
down as shown. Although this is an easy
question to answer, its point is important
for this is how electric meters work.
Instead of one loop, many loops forming
a coil are used, and held by means of a
spring. When current is made to flow through
the coil the resulting forces twist the coil
against the spring -- the greater the current, th-., more the
twist, which is indicated by a pointer that gives the
reading. It is only one step further to an electric motor,
wherein the current is made to change direction with each
half turn of the coil so that it turns repeatedly.

Underlying electric meters and motors
is the simple fact that electric current is
deflected in a magnetic field. The deflect-
ing force is always perpendicular to both
the current and the magnetic field as
shown in the sketch.



MOTOR-GENERATOR

Both an electric motor and a generator consist of coils of
wire on a rotor that can spin in a magnetic field. The
basic difference between the two is whether electric energy
is the input and mechanical energy the output (a motor), or
mechanical energy is the input and electric energy the
output (a generator). Now current is generated when the
rotor is made to spin either by mechanical or electric
energy -- it needn't "care" what makes it spin. So is a
motor also a generator when it is running:

a) Yes, it will send an electric energy output through the
input lines and back to the source

b) It would if it weren't designed with an internal bypass
circuit to prevent this problem

c) No, the device is either a motor or a generator -- to be
both at the same time would violate energy conservation

ANSWER: MOTOR-GENERATOR

The answer is: a. Every electric motor is also a generator,
and in fact, the power company that supplies the input
energy in effect gives you a refund for the energy you send
back to them. That's because you pay for the net current
and hence the net energy consumed. If you motor is spinning
freely with no external load it will generate almost as much
current as it is powered with, so the net current in the
motor is very little. Your electric bill is low as a
result. The back current, not friction, limits the speed of
a free-running motor. When the back current cancels the
forward current, the motor can spin no faster. But when
your motor is connected to a load and work is done, more
current and more energy is drawn from the input lines than
is generated back into them. If the load is too great the
motor may overheat. If you go to the extreme and put too
great a load on a motor such as to prevent it from spinning
-- like jamming a circular saw in stubborn lumber for
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example -- no back current is generated and the undiminished
input current in the motor may be enough to melt the
insulation in the motor windings and burn the motor out!
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From Thinking Physics by Lewis Epstein. Insight Press (San
Francisco: 1983).
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

HOMEWORK P°OBLEM SET 41

1. If the stick of 'Measurements, Fig. 1" is found to be 50 cm
long and the distance from A to B is found to be 14.6 stick
lengths, then what is the distance from A to B in meters?

2. How many kiloseconds are there in an hour? How many minutes
are there in one kilosecond?

3. Graphs for position versus time are shown below.
A. State whether they indicate constant or changing

velocity.
B. Is the average ve_3city in the interval A-B pozitive,

zero, or negative for each case?

t t

X
A

t

4. A driver traveling to Moscow (a distance of 8 miles)
averages 30 miles/hour for the first four miles. How fast
must she drive to average 60 miles/hour for the total trip?

5. Tic, drag racers are given the go flag. The red car-1 engine
starts 1/2 second later and then accelerates at 5m/s . The
blue r has a good start and takes off immediately at
4 m/s . After 3 seconds from the go flag which car has gone
the farthest? Which car has the largest velocity?

6. For the situation of problem 5 answer the questions for 5
seconds after the go flag.

7. K&F #1-4 - A car accelerates from a speed of zero to
60 km/hour in 12 s. What is its acceleration?

8. K&F #1-7 - At the end of its arc, the speed of a pendulum
is zero. Is its acceleration also zero?

9. A ball is thrown up at an angle of 450 with respect to the
ground, describe how the X and Y components of its velocity
vary as it travels. Continue the discussion until the ball
strikes the ground.

10. Discuss the forces acting on the ball of problem 9 during
this motion, including the forces to start and stop it.



PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

HOMEWORK PROBLEM SET #2

1. A child in a city where the blocks
are square starts from the corner
of West Third Avenue and North Second
Street, and walks south 5 blocks
along West Third Avenue, crossing
Main St:-eet and reaching South
Third Street. She then walks 5
blocks eastward, crossing Center
Avenue to reach East Second Avenue.
She then runs to the corner of
North First Street and East Second
Avenue, and finally she goes along
North First Street to West Fourth
Avenue.

a. What is the distance traveled?
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Figure 1

b. What is the displacement for the entire trip?

displacement = vector position
distance traveled = total length of all segments of trip

500

Figure 2

2. A horse is pulling a heavy cart, and the cart (and
horse) are both being accelerated. Is the force of the
cart on the horse equal and opposite to that of the
horse on the cart? If your answer is "yes," explain how
it is that these equal and opposite forces give rise to
the "net force" that is necessary to cause acceleration.
If your answer is "no," explain whether Newton's third
law is true wille the cart is accelerating.

Explain how the horse becomes accelerated. What
is the origin of the "net force" on him? In which
direction is the net force on the horse?
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3. A horse of mass 600 kg is setting into motion a loaded
stoneboat of mass 400 kg (Figure 2). The force of
friction is 500 N.

a. What forward force F is exerted on the horse
by the ground if tll system has a forward
acceleration of 2ms ? (Hint: Consider the
whole system in solving this part of the problem.)

b. What is the tension in the connecting rope? (Hint:
Consider either the horse or the stoneboat for this
part, as a check, do it both ways.)

4. If ycu push vigorously against a brick wall, how much
work do you do on the wall?

5. When a punter kicks a football, is he doing any work on
the ball while his toe is in contact with the ball? Is
he doing any work on the ball after it loses contact
with his toe?

6. A football player leaps into the air to catch a forward
pass. Discuss the catch in terms of both the conserva-
tion of momentum and the conservation of energy.

7. What is the weight in newtons of a man whose mass is 70
kilograms?

8. What is the mass of a child whose weight is 300 N?

9. The motor on a 75 kg moped exerts a forward force on
the bike of 300 newtons. Find the acceleration of the
moped.

10. How much potential energy does a 60 kg high jumper have
when he/she goes over a 2 meter bar?
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHEnS
PHYSICS BLOCK

HOMEWORK SET #3
(Not to be turned in)

Rotational

1. A penny is laid on the rough surface of a phonograph
turntable, near the outer edge, and the motor is turned
on. The penny does not slip, and it turns with the
turntable with a constant speed of 33 1/3 rev/min. Is
the velocity constant? Is :he penny in equilibrium?

2. Is it possible for a body to be accelerated if its
speed is constant?

3. Consider an atom of aluminum near the rim of a
phonograph turntable turning at 45 rev/min. Does any
centripetal force act on the atom? If so, what is this
force caused by?

4. What is the source of the centripetal force on the
pilot of a plane that is executing a vertical loop-the-
loop, when the plane is at the bottom of the loop,
curving upward?

5. Often when a high diver wants to turn a flip in mid-
air, she will draw her legs up against her chest. Why
does this make her rotate faster? What should she do
when she wants to come out of her flip?

6. As a tether ball winds around a pole, what happens to
the speed of the ball? Why?

Heat

7. Markings to indicate length are placed sn a steel tape
in a room which has a temperature of 22 Celsius. L
suveyor uses the tape on a day when the temperature is
27 C. If he measures the width of a lot to be 30
meters, is his measurement too long, too short, or
accurate? Defend your answer.

8. One hundred grams of ice is at 0° Celsius. How many
calories of heat are required to change all of this to
steam?

9. Give examples to distinguish between temperature and
neat.
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10. What would happen if the glass of a thermometer
expanded more upon heating than did the liquid inside?

11. Why can potatoes be baked more quickly by putting a
piece of metal through them?

12. Suppose you are outside on a below-freezing day. Why
would it be more dangerous to lick a steel pole than a
piece of wood?
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

HOMEWORK PROBLEM SET #4

1. A rod with a positive charge is brought near, but not
touching, an electroscope. Its foil stands out. Why?
What kind of charge is on the foil?

2. A rod with a positive charge is brought near, but not
touching, an electroscope. When we remove our finger and
the positively charged object, does the foil move? Why?
What kind of charge is on the foil?

3. Two objects are charged: one positive, the other negative.
What happens when they touch?

4. Assume you have a solid metal ball and a hollow ball of the
same size and material. Which cne can you place the most
charge on? Why?

5. A charged comb often will attract small bits of dry paper
which fly away when they touch the comb. Why?

6. You need a 27 volt battery but all you have is a box of
several 1.5 volt batteries. Sketch a circuit that would
enable you to get your 27 volts from them.

7. The figure to the right illustrates
two resistances - one large and one
small connected to a battery.
In which resistor is the current
largest? Why? Which resistor
has the most voltage across it?
Why?

Small Resistance

8. Given three light bulbs and a battery, sketch as many
different electric circuits as you can.

9. Discuss the changes in energy that occur as a charge moves
through a circuit.

10. A wire carries a current from south to north. If a
compass is placed above the wire, will it deflect in the
same direction as it will when placed below the wire?
Explain.

11. Two parallel wires carry electric currents. Do they affect
each other? Why?
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12. 'Lou are an astronaut stranded on a planet with no test
equipment or minerals around. The planet doesn°t even have
a magnetic field. You have two pieces of iron in your
possession; one is magnetized, one is not. How could you
determine which is magnetized?

13. There are irregular variations in the strength and direction
of the earth°s field at points on the surface having the
same latitude. What could cause these variations?

14. A beam of particles shoots through your dormitory room.
If you would like to know whether they are electrically
charged, how could a magnetic field resolve your problem?

15. What will be the effect of rotating the coil of a
generator at a faster rate?

16. When you hear an electrical device numming, it is likely a
transformer producing the sound. What causes transformers
to hum? What frequency of hum do you expect from the
transformer?

17. Could a current be induced in a coil by rotating a magnet
inside the soil?

18. Why will a transformer not work for DC?

19. Propose some experiments that you could do to show that
gravity, electricity and magnetism are different
phenomena, and discuss the conclusions 4-hey provide.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK

HOMEWORK PROBLEM SET #5
(Not Due)

1. How long must a mirror be in order that a person 2 meters
tall can see his whole image (standing) in the mirror?
(Be careful - the answe*: is not 2 meters.)

2. Suppose you are told only that two colors of light (X and Y)
are sent through a prism and that X is bent more by the
prism than is Y. Which color travels slowest in the glass
of the prism?

3. Is the lens shown in Figure 1 a
converging or a diverging lens? Why?
Why do you suppose a lens shaped like
this is often used in eyeglasses?

4. Use the law of refraction to convince
yourself that the path followed by a
ray of light through a pane of glass
is as shown by the dark line in
Figure 2. What does the gray
line show?

6. Interference patterns can be produced
by the two light waves shown in
Figure 3. Explain.

7. To reduce the glare from light
reflected off water, should polarizing
glasses cut off vertically or
horizontally polarized light?
Explain.

8. Does the light produced by a neon
sign constitute a continuous
spectrum or only a few colors?
Defend your answer.

9. Which has more energy, a photon of
ultra-violet "light" or a photon
of yellow light?

Figure 1

Figure 2

10. Refer to Figure 4. Would you expect the energy of the
electron to change more or less from n = 1 to n = 2 as
compared to n = 2 to n = 3? Why? Is the distance from
n = 1 to n = 2 greater or less than the distance from n = 2
to n = 3?
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11. 12/6 C and 13/6 C both have 6 protons in the nucleus.
12/6 C and 11/5 B both have six neutrons. The first pair
are both the same element, but the second pair are not. Why
is the number of protons so much more important then the
number of neutron.?

12. Alpha particles emitted with exactly the same energy as beta
particles do not penetrate as far. Why?

13. If an element has a half-life of two days, how much of an
original sample of two milligrams remains after eight days?
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
PHYSICS BLOCK EXAM 1

11 April 86

Answer questions on a separate page.

1. 36 pts. - Define or describe the following concerts.
Be brier
but complete and clear.
A. Average Velocity
B. Acceleration of Gravity
C. Newtons Second Law
D. Action-Reaction (Newtons Third Law)
E. Momentum
F. Conservation of Energy
G. Angular Momentum
H. Temperature
I. Heat
J. Heat Capacity
K. Triple Point
L. Thermometric Properties

2. 13 pts. -- A basketball player shoots a basket from 20
ft. away from the basket. It's a high arching shot
that drops neatly through the basket for a score.
Describe all of the forces on the ball as it is being
shot by the player, as it travels to the basket and as
it drops through the net. Also describe the motion as
the ball travels from the player to the hoop, be sure
to indicate the velocity and acceleration at important
points in the trajectory such as the point of release.
The peak of the path and just before it hits the net.

3. 12 pts. -- A student is standing on a scale in an
elevator. The elevator is accelerating at 2 m/s. If

the student's mass is 60 kg, what does the scale read
in Newtons?
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4. 13 pts. -- Consider the amusement park ride below;
(Note: The car starts by being lifted to a point on the
left side from which it is released. No further energy
is provAed.)

A. Does the car have to start higher than the central
loop?

B. Where does the centripetal force on the rider come
from at the bottom of the central loop?

C. Where does the centripetal force on the rider come
from at the top of the loop?

D. Write down the equation that tells us how fast the
riders are going when they are a distance y above
the bottom.

5. 13 pts. -- A playground merry-go-round has a flat
horizontal disk with a freely rotating bearing at its
center. A child pulls him/herself toward the center of
the disk.
A. How is the rotational velocity of the

merry-go-round affected?
B. How is the angular momentum affected?
C. How is the kinetic energy of rotation affected?
D. Does the child have to work to move toward the

center?
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6. 13 pts. -- A new substance is being studied,
(a 1 g piece), it starts out as a solid at -100C and
is warmed by adding heat at the rate of 25 cals/sec.
The data below indicate the behavior as it heats and
subsequently vaporizes.

Sao

so

-yo

- /0 3 y 5- G 7 Y /0 / /2
(-5)

A. What is its melting temperature?
B. What is its boiling temperature?
C. How much heat did it require to melt?
D. How much heat is required to raise the liqvi.d

phase 1C ?
E. In what phase is the specific heat the largest?
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Physics Teaching Resources

A. Books and Publications

1. Refer to the references of each lab write up.

2. Thinking Physics - Gedanken Physics, by Lewis C.
Epstein. Insight Press (San Francisco: 1983).
Excellent collection of non math physics questions
ith complete physical eTarions. This book
hill help develop physical understanding.

3. Physics Experiments for Children, by Muriel
Mandell. Dover Publications (New York: 1968).
Good collection of simple demonstrations using
everyday objects.

4. Science Experiments and Amusements for Children,
by Charles Vivian. Dover Publications (New York:
1967).

5. The Physics Teacher, journal published by the
American Association of Physics Teachers.
The journal is designed for high school physics.
However many of the topics and demonstrations
taiked about are applicable to elementary school.
Talk to your local physics teacher for ideas.

6. 333 Science Tricks & Experiments, by Robert J.
Brown, Radio Shack, Cat. No. 62-1081.

7. Safe and Simple Electrical Experiments, by Rudolf
F. Gray. Dover Publications (New York: 1973).
Fantastic source of inexpensive science experiments
using everyday materials.

8. High school physics texts.

9. Elementary School Science Curriculum Guides

B. Sources of Equipment

1. Contact local businesses, (e.g. optometrist for
lenses).

2. Radio Shack for electrical equipment, (e.g.
buzzers and switches).
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3. Edmund Scientific Company, Barrington, New Jersey
08007.
Contact them for a catalog. They have many
interesting items, (e.g. prisms, lenses,
luminous paint).

4. Your local Educational Service District office.

5. Your local high school physics teacher. He/she
has many ideas and items that can be of use to you.

6. Local colleges.

7. Current information. Attached are articles and
quips that you mignt find useful.
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2. Just after a rock is dropped out of a window, It is
in equilibrium. The force which the rock exerts on the
earth is equal and opposite to the force which the earth
exerts on the rock. Consequently, Newton's third law
applies here, and the net force on the rock is zero.

3. An object is thrown vertically Into the air. it rises
to a maximum height, and then falls again. As It rises. its
acceleration is positive, and as it falls, its acceleration
negative. At the maximum height, it is momentarily at
rest, and its acceleration is zero.

Notice that all three of these examples are drawn

that physics is usually presented as a proble-soiv.ng dis-
cipline, and students thus have a good deal of practice in
solving homework problems in preparation for examina-
tions. However, most students who take introductory
physics will not, in the future, be called upon to make
calculations. instead, they will need to make informed
evaluations of written statements, both formal and informal.
The critical reading and correction of paragraphs containing
errors thus has a place both in homework problems and on
exannatinns.
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ONWARD ?Ay; as

IF I DROP THE. BAG OF CLOTHESPINS
AND THE SINGLE PIN AT THE SAME
TIME, WHICH WILL PALL-To THE

C, ROUND FIRST ? is

I.
it

J LILL 1_

8
Ito unt,

1..

THAT'S EASY: THE BAG
OF CLOTHESPINS
HEAVIER, WHICH MEANS
GRAVITY PULLS ON IT
WITH MORE FORCE.
So THE BAG OF PINS
WILL ACCELERATE
,AORE AND HIT THE
GROUND FIRST!

L iULILi

1

NOT TRUE !THE BAG
OF CLOTHESPINS HAS
MORE MASS, WHICH
15 TO SAY, HAS MORE
INERTIA...1T VVILLBE
LESS RESPONSIVETO
GRAVITY AND LAG

BEHIND THE
SINGLE PIN

SO THE SINGLE
PIN WILL HIT THE
GROUND FIRST!

I 1
AM111111

SINCE THE F3AG HAs BoTH A
GREATER WEIGHT Op A GREATER,
INERTIA, ONE OFFSETS THE OTHER:

(WEI6Harydwv6in-\ a.

MASS ..,,,k "" 1h7 4

THE ACCELERATION IS EQUAL FOR BTU!

384 THE PHYSICS TEACHER SEPTEMBER 1985
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You SAY YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND
WHY SATELLITES ORBIT --WATCH THIS --
TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE WHEN I DROP

THIS ROCk

CORRECT! Now I'LL
MOVE MY HAND SIDE-
WAYS WHEN I DROP
1T--- WHAT DO Y6U
055=RNM?

ANA! IT FALLS
AGAIN.-- ONLY
THIS TIME IT
FOLLOWS A

CURVED PATH

v

IT FALLS STRAIGHT
DOWN BECAUSE OF

GRAVITY

CORRECT! WHEN I DO IT AGAIN AND
MOVE MY HAND EVEN FASTER WHEN
I DROP IT, WHAT Do YOU OBSERVE ? ...

TWO THINGS :Th
OBSERVE IT FALLS
FARTHER DOWN
RANGE, AND IT
TRACES A WIDER
CURVED PATH

i GET IT! ITWILL
STILL BE FALLING,
BUT DUE TO THE
MATCHING CURVE
OF THE EARTH, IT
WILL FAu.. AROUND

THE "..ARTH RATHER THAN
INTO IT. IT WILL BE
AN EARTH SATELLITE;

EXCELLENT! Now WHERE \
WOULD IT LAND IF IT MOVES
FAST ENOUGH SO THE CURVED
PATH IT TRACES MATCHES THE
CURVATURE OF THE EARTH ?

. BUT IS IT
REALLY THAT
SIMPLE ?

YES! THERE ARE
VARIATIONS TO CONSIDER,
BUT THE BASIC PHYSICS
CF SATELLITE MOTION ,
IS THAT SIMPLE %WI:

592 THE PHYSICS TEACHER DECEMBER I965
OPMetwf.1.1T*1. 'P.. .0,44., .
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Children's dynamics

RO(,ER OSBORNE

Newtonian dvnatnii.1 with its logical structures and leashing sequence
would appear straightforward to learn. but somehow It is not Even university
physics students can have problems with some of the most basic ideas Consider,
for example. that 77% of a stoup of first year university physics students could
cope with the relatively complex applied mathematics task of Question I of
table I but only 61% of the group could correctly answer Question 2 Why
would Question 2, which Involves very central and bask Ideas necessary for even
an elementary understanding of Newtonian dynamics he so difficult for stu
dents who have studied physics for thee years"

A sloser arc:Iyais of Question 1 shows that 28% of the students IN 3. 120)
chose an answer which included 'The Bose of the hit" as one of the liars
acting on the hall Such a viewpoint, sometimes called impetus theory that a
moving obrecl necessarily has a force in it on the doestion of motion is tom
non amongst students of physics in many sou including Iran
an and 11 S s Ow own studies tn New Zealand' show that impetus like

oeliefs appear to actually increare in popularity during the won high school
years and are very common amongst elementary school teachers It is interesting
to note that the impetus theory was held by some (d:ek and Medieval pintos°
phers including Galileo in his early willing,, and the similarity of these beliefs
over centuries suggest that they are a natural outcome of experience with
leirestnal motion s

there may exist a whole system of sonseplions s ,,,,,, unding an impetus
like belief sn the beginning physics student Certainly patsy of the ideas held by
OLten and students akenn force and 100l10/1 are interrelated and interdepend
fail llowever, as we shall discuss, they do not tom anYtfuna like the IoacaJ
Mtustote of intetessnntsted ideas found in a Newtonian formulalsop

Children's ideas about force and related topics olds as Imhof,' and
gravity' suggest that commonly held non Newtonian sonsputins include

moving ro. y as a °ice in
Me speed of a body rs Lamed by the Inise
A stronger force will cninpletely dominate a weaker Mica
All things fall down, but heavy things fall fastest
1 sic lion is something which only owns when things 'nose

rii non increases with the speed of sliding
Donets" like table tops slop °Melts falling

()Neils can resist sliding because they are sinik
h ,,,,, of rest 11,1 fundamentally different lino the suit ui motion

12ivity ith height above the earth
there is no air there is no gravity

Roger 1 Osborne ts Reeder in
err dad Duran, al Ihe

St sin,. f dutanon R 11

I 'tor ear the (1n YYYYY Ily

114/1(dIr. 1111 A Inreran
1,1 ti WIC id',, Winn 'Yarn,

,Aerie ;du vii s Maranon, and IOU
,IrrIll Amon?. foruler ton

hddrrnI 1 onreptinnr rn 8,1

.nrr Weparimeni 11111111.

'11111,11/1 et/ Wabialti 11001111On

Ne hplend I

1 tie above ideas are also held by SOIlle 'dolts and are certainly not unique to
chaJler Nevertheless in terms of leaching and learning at the 6 hind level it as
useful In collet fully describe these moons rs part of childien 1 JTmmic "
On the other hand, this is not meant to imply that the above ideas are held by all
I 'Witten or that any one child would hold them all However, they are frequently

- -
I he basis of an address to a SVUOI Plucks Teachers' onference.11amdion New Zealand,
January. 1984
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Table I

A comparison of two physics problems
(best answers IN and 6 t rest' ly 1

the three Inrses (-1.goart tlgts ase )

F, 575

Far -27* 2 7
= 27- 27

act concurrently al the point 3 'is 5 7 The
torque with respect to the Nun 27+ 5 lis

(a) 2 -'11./m 01 4k Nur ILI 10 7 Nm

(dl 127 Nm (ell5k Nm

2 A golf ball is traveling through the air as shown

A student stales that there are three furies on the
ball
A the Ione of gravity
B the force of the hit
( the Lute of the air resistance

In fact t;.; force nn the ball is made up of

(al A only lb) A and B only _l A and ( only
Id) A, IL and ('only tel Band( only

heard when children talk about force and motion further,
children make statements which follow as a demi wince
quense n1 these Ideas for example. if a child who thinks
that 'it there is no au there can he no gtavity" is told that
"'hue is no air on the moon" then it is not surprising that
hr or she might assume that "there is no gravity nn the
nil nn this latter view is held by some 44't of 17 year old
plods in 16w Zealand

Various studies have shown how difficult it is In
change the ideas that children hold Certainly, our own
attempts to change school childres s ideas about force and
motion have yielded nosed success and even bong aware of
the intuitive ideas that university students hold has not
enabled us to be entliely sticsesslul in our leaching, as we
have exemplified whet

Minitheorks
How do children acquire "children's dynamics"'

( eriainly it would appear not to have been taught in them
hui rather through experience and the use of language they
have generated then own theories as to how and why thing
kehave as they de

II has been argued by ( lastoni ° that through learn
ing about the world, from the day we ale born, we develop

thrones which apply to spcolic situations and help u.,
to make media:on, and dear& on certain actions the
theories may opeute at a sic ...sous level of thinking,
they need not he saisulated, and can be used in a soon
tanemos and intuitive way 1 or example a child requires a
"'henry" Munn Nowt jute motion rI he n1 she is to success
fully Latch a ball, Mal it may he a theory he sit she would
he quite unconscious of and unable 10 ailisulate ant
JbeolitS also enable tn_offei ifricaufla Eng

pont& etplana rums 1 or these things 10 In. n) the
theories need 10 be tamed sioosiously and AIN Waled in
the I had s developing language

( hildren are not too interested in coherence between
theories and therefore mini theories night be e ;lorded to
17w finite range of applicability and be conical
dependent Gravity increases with height above the earth"
and "there is no gravity in space" can be two mini theories
without conflict in mend In t ontrast physicists
have become increasingly preoccupied about coherence
between theories and this has led to complex and ahsiiact
conceptions which are far removed from simple explana
lions of everyday phenomena

Children, like scientists, change mini theories when rt
2s expedien1 to do so Chalon argues that either the theory
itself is changed, which results in changes in predictions
actions, descriptions or explanations, Of the sit of Wita
lions, to which the Theory is consideted to apply is

chanted Such changes are likely to be caused by mamma
predistions or ai lions, or descriphons or explanations
which are found not to be useful On the other hand,
theories are reinforced when they lead In predictions,
actions, descriptions, ante explanations considered appro
plate and successful by the Boner

Clusters of mini-theories
We have so far dostingutshed between what we have

called "children's dynamics" and "'thymus's dynamics' a
distinction between intuitive ideas lonnulated by the child
and ideas based on our heritage and sultme However, rt
has been implied by Claxton that there may be two distinct
Ousters of nom theories within "children's dynamics"
which could be called "jut dynamics" and "lay dynamics "
The three clusters gut dynamics, lay dynamics and
physicists' dynamics are disonguishable, although
probably not entirely separable

Gut dynamics Einstein is reputed to have slated that even
a p half his or her physics by the age of three
Mush of thus is dynamics, and it is largely gut dynamics
Through Mal and error this learning (hauls in the home and
Is based on driest experience rather than language the
active efforts made at a young age to comprehend the
world enable children to make predictions about what will
happen, for example to an object thrown from the high
chair or kicked along the kitchen hoot i.ut dynanuss rs
about the tangible world and influrnses ;nolo; Chilly and

Iception This perception can he quite &fluent loon the
ready staring one in the fact, e g Alm shape of the path ill
a proles trle

The collection of mini t hennas sonstituling "gut
clynamics" lend to be unarticulated and nil ii essarily
co.actous Rather they ate shown in a person ianeous
reactions and intuitive judgments and tested el, nOst does
it work'' and "Is il useful Gut dynanuss provides the
individual with the ability to rnielast physically with the
world whether it he for work nr pleasure Sport is Imply
played using' got dynamic,

samples of gut dynamo s for many people would
include, heavy Omits fall lastest , things need a push to get
them going, you have to keep pushing to keep things
moving, rubbing causes thIngs to heal up and wear out

Language is very much scsond place to experience in
terms of gut dynamics, but where it is mwdved it is the
everyday spoken language of the cI mmunity. c g "hit the
ball skim lathe topof the hat and it will not jar so mush'
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t,,i li 5 lililil i' gill ilynanit, s *hy h is ('ascii on
un cii e 5CIli lie Ia) dynamts is i - d tn the (1,1w and
s,,nieuil iii cite Ia llgilage the i hdd (111*, Up Iii speak and I he
a,,.iinis and Iiulages i'f euwlientes i.'nvcyed by Chine with
wl,,iiii it,, .h,tit shines in siliCa,! Ihe iiieitia, alid the
aiilhiiis it the hook, he iii ,ht leads ( listen algues that
these ideas n,ay be accepted passively ,tghi unseen auid
qiadiially. su, iliac the child may glow UI' not eve, ,eali,i,,g
Chat the) ale their Ike wealth ot visual and verbal mini
l,,aliiin thai th,e avei age hild iccelves liii e saiiiple (huh

'slai Wa,, and 'Spate Invaders" tnviilning tone held, Unit
lilac wasps NASA pinlures and '(hat 5 Insiedihlc' in
viits,iig weiglilles. astli,naul, and (eats iii magic Cliii
nile, hii,u iii lid with a uiiised-sup stule iii tail (a niasy and
('tIn I dali d lii ilynaiiii. s Phi, sliuie is ,jUile enlensive even
('clue the shuid ieaclues si hoot and may be hetil i5tnle
,n.teti Cliii ntl) iii gut ilynanuti s and nut ielatcd Ill ii

I ,ai,iple, iii lay ilynai,u,cs would he Ih. idea I hal
a.i iu,iiauits au weighiless In thy thai e 5liiiitli-'' I NASA

pu sanest iii intones t,iilsin and heiui e iidos es weal
II V aulvi iil,ciiteiull s;uaie hand lehtiiiiss tliiii(iil engine,
ai all itiiies (Slai Waist the hiiiceuu( the i spluis,uin can
hi seen In the ulaiiiage" tHem, I and tile tiiii e held kepi
hiiti iiUI Isv tense I i.liiin sluny I

lay dynalulti, plilvides an indisid.u.l mutt knowledgc
Sisal ian hc Unit iii pi.ivide eniehcainung ciinvelsacioiu

!evel. sin Tttit lhiii, ! ins au doing Chings

II,, iii isis ill guano, s In Ihe sclio,ul suiting phuysu. IsIs

it iaiii,i s is pi ihiialily Newluinlan dynatluis s It appeals Ii.
ilian) hegiiuniiig physics studeluls Iii apply lii a siiange
55 null lit Ills i,ii,ihe.s sliupss and .iilIeys iinutullln glavita
I,u.iiah lielils ahuit liuiinl masses and lhgiil tight liids and
iuu.tsslc.s things ill uiuliliilili iensiiin I ye,, iii the labolaliuiy
au na Is au Cables anil au pUlleys iiui;'ly all alieiulpl lii
utriuii,nshiaii siiiiui lancas) wu,l'.l set apalt lion, leaiit)

Whole gil d) uiainui s i,ouIuts in e spelieni e and hay
IS iiainius hiulluls 'In en, lyday langliagi L5h, so sI s dynain

ii. has a iingii,stii anil iiiaihei,,atiial siipelsiiius hue ot its
i.wn 'uiiletiiiics,i us ciilulu_jflfliu(jjiii e sasiuphe a i a,
liuuising a, a shi all) shieclh aioi,nd a liii itla i l'ahlu us ai ii Itt
aCing alIt Clii. tiuuulii is liii iips'n lii pit sI iiin I he k nuiwl
ilge is aliiiiilaii,i iinusiiuiiisiy and uhi'tlhi iaiihy tiauliili,I
it ant Ce,, ise,h and it hinds' uciiJ. tuaitiin a hsehlv so

iii chic si_I ut hilea, A saiiahlc ailluuuini ui ai use and sell
iii d i spi i ui,ie,,ial un is piissuhle bill the i s pi i uelices

liii, ii lii iii slum lhe lilnitat tons lit the tili ali,eil I hei,ltes
i luau piviit,iig suiptuil,trng eviuti ni i lii lieu uselol
I sanipli s iii physisisls dynaiiiiis C,iiont,asl with the

flu aiiil tap ilyluailuissihusills,eil eailii i iii. tuidi all liii ty
lelliiig lililigs asiitelaie iiwali!s the i aiih at nIt his
an Iii,,, ituisirig at a slea,l, s1leiit ha' n liii lie a' Chug
in ii ant ltii hu5e iii glavuls' ai t soil iii. uaiu,naut lii
ii liii ji ii lelai iiug h,iuu ii hil iowa,it liii siiiti I lit che

Iitlegrattoi; tul clusters

/ilt ind,vtiluuils have at Ii a.i lwu,slimut, is ii i,lini
itii.un. Slit itynllllui 5 aliul lay ,tynaiiiim S l,iiw I vc'i siii
.1. nls I physii s uinl,uiihiheili luavu' thu ilusti s oh niini

ii. iai h di iisid liii,, a ihilli lent iealluilhg hasi hI,
Itt, 5, slimileills ut, guale thi'ii glut lay and piuysli isis
ilynai,,i, s mlii a suilli lent mnlellelatid whi,li ' Miii h ut the
ii scant, tiled eailni siiflests that nuaiiy ito niH Mai,y
imasmins all lii hllil liihwalil Ii Ihis

il6 hli lysil 5 ItOh Ill II Plilvi Mlii ii iiUa
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I Many silidi nis dii not alspuei late thaI tht ai,l, uml ii
nii'ntal) dynaiiiti s s olulsss lslOjovlde_lhentwili
altelnaiivec,i nseptuiatiiatiiill lii gUt dyivanutss osig
)angiiage d,Flclei,I (lily Ike 1ingo 01 j!Lul,,u.
Rails', Ihe) simply assl,ih,e that lhc teachel is Ilyitig il
hell' thaI, Sec cllnnccliilns between the,l gut and lab
itynai,u,i s aiuil ill hell' then, slliess theil jUl dynaiin.
lull, e tIes lively One cv, n slIsIles Is Chat SlIme clviii, lila

iy si h,iuil lea. hels alt ,i,,dei ills sai,le iutislplirehensi,ln
(he aptiai ent in, Icase in 11liiitality ut iinpCIUs-Iike Ids au
tti..iuugh tnnuiil h,ghu Ss iiuiu.h iivay simply Idled that Ih,
pliluls have he, ,,lne lulille Iluciut at i uplessing Ihe,, gum

dnna,Ii,ss und,iiih'leilI) dii di vet,,1, a sec uI 'physiu ist
dynaiuitcs ,ntl,u hhr,ii is whu, Ii cihahls them Co opelati
In the ideahecd would ut the lahiihaiiily 'enpelimenl
and I he physti s e sa,,iinaii,un tiallel lhuiwesei they ,llen
dii not leiaie thts as1,eml iiIih,shs' dynani,cs"ti,
01e11 gui and lay dynauiuiis in an) sensible way as Ihey
see nh need to it,, Ibis t ,t,t dyna,li,, s enables line iii
play tie has key, lay d) nam,ss enabtes line Co talk about
Sill Wals, white phiysis,sls dynai,ii, s enahles one ti, du
physics assignments hide Is no t'ii,bk,n'

1 ii lh,nk thliiugh dilleleni aspecls iii Cat,lay, and physr
c,sls' dynamics whele they can be applied ho the same
s,lUa$ ions so Chit a c,ilteteijt an LtnKvatcd mew ut
dynan,tcs is sloled In nieniory ian tie threat, to one's
ego (I might lath, io sUirently Uset,it knowledge 51IUC

tu,,es (,I n,tghl lUin lathei Chanhc,Lgame of ice
hockey) ot ,t nay sii,ipty annoy fluendt and limit1,,
IM,,m d,uesn't Undelstai,d it I lath hike 0UI l!!121c5

lea, her)
Pelhuatus, th, lel,,ie II Is 1,111 sli siliplistng thai ii,,

lnlany stuiul, his Ih,ei, tilt aiud lay utyi,aul,tss ale li,ll develop
ed thulilUgh Ihei, thysiu s sluuiiss s in is, till ways ni, ale
Ihe) ,, haled II, whal Cl,, y ale taught iii he physu, s s last

Allernative hlltS hut leacllhhrg dyitauiiics
the plevuuiuis disciisuiiiii l ad. lis II, ,,u,,s,dei whuau

huuhit i.e uuuil aiills luui hue l a, h .11 01 d)ilairii,s II tile
,shio,uh level I tasluin nigh, 5 we al, taisul with Iwo in
culnlpat it.Ie alteuhiatives
I Iii teaitt pellyll 'i'tu),lhi.tsht)nailiils as a new tan

g,iagi aiid s lint eptoahi,aln'n wiuh,iuiul atteilupt nt Ill link
it I,, glut and hay dyiva,iiuu

2 tui luelp I hitdhl n desehuut. 11,101 ahiuhily to Ihiake 1911111
hums, pehllulti. act ions ills' i ihs a,,d splain itoh ilui and
th'e causes ut that uuuuuiuhln ash SI lalss Cu Ihe,, whuttul

In oltiei whuids us till a,uuu ud dyivauiuus s Is aching iii
inculcate chulltls n inch a new taiiguags' and clint I rcuiali
zahuhunw,lhuuuml hegaid Ii,, lieu il sunt ,da,, ill mc ii to
help chuldlen make ('nIl I ss'iisl Ill lie w,iutd In whi1h lucy
ultenrty lund lllemsllves Is ii ti uiuipuisl ph) sit IsIs

htynalultcs lit Co devethup gilt anul lay lt)nauluuss t,uwaull a
huml,l'hihtuelcnt and has till vItwIllitiut

let is slunsuutel ,,amh 1it lb,'51 alhl'l,uativls
leaching ,ihi shi IsIs' lu uigigui 5 Ical hiu,ug phystcusls it) haul
ic 5 uuuvu,Ives a vIew Ihiat Ph) Oh isIs II) naluuul 5 us lIght allul
any alit u ivatlse vlwnllnl us suiiipty wIling'' ii al last a

iii ussuuns ephuuluu Siti I, uiuissuiuiu lilt uhulus all best uguuuill d sun1
I leas hung am, Is huh 11,111 velmlil Ilis ad Ii a1 y clul,elence
flu did tiveness hut Ihe chit,! s evl u yltay I nshuui nhels wulh

nlumli,uiul ii, ,Iesehiu1u his 1,1 lieu languuagi' in whims h S h'el u

enl es bass 1 ui, this schuul uiuu ntl is Ian h,c alt II ulated Rat hel

iii. jul11 is sunupty Iii ellect tuans,,ulss,uin il a hilvl) Ill
t ilulis lelIge Sullied floluu a nIl undependeni Ill l'uuoi 5 SI'clr
huh a,,d use ol langUage Indeed, lclaitilg hhe tihuas hhuumg

lahiuihut iii evelyday esanuples and analogues, all" 1,1 the

1ullulul,hin use ol language. may hiuudet lalheu hhuail lieu',

sunue it wdl call up" unwanted aspecls jul gui and tay
ttynaunics (InIOltuisaiety. the plohleiuu wilh this apploach is
ihal chtldlen necessaluhy hlung theuh guI auud lay dynauuuucs
lu Ihe physics lesson ('htldien cannol absolh, new meantngs
hnut can only COnsIlUt,t tdeas un Iheti own heads oIu the basis
if what they knIuw alleady A chuld s gIll and lay dynamics
ale used Co cm)nshrUct meanings, whethei we luke 1 uil nuut,

and so what 5 taughl can olten be nulsintelpleted Ii, Celifis

oh thea, attelnaltst concepluons While htuutted school
succes, can be gained by rote learntng (umlniulas. the tack 01

,neantngful undetstandung can lead to an inabthuty thu

apply the knowledge to Ihe slmtviuug uh even the siuuiphest

plob'ems That some university sthudenhs conlunlme Co apply
Iheul uninfluence4 guI dynamtcs, albeti dtesscd up In Ihe
language ol ha sd physucisis dynalluucs, to IllIuhiems
lequtling physu' dynamic- suggesis that Chic teachtng
physlcisls' dyisamtcs" approach Sss been even less suscess
(ul than we might have Ihlou't
Developing real world ideas shoal d,'na,nirs I he au,n hele

is to help chddren betlet undelsland the,, p.esent idea
hhe telaluonshup belween those ideas and how thieve ,d,as
can be modthed and developed Ill hunplove real wlilld pie
diclion. actIon. descliplion, and euphanaluon (he ideas ii,
hell, a child towaid a smuheleni inlegialed and tisehi't
IlOd" 01 kcieuwledge by acceplmng as a stalting point the
child's pie%eu.t ideas

The ploblem with the "develuupuiig leal woOd ideas'
ipploach is thai each child lives wtth his il her owiu lulunu
theiuly-sluslels ol gui. la).and phys,c,sis' dynauuuies and Ihe
rnduvudoal cabling, challenging, and nil,dltying 01 views is
cleaul) inmplactical wil h halge classes In addutulun, nuhust

syllatsuises and e sa,nunalmons sic not desugiued wmihu thus atm

oh leaching dynamics tn mind I sahuilnatuon papels smiiuply

assess how ntuch physucusls' dynaiuuucs is k nhuwn and mu,ost
esaminels ale nhul concetned ahohul Ike state huh a child
gut and lay dynamics and whether ot nun they ale
coherenhly linked to physicists' dyna,umuss Peihaps in Ihus
regaid Q 2o( Table I nuay be consudeled an unfaut question
since it attempts ho evaluate stich hrnkages'

Whush ol Ihe above two au ns ts adopted by Ieachels
at piesent' (lot expertence ol walchiui1 lessons on dynanmics
al Ihe elenuentaly school level suggesis Ihat the lealnung
envutonuneni at thai level is often a silange mislUle of
nualnip gilt dynanuis s Ibm pupIls. Inahnly tay dynauulics
111,11, Ihue teal hel and smnupiutied phystl Ists dynalnul 5 lion,
Ihe st,ilusuiltim denehl,tlel thug I) hhi,lh,llmhledly I'ltmaiy
tea, hueus w,uuld lmke Ii, de vetuup in chiuld us,u ieal wotld udeas
abiuuh llynaliiucs bull Ihey ale nemlhcl awale Iii childuen's
piesent lIleas 01 hiw Ihey ti's Ilesl he developed They
te, euve litHe usciul guidance lii ituus till e sample as hlvilies
(leujuentty siuggesled involve chuldlen iii uolluu,g hall healing.s
allots desks, lii shid,uig bIlls Is down i'lauues Sums hi espeli

ewes alt' (amuhiai Cli att chuh,ilen aulul Ihlumupleicty Sue,

pletahie in celms ol I huldlelu's gut dynaullul s
As a chinsfltuenl e ii us nut suiillhslng Itual chuuidlen aie

eli wulh a heeling that teashels ale !tLhSi.
them sehace a language to hhi, g1j,dhimiuss

Al the imuniol sd ,in1laiy shIllilil hess'l Ihiell is a wiile
lange hI Ieau hmlig Ilmuwevel ml us tustiaihy h,ased uun lIme

''leas hung phyuii isis' dyna uulul 5 apluulal hi au.1 lIhul c vuill Ill

Igut dynamics nvulonmant I

I atom tha thttd
f 101 tnalnhng

1t iayusamtcstus I

\thl.school

stmphtlt.d
physicist
dyusamlcs Ibm I

Iii. cslllICs,Ium I

davalop.l

hay dynamics
lIon, tha tnhCIi.l I

FIg I The elemnusialy ,ntuu,0l iealnhg ennvonmnenl may ne a
atiaumgt mtxhuie

would suggest thai this is largely unstuccesslul 101 the
ieasons discussed ealluel

At the senior ,econdaly school level "leaching physu
chstU' dy.samtcu" approach and "developing teal wolld rdeas
aboul dynamics" should be compatible ii curly leaching has
been apploplilte thn(ottunately, students eitlelrng thts
level ol educshton at present seem to have lirmly establish
ed ideas based on gut and hay dynamics which ate 51111
quite dt(lelent ibm am' tncompattbk wuth ideas based on
phyucislU' dy.samlcu Ii we. as teacheis ol seniol physics,
hiy even haldel to encoulage leal uisdelslandung ol physi
etsIs' dynamics, pupils can lepott thai they ale lmndtng
physics mao,, lather hhsn less dillicult To retleat tnto a
wotld of applied mathemahics. ol lecall and suhshitutton
problems involving algebraic and numertcal nianipulalnin
provides a haven 101 pupils, teachels. and euamuners in an
othe,wsne (lighlenmg woild 01 misundeisland,ng.s and
mmsunlelplelaluoni Fumihet. ml IS a wolhd whmi h shine ol liUl
hesi sludents seem happiest in, where Ihey can excel In
terms ol ptesent assessment mechanisms We as teachets ale
caughi in the n,iddle hit a chunl'.uct 01 deCoes as we wanh CO
do Ihe best I.. out piiptls bolh in ilme shall and long teln,

Wh.I should we do?
I would aigue that the teaching of dynamics mush

begin at an catty age Without teachung. pupils develop them,
gilt and lay dynamics in ways which are inflesible, liulguird
and inappropitute log hhe onetalh hesi pledustlon. aeliuun.
deucttption and esplanalton In Ihe leal woitd ot Iuui sub
sequent tearntng of "physucushs' dynamics hi aigue Ihal
the heachtng ol dynamics sho,uld bcgrn eally is nIul, h,uw
end. ho algue lol Ihe Ceathiung ol physicists' dynamics
Rahhel ihe teachmng of dynamics ibm age $ Co
should help develop, chaiienEi an eSuend gut gn !SL..
jrnamtcs tn such ways thai itt -
hhe wolld and In such ways Ihal the Ihull,,ahIzelI altelnaline

joncephions plouluied in Ihe seniuul high school will Imnd a
nieSnlng(UI and nallled jye Whet It leituiled is a smogat
boa,d ol esperrences and debale which chahleuige and
inodily gut dynamucscas well as tti!u lanuage,gfl

.utpose of language and dtshln1uuish (ad Iron, lantasy in
telms ol lay dyn, !!t?_ Moreovet, Ihe eshueluences and
dIscutuihin ,huuuuld provide seeds iii atlelnative concepimiuns
ip,in which the tale, leaching ,uf phiysms isis' dynamics ian

tie Imintly based ussihluhiImes aue given in hahjjj
I bus sellaunly duues nul n,ean the pluuhisms jutithuned
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Tat* II
Surymikins lot developing gut and lay dynamics

in the runim school

t ,pen, nem to develop gut denamics latlovittes and
thinking)

playing with an an Oat k ii, table 01 °Mei neat
lintiorilds sulfate
playing with the monkey and the hunted'
motion" the thansing speeds and/oi paths ol
moving ollet is, e g ptomtlites with sitobe photo
vaults tad lolling down slopes with times
Meting the lone of I N, 10 N. 100 N
watching and discussing things fulling in an evatu
aced glass tube

measuring the fame femme.' to slide lemon
°Netts with a sluing balance
obsetving distothons of the support as heavy
ohutts ate plated on beams and tables
°Melting and thawing what happens vhen a whirl
mg hal' on the end of a stung ts let go
meowing the tenturetal pull on something to
keep d mowing in a Little, using a sprang balance

speneners to develop lay dynamics (language and
dist insteml
0.00014 fact loom fantasy le g "overcomingommg
meth' " lode Milieu ")
teaming won't' MI [dent meanings in diffelent
tontests Ie g Ione weightlessness)
teaming to qualify wilds such as [nation (' (tote
ol tot lion horn heat due to Illation-I
learning 01 difIdentes between woods le g pies
tote hum lore. lone horn momentum density
torn weight)
tounieting lolklote le g , people weal heavy hoots
on the moon lint e Mei e is no go vitt f
coisineions images from silence lit lion g
spat et tall move steadily limn:0 spate with
engines hill on)

dotinguishing Opt, Is of godly leg ''speed of
fall horn' gaud, of pally '1
looking at Lame and Med le g , existence of au
divest, I poolute gravity)
learning we can define worst meanings to allow
usage 10 Mt late, but 1411 name delmilions aie
net evilly

art no ,00tetn of the leacher rat the mtiodut testy physics
I nu an Appiet tabon 01 the existence and impoilante of
to And lay dynam, s should Influent e what 0 taught even

in tolltst physit Roth fit, moviding a him Inundation
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The fine-beam cathode-ray tube
and the observant and enquiring student
Part 7
hos description of the erpeomental apparatus,
see Past 1 on page 80 of the Fetsuas. Mut

Teacher and student have now roily completed
investigations into those othetwose unpublished uses of the
I BeRT and its Helmholtz Lolls which our student.
with his necessattly hunted knowledge in the teleunt
holds of theoletscal a Id expelemental physics, can profila-
boy Theo. imam Ihtee very integesting and didac
locally woith while lines of enquity, of which Iwo *Cie
followed in the activities dumbed below, the thud to be
examined ins latex, final session

hither We have spent a good deal of time examining
what I will call the dynamic psopeities of the
beam the election slum made visible by the
excitation of helium gas m the potence of
elet tiomagnetic and electiostalit fields Now I
would like you to spend a little more lime in
examining the naluse of the mantle, and in
lending, if you can, the spectial content of the
glow which lights up both beam and mantle

Student O K Ill probably need a couple of lab Sc..
to *eta this out, and then 111 tepoit back with
. wsile up,a nd begin asking you questions

ate. The student's write up

111 Properties of the mantle
(A) I began investigations with the Helmholtz Lolls

stun haling then magnetic ads along the mansvelse beam
line loin with no coil cursent flowing On tinning up the
anode voltage I noticed that the run glow volume sus
founding the spike" always had a definite, chaiscleristic,
and beautiful geomellit hum, widest at its base and taper
mg, in the manned of a cone, to a tip, huh with a heal lotm
tithe, than 'fungoid axial sedum II us possible to mope
gate Ibis initiated beam a little beyond the spike tip, but
the t'110111 44 this extension differs flom the 'enrol glow
by being pinkish, suggestive of the eulettir of an culled
helium suet dal tube, and the beam spseads out The
mantle does not extend beyond the lip ill the spike In these
tutionstantes (I ig I)

I tidbit e that, up to the pun man y loam point in this
'diluted beano, !hue us a suffiauenI but if actually &norm's
mg supply of elections having enough enemy Its piodute
the net essay helium atom lomat on It n the tendon
Si Altering of eneigelis elet lions Isom the main beam path
by both elastic and inelastic colhoiont with beltum 0101
Thal is, Ai least in pail I believe I esponsible Ind the visible
mantle hi is the consequent And inevilahlt yaemal de
Locate in the intensity of this se alleged vice lion showy
voth its rumness along the beam that deleimind iht

JOHN le P WEBB

The University of Sussex. Brighton. England BM 9QH

9
ft

Fig I. Wpm photostaph. long 'spent, The amen glow votame
ninuondk4 the "spike" always has a definite, chstacttlistk. and
beautiful goomettk form
(Lower pholostiph. shod capstone ) 11 0 possible tit dive the
testtidtd beam a IBM beyond the spike tip, but the mious of the
extension becomes pinkish. lathe' like the helium speclial tube
colon,

geomellia for m ol this mantle Rub I also believe that a
large p(opoilion ol the mantle's glow muses f the
"handing on, OU1K aids hum helium atom to helium
atom, of the medial Lomponents of the Plimaty glow of
the beam itself

Beyond the foLus point Ithe only foam point in this
mulcted beam case) the .11vVeing eke lions which mum
in the beam path have insuf flaunt [limy to forme helium
atoms. and ultimately al the end of Iles limited visible
path to exsile atoms al alt In this Moil beyond lotus
pink Lolooled beam, the singe I ml lemming nee lion
enclitics pednits Cat otalion 01 the helium 'mint to a vaitely
of levels, with tonseislient e ttttt soon of familial helium spec

jiff Polv SI( S II ALM 14 WI SAM SI 19114 3011
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IN I ItODUCTION

Sec -t ova 4.0,1 Salve ra-( cl2eck.S 4-or -1`..--ofh:CC

three-week summer course Each arran.grrea: .
advantages and di:advantages. The first two h -:

vantages that the participant can put the mat; real t.
diate use in her classroom and have the instant re v a
seeing the children's responses. One disadv ant.,i. is
both the par ticiparits and the instructor are tired a'
ing worked all day, and this fatigue tends to limit ea::-
asm A second disadvantage is that all material, niu
brought in and removed from the classroom for aa.1.
meeting.

The two summer pi ogr.uns lose the abva a :J.
but more than make up foi them dim; ,..ttf,g 1 . a. .1

vantages listed Our experience indtcatta that (ha. tha.
week course meeting 4-6 hours per day for test tv
clay s ri 1 room used for nothing else offers the t. at
situation

The course has been taught in school cafeteria
elcariantary school classrooms, high school science
tories, and university laboratories. We think it is taa:
taught m tin elenivniary school classroom since the part;a
pant, ov et conic tie same space and facility difficulties &Jr
ing cow e as they will face in implementing a phys:zal
science program in their classes Most importar tl) the
course mus' be taught in a free and easy workshop atrio
sphere where students can learn from each otlif-, gat
mediate answers to their questions an:, ;earn th.: v!, :
science experiments can be an enjoyable ea; al it at

Hand tools, lightweight electric drills, and sat .

are provided along with most materials needed toao
each piece of experimental apparatus. Each vadaa
apparatus with which she does experinitrits, a. i1 %, '"
course is finished, she takes the apparatus she h.:- b.
Other experiments make use of commonly avail.:1"
rials, such as spectacle lenses, aquarium, and nu. si; t.

When the course is finished each partiaipartt h eaa
materials to carry out nearly all of the excarri.
demonstrations. Special apparatuses, which are ert'a r
pensive or difficult to obtain, are avoided

Every aspect of the program is part of a plarimal c °,'('
give the participant confidence and conipetza-a
out a activityoritnted physical science program in
school

Science for elementary school grades K-6 varies some-
hat content from one textbook series to another, but it

is fail ly common that 40-60% of the material covered is
directly related to physics. These texts suggest that certain
tem ning activities such as experiments, demonstrations,
and observations be carried out by the teacher and the
ela Often the apparatus for a learning activity is to be
conti ucted from simple, readily available materials. The
ty praal :lament:1;y school teacher has had little experience
in pei g experiments and is often frustrated in
hi. attempt, at carry ing out tha suggtttil learning ac-
tivity To m-et this ne,d e have develop-al a ph) steal se--
env; oi hop tl,at av ailablv. to teachers who are
(\qui mu.: the A) for additional airing.

This cow .e is b i,.,1 upon the assumption, that moat
elementary teaaheis i;.t%e had little or no physias and lack
the vompetence and confidence to carry ow an activity
of ienttd science progi am, that most experiments should be
call ied out using readily available and easily constructed
mat, rial., th.tt skill in using hand tools is needed by mo. t
to iv la 1,, and that teachers who learn in an activity-orient
ell course are better prepared to teach in that mode.

FOR.\IAT

1 he class is conducted in an informal workshop format
in a hielt each student works on her (since most partici-
pant, arc: females, we choose to use the feminine gender)

n apparatus and does the experiments individually The
lab par :ter arrangement is not used strive th t tends to pro-
duce one "doer" and one "watcher The course requires a
total of 60 hours of participation, and pa: ili.ipanta may
rev e up to four semester hours of credo toward a ma,-
tei *. degree in education The enet gy output of the inst ruc-
tot very high. and the number of students per instructor
should he limited to about twelve, although, we have sue-
ce,srully team taught sections as large as fifty by using four
in,tructois. The instructor conducts demonstration ex-
pc I anent, pre-lab and post-lab explanations, and is other -
vv r.t involv ed in explaining concepts to individ-
ual pm narraints. The experiments can be divided into three
type, (I) directed experiments, brief in duration, during
which the instructor explains the results observed and
helps the students understand what is observed (much of
Unit I is of this type); (2) experiments carried out by the
students and discussed in a post-lab session (Units 11, V,
and VI contain the best examples of these experiments);
and (3) observation of phenomena utilizing easily contruct-
e .1 of readily available materials where data are not taken
but the phtnioninon is observed and described (Sec. III is
the purest evaniple of this type). Some of the sections mix
all three approaches

1 he course has been taught in several different time ar-
rangements including c. ie evening per week for an entire
semester, two evening) per week for eight weeks during a
regular semester, as a sixw eek summer course and as a

Am I Phys SCA.2.), Feb 1982

CONTENT

It was our goal for each participant to gain a niealiri!ef
competence in performing approximately 100 eapariniel's
and demonstrations from the various areas of physi,'
example, in Unit I the student makes an alcohol btir:,;
from a baby food jar and clothesline rope and fuels it ``
spirit duplicator alcohol. The participants use the burner is

the heat source for eleven experintents and dernonstrtior:
that can be done with test tube stoppers, glass tubinii.
rubber hose. These experiments include boiling at lot% Pr'
sure, distillation of wood, distillation of liquids, and recrYc
talltzation of salt. Nine additional heat experinteats are

done in a later unit.
toIn the second unit an equal-arm balance sen,:i`e

tas2 Amencan Association of Physic.
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20 mg is constructed, and it is then used to carry out
,.11 operiments including determination of the densi-
.1; of solos, liquids, and gases and a study of Archimedes's

C' The
c ip

optics unit contains 22 demonstrations and experi-inle.
using such items as mirror stock, pinhole cameras,

.ujriuin, lenses, and shaving mirrors. Eleven experiments
included on weather, 16 on mechanics, 11 on sound,
10 on electricity. A complete listing of the table of

.....,flients from our study guide is available on request from

l'^d author.

coNCLUSIONS

More than 200 persons have taken this course during the
,,,%t six years, and student evaluations have been taken
,,i,1.ipproximately 100 of these. The course has been con -

.:tinily rated as one of the best in which they have partici-
31_,I with respect to amount learned, potential for impact

teaching, and personal satisfaction with accomplish-
n:s. Follow-up interviews with teachers, science super-

;:ors, and pi incipals as well as unsolicited correspondence
ii:dicate that Many who have taken the course have incor-
;,:rated much of it into their science teaching.

Our experience indicates that physics departments can
;:.:%e an impact on public elementary school science teach-

by developing and teaching courses that train the par-
::cipant to conduct class experiments, develop apparatus,
..nd perform the demonstrations that we have traditionally
red in teaching elementary physics. flowever, the experi-
aents need to be simplified and worked out so they can be
,;,se with readily available and easily constructed

crials.

;ABLE OF CONTENTS

1 Akohol burner plus test tubes
1 ,Atmospheric pressure
2. Vacuun produced by condensation
3 Boiling at low temperature
4 Test tube lens

5 Cartesian diver
6 Gas thermometer
7 Liquid thermometer
3 Distillation of wood
9 Distillation of ink or shoe polish

10 Roiling point when salt is added
11 Recrystallization of salt

II Experiments with an equal-arm balance
I. Assembly
2. Calibration of balance
3 Calibration of a set of masses
4 Does shape change mass?

5. Gas has weight

6. Warm air is lighter than cool air
7. Condensation rates
8 Evaporation rates
9 Density of solids

10. Density of water and alcohol
11. Density of gas
12. Archimedes's principle

13. Density by use of Archimedes's principle

IiI Optics
1. Reflection boa

2 Pinhole camera
3. Concase mirror images
4 Spectrum by scarf : -sting
S. Spectrum with pan f water -.nd mirror
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6 Moon `,0x

7 Aquanum optics
8 The cniical angle
9 Spectrum

10 Refraction index by shortened ruler
I I Displaced image
12 Absorption of light white box. black ooxl
13. Absorption of light by use of magnify .ng glass
14 Waves on a chain
15. Polanzation
16: Polarization of sky light
17 The periscope
18 The kaleidoscope
19. The telescope

20 The water drop microscope
21. The color wheel
22. Blue sky-red sunset

IV Weather
I Dew formation
2 Frost formation
3 Wind indicator
4 Construction of a rain gauge
5. Solar distillation
6. Greenhouse effect
7 Solar heating system
8. Convection currents
9 Humidity

10. Marshmallow in hypodermic syringe
11. Smog bottle

V Mechanics
1. The force required to stretch a spring
2. The center of gravity of a regular object
3 Heart of Texas-a center of mass exnenment
4 Equal torques
5 Rubber band scale calibrated in newtons
6. Measurement of work
7 Inclined plane
8 Pulley system
9 Three classes of les ers

10 The wheel and .isle
11 The mousetr ip car
12 Pang pong bill .n Nrinel
13 Spool. pm, and cardboard Bernoulli di.mo-sirat ions
14 Atmospheric pressure-A
15 Atmospheric pressure-8

-lasticity of solids

VI Heat

I Thermal expansion of solids
2. Thermal expansion of solids rod (second te(hod)
3. Thermal expansion of g es

4 Thermal expansion of liquids
5. Melting point and freezing point
6. The effect on melting point of ;mpunties
7. Thermal expansion of metal plate
8. Calorimetry
9 Specific heat

VII. Sound
1. Demonstration of the tras cling wase

2. Waves can transmit energy
3. Polarization by reflection
4. Standing was e-harnionics can be seen
5. Standing wase-harmonics can be heard
6. Resonance-natural frequencies of air column
7. Vibrating bars
8. Vibrating reeds
9 Resonant air easity
10 Singing glass
11 Speed of sound
12 Vortex box

Notes Ind t.



The Physics of Fun

OB Schuller may be the world's youngest
physics teacher. Each weekend the Houston
Museum of Natural Science pays this 12-

year -)Id to play with toys. He shows visitorses-
pecially the smaller varietyhow to discover science
while having fun. Rob's toys have mass, velocity,
inertia, momentum, and weight. His toys "feel"
gravitational and centripetal forces. They accelerate
and decelerate. Through toys, Rob uses familiar ex-
periences to draw children willingly into the realm

of physics.
Rol, begins his show with the simplest of toys

the ball. He drops a light ball and a heavy ball from
the same height at the same time. The result often
surprises his audience, and Rob asks the children to
"help" him explain what happened. He guides them
along by asking if it is harder to pull a loaded cart
or an empty one. Together, they determine that the
heavy ball receives more gravitational pull, which it
needs to f it at the same rate as the light i all. Rob
then shows his expertise at tossing a ball straight up
and catching it. He asks where the ball will fall if
he repeats his toss while walking. Most of the

younger viewers expect the ball to drop behind him.

Another surprise: the ball shares Rob's momentum
and returns to his hand.

Next, Rob rolls a piece of clay into a ball and
drops it Splat! But he says momentum can make the

clay ball bounce six feet high. The trick is to stick
thclay ball on top of a bigger, bouncier ball. He
drops both balls, which his viewers know will fall
at the same rate and arrive together. The big ball
receives an upward push from the floor and sta
to climb. The clay ball on top captures the bigge

ball's momentum and flies upward. Rob then dro
the clay ball into a jar of water: it sinks with a splash

He asks for help in making the ball float. But curio
viewers irmst wait until the end of the program
sze how dense clay can be made buoyantwith iii
aid of physics. The trick, of course, is to shape th
clay into a boat

The momentum story continues with Rob's fa
vorite toy, the water rocket. He first fills the sma
rocket with air under pressure. When the air is r
leased, its downward momentum shoots the :ock
upward in a classic example of action and rea-tio

BY CAROLYN SUMNERS.

they're

,, hanging upside -down on a roller coaster or

monitoring marble momentum in the classroom, kids

readily enter the realm of science through

toys and amusement parks.

..
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Inductive physics,.
learned from enjoyable
experiences and memories,

makes sense to kids.

611111MilIMMIV

Rob then asks his rocket fans to prcdict what will

happen when he adds. water to the compressed air.

Taking careful aitnremembering where the water

will goRob-fires the rocket. The water adds mass

and therefore momentum to the escaping air and the

rocket soars even higher.

The World as Laboratory

Rob's Science in Toyland demonstration grew out

of the museum's. Informal Science Study, funded

through the University of Houston by the National

Science Foundation. My colleagues and I at the mu-

se-urn are developing educational materials and class-

room programs hat draw on children's familiar and

enjoyable experiences to teach the language and con-

cepts of physics. Inductive physicsthat learned
from memories of toys, amusement parks, sports,

and playgroundsmakes sense to kids.

A sixth-grade girl inspired the study.- I was trying

to explain to her the "location" of the floor of 3
hypothetical space colony and why she wouldn't fall

inward. But all my efforts, including _swinging a
bucket of water over my head, only caused more
confusion." Finally, a sympathetic classmate cold her

to think about the rapidly spinning Barrel of Fun at

the local amusement park. I will never forget the

look of understanding on her faceshe now had an

experience to learn from. She could" feel" thecentrip-

etal force pushing inward from the sides of the barrel

as its bottom dropped away,. providing a structure

upon which she could build abstract concepts.
We aimed first at developing materials and cur-

ricula for the -middle gradesroughly five through

ninesince this- is the period when kids too often

decide to "tune out" science. For them, science must

become so interesting and meaningful that it is worth

remembering and pursuing. We found that even stu-

dents who had never made a contribution in science

class could describe the feeling of zero gravity while

rushing down a roller coaster hill and the 4-g valley

that follows.
We've since developed programs for students in

all grades, including accelerated students. Older stu-

dents not only tackle more difficult scientific con-

cepts; they also get into matters ofengineering. They

can probe the mechanical details of how toys work,

or they might analyze blueprints and accelerometer

readouts from roller coasterrides. We even challenge

U NOVUOVIMICUISOC 1,64-

Aft
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11111111111Eklb.:

them to desigatheir own toys and rides as an exercise

in applying theoretical concepts.
We've now tested our programs on more than

5,000 students from around the country. In Sr.

Louis, for example, 12 ninth-grade clas,....s spent a

month working with our materialsexperimenting
with toys, studying amusement park rides, and top-.

ping it off with a trip to the Six Flags Over Mid-

America park. We tested them before and after the.

program, measuring their knowledge in three areas:
comprehension of mechanics concepts; real of sci-

ence experiences; and ability to apply mechanics

concepts to new situations. Students of all academic

abilities showed significant learning gains in each

category (see chart, opposite page), with slow learn-

ers recording the same percentage gains as acceler-

ated students. Guis, who began with lower scores,

reached or exceeded boys' scores. This came as
something of a surprise; from sports to machines,

most mechanics experiences have a definite "male"

bias. But we found that the girls had ridden more

amusement park rides more often, a fact that gave

thema relevant "knowledge base" for learning about

physics.
Fueled by such successes, the materials and cur-

ricula developed in the Informal Science Study will

soon be "going national." The Department of Ed-

ucation (DOE)' has reviewed the programs and will

include them-in its National Diffusion Networka
list of educational programs that the department
deems effective. The list is sent to school districts

nationwide, and schools interested in our programs

can contact us. We will provide materials and con-

duct workshops for teachers on a shared-cost basis

using DOE funds soon to be appropriated.
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Yo-Yo Meters and G-Force Detectors

Now let's. take a trip to an amusement park with
Amy O'Neal and Elizabeth Gregory. Amy, age 12,
and Elizabeth, age 11, became "computer physi-
cists" this summer in a week-long course we ran at
the museum. They began by runmng computer pro-
grams we've developed that simulate many thrill
rides. The girls designed loop coasters and watched
riders stick tight even when upside down. They tilted
curves so banking angles would hold riders squarely
on their seats. They played arcade-style basketball
with properly angled parabolic arcs. They gave just
enough spin to a gravity-defying barrel so passengers
would cling to the walls. They made changes that
could never be made in a real park, creating dan-
gerous rides without risking a rider's life and limb.
In all, Amy and Elizabeth began to see the physical
principles. behind these familiar rides.

The girls then joined about 300 other computer
physicists on a laboratory trip to Astroworld. They
went equipped with scientific instruments and meas-
uring devices picked up at a toy store. Elizabeth
became an expert with the yo-yo meter, which she
used to "watch': the forces she experienced on the
rides. For example, on a suspended roller coaster
called XLR-8, Elizabeth watched the yo-yo swing
outward at each banked turn. The force of her body
pushing against the seat confirmed the yo-yo's read-
ingthe centripetal force produced by-the banked
curve exactly matched gravity's tug. The yo-yo
proved that she would not fall off or fly away on
this ride. On the scrambler, Elizabeth's yo-yo became
a pendulum swinging back and forth. As she moved
through the ride's complex spirograph pattern, her
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pendulum yo-yo faithfully maintained its swing,
tracing each path in reverse as viewed by her moving
eYe.

But her most dramatic moment came on the loop
coaster. Initially holding the yo-yo in her hand, with
the string tied to her wrist for safety, Elizabeth re-
leased it when she was upside-down at the top of
the loop. The yo-yo seemed to fall "up" rather than
dropping to the ground. As she had learned in class,
she was. traveling so fast that the. yo-yo, sharing her
momentum. kept going in a straight line. She, how-
ever, was curving downward in the loop, so the yo-
yo ended up in her lap.

Amy favored the paddle ba117--a ball attached to
a paddle by an elastic stringand turned it -into a
g-force detector to measure acceleration. Astronauts
during lift-off . may pull 3, g's, experiencing three
times their normal weigh; while in the weightless-
ness of orbit they experience zero g. To calibrate her
g-force detector, Amy held the paddle upright and
marked the spot where the ball rested normally
representing 1 g. She added a second ball to the
suing, which caused the elastic to stretch as far as
it would with one ball under 2 g's of force, and
marked this spot. She then repeated the process with
a third ball to mark 3 g's.
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For many students, .

science must become so
interesting and meaningful
that it worth remembering.

fa

On the roller coaster, Amy's de-
tector showed the reduced g force
of each drop and the extra g's en-
countered in everyvalley. Then she
went on the Sky Screamer, which
drops passengers from a 10-story
tower. Amy plummeted for two
seconds of free-fall followed by a e.
landing curve that braked her de-
scent. First the paddle ball floated
freely in front of hera certain in-
dication of her weightless condi-
tion. As she entered the landing
curve, the ball reached a reading
well over 3 g's. She can carry this
experience with her as a real-life
example of ph; Tics in action.

Several parks around the nation-
are now using. the materials, in-
cluding physics workbooks,. that -

we've developed. For example, the
Six Flags park at Magic Mountain
in California and Great Adventure
in New Jersey run special physics "field lab" days,
and the Six Flags Over Texas park is planning a
similar program for physics and physical-science stu-
dents. The Iowa Junior Academy of Science is testing
a physical science laboratory at Adventureland in
Des Moines using all of the eighth graders in the
city's public schools. Both. teachers and students are
enjoying the attention. For years schools have re-
warded the band, glee club, and sports teams with
trips. It is encouraging to see a similar privilege given
to science students.

Toys in the Claisroom

For the past 3 years I have presented workshops at
teachers conventions around the country. The work-
shops emphasize how to bring student experiences
into the classroomfrom science show-and-tell ac-
tivities in the lower grades to toy activities and
amusement-park laboratories for older.students. In
Houston, I've watched toy labs grow in several el-
ementary and middle schools, where children seem
to thrive when studying the world in miniature.

Some toys mimic human behaviorflipping,
swimming, hopping, rolling, jumping, waddling, and
walking. Whether they wind up, roll down, rev up
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from being pushed, or use batteries, these toys all
have a power source somewhere. Describing the en-
ergy flow in the mechanical devices offers a simple
introduction to the principle of energy conservation.

Toys that roll are meant to be raced, of course.
Proper lab equipment includes a long downhill ramp
of plastic or plywood that slopes gently to a hard
floor straightaway. Some racers inevitably roll faster
for very scientific reasons. Students discover that
wheel friction is a killer, but several of the pint-size
experts in this field testify that applying graphite
works wonders. Crooked wheels waste too much of
the precious gravitational. energy. Wheel quality al-
most always takes precedence over wheel size. Aero-
dynamic styling can help if the race is close. Students
wiez know that all objects fall at the same rate are
often puzzled about what happens when mass is
added to racers. Using clay and trial-and-error tac
tics, they soon learn that mass makes little differenc
on the downhill roll, but the extra momentum car-
ried onto the straightaway makes heavier racers bet-
ter every time.

After one great race, a female contestant requeste
that we use dolls in a demonstration. But tha
pointed to something that had been bothering us:
dollstraditionally "girls' toys"don't lend the--f
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selves easily to science. Staring at a doll and won-
dering "where's the physics" only leads to
frustration. Droppi*.s. or throwing dolls in the name
of science surely provides little encouragement for
budding female scientists. Finally, we hit on the idea
of safety.

Roller skates that clamp over-shoes make excellent
cars for carrying dolls. The students would crash the
can and study the results, adding safety features for
the next crash. Doll-sized seat belts, shoulder har-
nesses, head rests, and padded dashboards grew
from classroom supplies. Class interest ran high: the
girls cheered when the dolls survived, and the boy
rooted for the wreck.

Another class modified this idea, replacing the
dolls with raw eggs. Each egg had a painted face
that had to remain visible during its ride. A ramp
running abruptly into a, wall guaranteed equally
forceful crashes for all participants. Losers cleaned
up the mess. As an inters Ling safety note, the sole.
surviving egg was protec ed by an air-bag system
made from a balloon.

Flipping toys also make fascinating physics. With
a push from its long curled tail, a toy cat can roll
over. Tiny legs flip out and push toy cars and planes
upside down and over. With a spring-loaded kick,
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a toy mouse flips high in the aii-and lands on its
feet. A simple description of these forces and their
directionsis a lesson in Newtonian mechanics. Add-
ing clay weights shows. the delicate balance of each
toy acrobat.

Marbles make excellent lab equivalent A ruler
with a center trough along its length quantifies the
marble player's art. Marbles.of different sies and
speeds can be rolled along the trough into each other
with great head-on accuracy. Students can see mo-
mentum passed from marble to marble in each col-
lision. Students who do not speak algebra can still
see that mass and velocity are both important in
marble mechanics. A small marble must travel twice
as fast as a marble with t vice as much mass to stop
it. And for observers, clear marbles make handy con-
vex lenses that provide upside-down views of the
world.

The Slinky has long served tea;:hers as a medium
for demonstrating longitudinal (soundlike) waves'.
and transverse (lightlike) Waves. But we've also
solved one -of the greatest problems with slinkies:
what to do when a slinky is stretched or bent. Dam-
age usually strikes at the middle, rendering the toy
useless. Such a slinky can be cut in half. The halves
can then be dropped from.the same height, with one
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Height of first hilT - 116 ft
Angle of first drop - 36°
Height of each loop - 70 ft
Maximum g-force - 5.9 g
Minimum g-force - Z.0 g
Speed limit .= 50mph
Minimum- speed - 3 mph
Minimum rider height - 4 ft-
Ride capacity - 28

Scale factor = 80 feet per inch:

Weight of coaster
Length of train
Chain speed
Frontal. area of train

(intersecting the wind/
Horsepower of chea motor
Round trip time
Round trip distance

- 378.5 tons (approx)
- 49 ft

- 354 fpm

- 3.7 ft x 2.8 ft
- 200 hp
- 111 sec

- 1942 ft

half compressed and the other outstretched. In seem-
ing defiance of the "all- fall- together" law, the
stretched-out slinky hits the floor first. Students
finally realize that it is the centers of mass that must
be at the same height to make a. gravity race fair.

A car track with a ramp that hurls the car around
a loop always proves a favorite. )3y, adjusting the
height of the ramp, students can change the car's
speed in the loop. When the speed drops too low,
gravity conquers inertia and the car comes tumbling
off. Older toy scientists can calculate the exact height
for the car's ramp in terms of the loop's diameter
that gives the slowest acceptable ride. This demon-
stration gives students the opportunity Lo experiment
with a model of an amusement park ride before ex-
periencing the real thing. From watching the car,
students develop an idea of what it would feel like
to be inside. Going on the ride lets the learner slip
inside his or her experiment to get a different per?

NOVUOUVDECEMZER 1,14
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spective on the forces involved.
Students also enjoy speculating about which toys

will work well in the zero-g conditions of the space
shuttle, Could.an astronaut yo-yo? Would a floating
slinky still carry waves? Would a paddle ball be as
easy to hit? Could a windup car run around the sides
of a circular doorway without ever needing to' be
rewound? These fascinating questions have led me
into negotiations with officials at NASA's Johnson
Space Center in Houston. I've proposed that shuttle
astronauts test some of these toys and videotape their
efforts. The latest word is that this may happen dur-
ing one of next year's missions. The videotapes
would then be available to teachers.

Many Happy Returns

With the holiday season fast approaching, toys are
on many people's minds. Anyone venturing into a
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toy score will find physics on every shelfeven
though only one aisle will likely be labeled "edu-
cational." These toys, such as chemistry sets or mi-
croscopes, take a science-inclined child into the
world of adult scientists. But there is as much applied
science and engineering in those other toys that all
kids want. Since many people automatically make a
distinction between "fun" and "learning,". the po-
tential of these toys is often overlooked.

For those who forgo the toy store adventure, the
staff of the Houston Museum of Natural Science
recommends a special old-fashioned science toy. It
is appropriately called the Come Back Can. Rob
Schuller makes this toy from a soft-drink can, a rub-
ber band, a one-ounce fishing sinker, and several
large paper clips. He uses a nail to make a :sole in
the bottom of the can. He slips the rubber band
through the sinker and knots it in the middle. He
then feeds one end of the rubber band through the

Rob Schuller's Science in
Tolland program delights
children at Houston's
Museum of Natural
History. For example,
dellcarrying roller skates
provide a drematic look
at momentum in action
(len As a holiday
science gitt, Rob
recommends the Como
lack Can (above; see
article for instructions).

- tab slot in the can top and secures it with a paper
clip. With a hook fashioned from a paper clip, he
pulls the rubber band through the hole in the can
bottom and attaches it with another paper clip. The
sinker must hang with a little slack, but should not
touch the walls. The paper clips must be taped se-
curely to the ends of the can, whichsnay be decorated
with smooth wrapping paper to add a festive touch.

Rob rolls his finished Come Back Can forward a
few times to wind up the rubber band. Then he rolls
the can across his stage. The can finally comes to a
stop and begins to roll back. Toy scientists of all
ages will be fascinated by this holiday treat while
seeing an important scientific principle, conservation
of energy, at workor, rather, at play. _

CAROLYN SUMNERS' u director of astronomy and physics at'the

Houston Museum of Natural Science and ctiprmapal investigator of
the Informal Sc.ence Study at the University of Houston.
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